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JTo a right appraisal of Robert Rogers it is
indispensable that he be regarded against his historical and
geographical background, as a member of our most distinct national
type, - as one of the first, and the most sharply drawn, of the
long and honored generation of frontier Americans. He was born,
and he died, an English citizen; but his nativity was in the
American wilderness, and in the three chief qualities of his
career he showed himself of the same stamp which, in larger
mould and far more sterling stuff, reached its culminating
expression in the mill-boy of the Slashes, and the sangamon
rail-splitters, xie was implanted amid rude and insmiling
surroundings, and unaided by education or influence carried
himself, by sheer mental strength and the vivida vis of a strong
temperament, to a position where momentarily he could leave
the impress of his hand upon the major events about him. His
rough nature ever lacked suavity and cultivation, and in its
wild disregard of restraints not merely polite, but sternly
attacked by all moral principle
, at times passed in eccentric
orbit beyond the bounds of defensible condmct; yet it showed
virtues as clearly cut as its vices, and exhibited independence
of thought, bold self-reliance, unfaltering energy and
ambition, and a centripetal poise in momentous affairs that
commanded more commonplace men. His vigor, his intent, eager-
strained faculties, the restless fervor that led him over
three continents and into a half-score of pursuits - qualities
drawn from his boyhood struggle with untamed nature, and
nurtured by sea and air and wilderness battle - found final
play in the arena of coordinated society, and, so brought him
a^ain and anain into ROfggfL ^pa inst. wh i_cn ne stood in
3i9o4£
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picturesque contrast. In all these things, in his defects and in
his talents, in his half-development one one side and his over-
development on another, he was one of the notable frontier
products of New England. The full force and flavor of such a
career are lost if the typical border tincture which leavens
it is not appreciated, and if it is not understood that it is
identical with at least the cruder phases of the great figures
which have grown up along the broad line of our western-
encroaching civilization during the last century. - Harrison,
Jackson, Houston, Grant, Johnson, Clenens . The sturdy son of a
New England log cabin; the French fighter and Indian scout; the
colonial land speculator; tine London author; the far-Western
governor; the court intriguer; the Algerine mercenary; the
Revolutionary loyalist; - only upon such an understanding
andjapprec i ation can these varied roles, with all the achievements
and failures they carry with them, all the contrasts between the
heroic and the blotted pages they fill, seem to spring with
verisimilitude from the same nature, and fall into harmonic
outline against the great stirring drama of which they form a
part
.
In keeping with the shades of the northern
forests in which he was born, we have no historical
background of family or lieage against which to place Robert
Rogers; and about his cradle hangs a cloud which research has

3not found it easy to dispel. We know that he first saw the
light ofl day on November 17, 1731. - scarce three months before
one of the richest and most patrician of Virginia witnessed the
birth of the father of the republic and that his father,
James Rogers, was at that moment a sturdy husbandmen of Methuen
,
an infant and outpost settlement of Massachusetts. We "know,
too, fciiat his mother was named Mary, and that already he had
three brothers. But of the stock from which he sprung, of his
family's history in this country and the British Isles, even
of the previous life of his father, we know nothing, nor can
any of the imperfect birth-records or ship-lists of New
England inform us. The name Rogers is one of the most common
in the town-records, land deeds, and muster-rolls of all the
settlements coastwise from Cape Cod to Portsmouth, and inland
along the Connecticut, the Blackstone, and the Merrimac . It is
a name that had its Cavalier associations in English history,
and its Cavalier representatives in even the northern
colonies; it was born by two of those who signed the Mayflower
compact y and in such Puritan hamlets as RojKbury, Marshfield,
Boston, and Weymouth by family after family whose log huts
first broke the wilds of Massachusetts; and it occurs
repeatedly among the sturdy Scotch immigrants who early in the
eighteenth century forsook the north of Ireland, with its
popish atmosphere and Celtic neighbors, for the harsh hills of
lower New Hampshire. To which of these various branches of
the generic family James Rogers belonged seems indeterminable.
As to whether he was of English, Scotch, or Scotch-Irish blood,
even,we have only the tradition that it was he who in after
-* * r-A
.
years named a piece of land upon which he settled Monntalona,
after a loved spot in County Derry.
was little more thata a newcomer in Methuen, having arrived
a year or two earlier over one of the forest-girdled bridle-
paths which stretched from the coast settlements westward along
the Merrimac .At his coming, he found the little town doing
picket duty for all that section of the province, and verging
upon a wilderness that lay deep and almost unbroken north
to the French villages upon the St. Francis. The community was
the boldest of a colony that as yet numbered but ^ »JZ^-S^—\
people. It was practically a western extension of Haverhill,
from which it had enjoyed but five years separation, and with
which it still constituted a belt of rural aettlement along
the upper bank of the Merrimac. Indeed, the two townships
then exhibited jointly an oblong tract of land, some four
miles in width and extending for fifteen miles along the
brawling little river, only sparsely dotted by scattered homes
and their fields or clearings. Upon the site of the now
flourishing city of Haverhill huddled the cabind of a compact
village, and elsewhere at central points rose rough meeting-
houses. Rogers, whom a deed of a few years later describes as
a farmer, had at once taken up modest holdings , and set about
making a permanent home. In some nook of the forest which offered
him an advantageous position, surrounded perhaps by a small
natural meadow, and level enough to make further clearing
profitable, he erected the customary dwelling of hastily squared
logs, and hastened to plant his rye and his vegetables
among the rugged stumps and charred remains of felled trees.
At the moment of Robert Rogers 1 birth his farther

The late summer of Robert's birth was not more than the first
or second to see,against the dark background of the forest,
and the yet green leaves of maize at its edge, the ripening
yellow of the common English grains, and the pale blossoms
of the pea and bean. The child had entered a home before which
still lay in large part , the task of wrestling a dwelling
and a steady maintenance from the woods
.
James Rogers found Methuen in many ways a well-
adapted place of settlement for a growing and struggling
family. The country itself offered many natural advantages.
While he had neighbors in plenty, especially along the
rutted and stony cart-track that traversed hill and thicket
toward Haverhill, their houses were scattered over miles of
ground, in the roomy manner characteristic of Anglo-Saxon
settlement, and left free and ample space for a free
agricultural and sylvan life. As for Indians, there were
few in the vicinity, and none in the entire region who were
not peacably inclined; for although the Naumkeag, the
Piscataqua, the Accomenta, and the Agawam lay toward the
French possessions in a cloud threatening enough to such
an exposed community, they had since the close of Queen
Anne's vVar committed none but the most trivial depredations.
Game abounded, and by gun and trap peltry and venision could
easily be secured. The nearby Spicket and Merriraac swarmed
with salmon, shad, bass, and sturgeon. The beauty of the
country was evident to any who had eye for it. The woods
roiled back their foliage in variegated masses from the
shores of the rivers, climbing hills where in summer the
heavy oak and the solemn pine through shadows dome-like or

over the lesser and brighter crests of the birch, the maple
and the walnut; and in places gave way to jutting capes of
bare upland, or - where the brooks fed down into ponds - to
open, green meadows, whose wet, black earth furnished a
sharp-edged grass to the cattle and deer. Up to Haverhill the
river felt the tide, and above the downward point where it
first suffered a sea-change and began to betray by masts
upon its bosom the vicinity of the ocean, it was beautifully
diversified by dashing falls, long sliding rapids, and
stretches consistently tranquil. Nor externally rough and
picturesquely wild as it seemed, was the land an unproductive
one. By labor certainly hard, but as certainly fruitful,
it could be brought to exchange its elm and hemlock for
apple and pear, its wild blackberry for patches of pumpkin and
turnips, and its half shorn section of timber and bush for
Indian corn and waving bloomy timothy.
The township was one, moreover, which paid
to such institutions as ministered to its higher social
needs the same energetic attention that characterised all
the austere Puritan communities of Massachusetts . The
inhabitants had based their plea of 1725 for separate government
on an alleged difficulty in attending divine services; and
accordingly it had been provided in the General Court's
ordinance of division that within three years the citizens of
Methuen should provide a suitable house for public worship
and settle in it " a learned orhodox minister of good
conversation " ». In fact, the minutes of the early town
meetings are filled with contentious wranglings over the

location of the churoh and the choice of a pastor. These,
however had died av/ay about the time at which Rogers entere)
Methuen, and a Rev . Christopher Sargent was peacefully
inducted into the pulpit from which he was destined to
expound the gospel for more than fifty years. Equal provision
had been made for the public schools . For their maintenance
fifty acres had been set aside at the creation of the
village, and when the sturdy existence of the school had been
assured, the godly congregation turned to provide elementary
facilities for education. In 1731, the year of Robert's
birth, the citizens voted to divide the duties of schoolmaster
among Ebenezer Barker, Thomas Eaton, and Joshua Swan, each
of whom should conduct classes in his own home for one month,
at a stipend or £ 2 . 6yJ . In 17 35
,
again, it was resolved to
erect a suitable, if rude, structure to house the growing
number of children; and in this log school, which for general
convenience of access, and insurance of pastoral supervision,
was placed beside the meeting-house, instruction was given
for nearly three months in midwinter. During its brief term
no householder could retain his children at home without
brooking the decided disapproval of his Puritan neighbors.
Reading was taught from the Bible, with perhaps a veil-thumbed
copy of the New England Primer, a moral reader illustrated
by quaint wood-cuts; and writing and accounts upon carefully
stripped sections of yellow birch-bark. The house was closed
outside with unpaiated clapboards, inside with a dingy
wainscoting, and heated with a huge fireplace, which in winter
devoured enormous quantities of fuel, and in summer was filled

3with green boughs. Robert's three elder brothers were old enough
to avail themselves of this schooling from its very
initiation in 1735, and he himself soon after. Under the
rigid application enforced by a sternly dignified schoolmaster,
an in the earnest atmosphere of an intelligent and religious
society
,
acquisition of a smattering of information was
rapid.
The sojourn of the Rogers' family at Methuen
was brief, but amid circumstances of which it is hard to
form some conception, nobert passed here the first eight
years of his life, iiis home was the typical frontier cabin
of the period, built
x
roughly-squared logs, with a loft above
and two comfortable rooms below, in the great living room,
puncheon-floored, stood the inevitable spinning-wheel, the
clothes chest, the rough table and stiff chairs; at one side
rose the large unvarnished dresser, the pewter and china
sparkling in serried rows upon it; a shelf above supported
its Bible and a few cherished books, chiefly devotional,
but perhaps mingled with a handful of polemical tracts;
and at one end was built the spacious fire-place, whose
heavy andirons admitted eight-foot logs to crackle on the
'hearth, filling the apartment on the bitterest winter night
with radiance and warmth. The firelight or sunlight playing
into the other room lit up the drawers and shelves fastened
to the timbers, caught the glint of woolen coverlets on the
beds, and spar!* led bravely back from the polished Queen's
arm that, its battles with the French over, hang from hooks
against the wall. Above all, festooning the ceiling in
both rooms
, were

strings of dried fruit, bunches of herbs, links of corn
tied by the husks, sausages, bacon, and even small quarters
of venison. The heavy, diamond-paned windows were crossed
inside with wooden bars, and a portable ladder reached the
loft. As a boy Robert knew the hard fare of such a home, -
Indian meal sweetened with berries into a swamp, and
relieved by game and simple vegetables, - and as he grew
older he was impressed into the less arduous of the daily
tasks about the busy household, or played with his brothers
in the neighboring forests. He became familiar with the
gliding naked forms of the Indians, passing to town to barter
or to steal; with the fur clad hunter, as he pushed crackMng
homeward through the thickets, bent under a load of
steaming venison; with the rough lumberman, the fisher,
the mower along the wide meadow marshes , and perhaps even
with the jolly mariners who visited Haverhill. He heard
stories of the northern tribes, varying from vivid recitals o
the attacks of thirty years before to peaceful legends of the
half-mystical grandeur of their old chief Passonconway
;
echoes of the presence of the French beyond the White
Mountains; and descriptions of the wild cat, the bear,
the wolf, and the grisly catamount. lie was thus awakening
fully to the frontier life about him when in 1739 his parents
resolved upon a new step.
They had arrived at Methuen too late to
share in the general distribution of the land within the
town, and hence had obtained there no extensive holdings.
To the north and west, beyond the bend of the Merrimac and

in its upper valley, lay a broad tract of rich territory
just becoming available through the liberal grants of the
General Court . Here they naturally began to look for such
a breadth of acres as would ensue them a more liberal
competence. The problem of comfortable support in Methuen
had become complicated also by additions to the size of the
family, for another son had been born in May, 1734, and a
daughter two years later, in the years following 17 35 they
heared more and more of the lands to the north, for they
were rapidly being explored and surveyed, and a thin line
of settlers was streaming up the east bank of the river
into what is noe New Hampshire. Kumford, lying nearly fifty
miles upon the left side, had been incorporated in 1734
with nearly one hundred families, and in the same month
an entire township immediately below it, and only thirty-
five miles from Methuen, was granted to veterans off'the
Narragansett War. Londonderry and Chester, intervening
between Rumford and Methuen , were already filled with
Scotch-Irish, and Suncook, lying near-by athwart the river,
had been parceled out ten years previously. Amid an
exploitation of new territory that thus yearly became more
general, Rogers was upon the alert to buy advantageously.
It is interesting that although opportunities
for a cautious purchase were numerous, his choice was a
bold one. On November 24, 1738, for the sum of £ 110, he
bought of Zaccheus Lovewell of Canterbury, New Hampshire,
a tract called Lovell's Farm, comprising nearly four hundred
acres situated sixteen miles west and south of Rumford,

and at a greater distance beyond the Merrimac than any
settler had yet gone. The farm was a portion of a larger area to
which Lovewell, with five associates, had secured in 1735
from the General Court, as a recognition of the services
against the Maine Indians of his brother John, who had
died in battle at Pigwacket ten years before. So far did it lie
from the usual haunts of any Englishman, and from the direct
current of western emigration which in Massachusetts was hugging
the colonial boundary, and in New Hampshire the Merrimac
River, that at the moment even its proprietors knew nothing
of its character. Two cottagers only, in 17 37, had crept
timidly outward from Rumford to agricultural land a few miles
west, and there halted maintaining a close communication
with their base of supplies and protection. Yet Rogers
pitched unhesitatingly upon Lovewell' s Farm. It is likely
that in some hunting expedition, in which he had followed the
blustering river northward through miles of virgin forest
past the Souhaga River and Amooskeag Falls, and up over the
ridge-broken land of the vicinity, he first came upon this
alluring little domain. In one salient feature its attractiveness
centered. High hills and unbroken forests lay about, but down
between them crept and expanded a broad champaign, in part
natural intervale land, in part cleared by beavers; and over
it billowed a meadow of grass whose luxuriance betokened the
richness of the soil. It was true that not a pioneer's smoke
rose above the wilderness for miles about, and that the quarter
lay a perilous distance from any large settlement. To James
Rogers, however, who had not known the frontier except
in time of comparitive peace,

the glittering prize far outweighed consideration of all the
thorns which surrounded it, and he resolved at once to
grasp his opportunity. If anything had been required,
immediately preceding 1738, to strngthen his determination,
an energetic renewal projects to develop the whole country-
side might have served the end. A company which formed itself
about Captain William Tyng - the first soldier to employ
snowshoes in Indian campaigns, - was in 1737 given land
which fell but a few miles southeast of Lovewell's
assignment; and at the same time the remainder of the
township, out of which these two parcels had been carved,
was surveyed, divided, and granted to one Shubal Goreham
and his associates on terms which called for immediate settlement
But while all this augured well for the uninterrupted
development of the territory, its promise wholly failed.
No colonist went forward, and when in 1738 Rogers made
Lovewell his first offer for his farm, he was the only
person who contemplated building a house in that extreme
position
.
He did not,however, go alone. One of his neighbors
in Methuen was Joseph Pudney, a former resident of Salem,
the owner there at one time of land and a shop, and whilom
possessor also of several farms near Haverhill. In some manner
Rogers prevailed upon his neighbor, whose family numbered
six stalwart sons, and whose aid in opening a new country
would therefore be almost indispensable, to accompany him.
Pudney, already growing old, was an unlettered man, but he
possessed a practical turn of mind that was quick to see the
advantages inherent in the tract which Rogers had chosen.
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Early in spring of 17 39, therefore, when Robert was but eight
years old, the two families removed to their new home.
No road had as yet been hewn for even a part of the distance
toward their objective, and the journey was a formidable one;
but driving their cattle before them, they conveyed as best
they could all their movable goods.
The tract upon which they found themselves was
one variegated in surface, but offering some wholly new
advantages in agriculture. Hills, as we have said abounded,
i^rom the broad top of the highest near the point where Rogers
actually laid his hearthstone, the crests of the White
Mountains, nearly a hundred miles to the north, could be
seen on clear days like great bright clouds above the horizon.
There were many ponds in the township, the largest being actually
small lakes, and everywhere trout-brooks fed down under thick
coverts of alder and hemlock toward the bickering Merrimac
,
seven miles away. Upon the rougher land stood heavy forests
of oak, ash, beech, and pine, which gave way along the lower
intervales to softer woods and wild grasses. The chief
advantage of the district, however, cosisted in its smooth
land parks, a relief especially welcome to tenants used to
the broken ground and marshy arable land of Methuen. Upon the
largest ,as well as the highest of these meadows
,
Rogers and
Putney commenced the construction of their houses, and
during the summer months erected two buildings of hewn logs
at no great distance from one another. Their families once safely
installed, they were able before the setting-in of winter
to provide two hasty shelters for their stock. Their houses
were in an almost perfect solitude, broken only by the presence

't
within the neighboring woods and valleys of some small
camps of friendly Indians.
In this changed seat the families prospered
during the next few years. Pudney had bought no land, but
had shared the purchase of Rogers; and to secure the cultivation
plot which fell conveniently near, one of the neighbors,
probably Pudney, signed a promissory note to Thos . Colburn,
a grantee, and began clearing it for tillage. Already neighboring
meadows were being fenced, and during the summer cattle
from the farms lower along the Merrimac were driven into
them for the bush grass. For years to come, however, these
temporary visitors withdrew eastward at the approach of
the wintry blasts and drifts which would cut them off from
the main towns east and south. Two orchards were set out
by the pioneers, and by 1745 so prospered as to bear fruit;
one hundred acres of meadow were fenced, and mown or grazed
annually; and nearly as many more were given to grain.
In the larger tasks the two households, whose size made
extensive farming operations possible, gave one another
assistance. Each year the bays of the barns were crammed with
hay for winter fodder; each year the sturdy boys bent
beneath the midsummer sun to the cutting of the grain;
each year the herding of cattle, the care of the orchard,
hunting, trapping, cutting and burning bush, filled in the
portions of the year not devoted to seeding and harvesting.
Even after the first storms of winter came there was no
relaxation of labor. Long afterward Robert told in London
how, as a boy, he gathered the shoots of alder, birch, and
elm, and carrying them home in fagots, bound them into
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rude brooms and transported them over ice and snow to the
nearest market-place, fifteen miles away through the woods.
This market-place was Rumford, and Robert
Rogers' connection with it is of possible importance in
his education. To it from Lovewell's farm led only a blazed
path, winding beneath the sombre shade over hill and valley,
through copse and brake, skirting the base of hills and
fording streams, till at last it came in view of the
blockhouse, the brief, uneven streets of rough houses, and
the dancing waves of the river beyond. Upon the town's stores
and mills the isolated pioneers depended upon their scanty
supply of purchased provisions, and upon its schools and
churches for mental and spiritual guidance. At the same time,
they Kept intact the links between themselves and Methuen.
During several autumns , one marked by so great a drought
that farmers elsewhere imported hay from England for their
starving cattle, the elder Rogers bought droves of oxen in
Haverhill, and drove them north to be wintered. i?rom his
eigth year onward, therefore, Rogers' acquaintance with
both Rumford and Methuen must have been partially
maintained , and at times during the winter he may even
have been spared from home to continue his education. Of
this, however, or of the chance that he may have improved
his knowledge of. letters from the presence of books in his
home, it is impossible to speak with authority, tfe may
only be certain that he was becoming a typical frontier
lad: powerfully built, keen of eye, and quick of muscle;
versed in all the moods of the forest, and all the possibilities
of woodcraft; a bold and experienced hunter, and increasingly

familiar with the Indians of the region; as facile on the
trail, or in the clearing, as he was ill-at-ease elsewhere.
Much of the country north to the Conticook and the Kyasaga
hills, and west to the Connecticut watershed, he must
have explored by 1745. It was in this knowledge of the
border settlement, the border farm, and the wilderness
that his real traing for life lay.
So he was, and so his family were, when the
outbreak of King George's uar threw them amid a radically
changed set of circumstances. The descent of the war was
not sudden, and gave to colonists who for twenty years had
found a breathing space exempt from Indian attack a brief
space to prepare. The warm spring day of May, 1725, whose sun,
low-sinking over the lonely forest pond in Maine, had seen
the sullen Winnipesaukee Indians leave the field to the
companions of dying captain Lovewell , was the last in which
a hostile shot had been fired. Ordinary precautions, however,
had never been relaxed by the exposed settlements, and
after the French occupation of Grown Point, eighty miles
west of Rumford, had been redoubled. In 17 39 this northernmost
town voted the construction of a garrison about the home
of its minister; and during 1740, as Rogers and his sons drove
in their cattle for the night, or gauged by the ebbing of the
day behind the pine woods , the moment for striking out
their last tired chips
,
they could sometimes hear the distant
gun announcing that all householders were to gather within
the village for the night. During 1741 and 1742 rumors that
international affairs were steadily growing stormier began
to sift up from the south, brought by ship from England.
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Finally, early in 1744 Frederick the Great began the Second
Silesian war, and France and England joined in arms. In
all, though the news reached Canada first, and on May 10 Cape
Briton, reading the signals of the first incoming ship 1 , was
gay with the banners and martial music of the French, while
it was not until June 1 that couriers were out from Boston
warning all New England to gird herself, no distant holm
or hamlet was taken unawares. Already, under the stimulus of
the threatened conflict, the settlers had begun their
preparations. A fortnight before Governor Penning Wentworth
had risen upon the floor of an extraordianry session of the
assembly at Portsmouth with these words: " The naked condition
of our inland frontiers requires your compassionate regard.
Consider with great tenderness the distress the inhabitants
on the frontier are in at this juncture " . The Assembly had raised
two hundred men for scouting duty, and authorized a bounty
upon Indian scalps. At and near Rumford , the center to
which Rogers and Pudney looked for protection, the alarm
was long since general. On June 27 a memorial , signed by the
heads of sixty-seven families, was borne to the capital
by the influential Colonel Benjamin Rolfe. It prayed, on the
ground that the buildings of the town were " compact,
properly formed for defense, and well situated for a barrier "
upon the Merrimac
,
lying only fifteen miles below the confluence
of the Winnipesaukee and Pemmiwasset Rivers, both of which were
" main gangways of the Canadians to the frontiers of the
provinces "
, that the settlement be created a position
of general defense, and the seat of a large garrison. The
town was put in a state of defense; a number of the stongest

houses in it were fortified as places of instant refuge; the
fields were worked by men in armed companies; and during
the whole summer a scouting squad was kept ranging the
woods to the north and west. Yet still the French delayed
the inspiration of their savage allies to border ravages.
During the first two summers of the war the
Rogers and Pudney families, indeed, safely permitted themselves
to remain in the almost isolated depths of the forest • Their
only danger was from roving bands of the weak and erstwhile
friendly tribes of the neighboring wastes , now withdrawing
resentfully from the vicinity of the settlements, against
these their own numbers constituted a sufficient protection.
Their crops were their all, and economic necessity held them
to the stubborn occupation of their acres. With nothing but
a few petty and stinging attacks, generally unsuccessful, along
the Connecticut and in upper New York. to warn them, they
felt justified in refusing to desert the harvests of 1744
and 1745. With the advent of the autumn of the latter year,
however, they were forced to retire to Rumford . The capture
of Louisbourg by Pepperell, in June exasperating and incensing
French pride, fianlly ushered in the frontier warfare. In
July a horrifying series of outrages be^an along the
Connecticut River, culminating in early October in a heavy
attack upon Westmoreland, a large town almost directly west
of Rumford, and in November in the sacking and burning of
Saratoga, New York. Simultaneously Crown Point became the
base of operations for a score of strong Indian parties.
Outlying farms were everywhere deserted and the inhabitants
rallied to the nearest village for shelter and defense.

The reaping of their summer grain and hay ended, before the
frost hardened the maize both Rogers and Pudney took refuge
in Rumford.
In this little frontier town, whose every house
was strongly fortified, and whose environs were constantly
patrolled, the center of a valley community which lay in
a ceaseless state of war, Robert Rogers thus passed the next
three years, until the spring 1748. During the first summer
it was impossible for his father and brothers to devote
any but the most haphazard attention to their farm, so
unremittingly were the inroads of the savages . In the months
of "'ay and June, 1746, by a French paper yet preserved,
thirty-five different war-parties of the Abenaki and Ottawa
were sent out from Crown Point to ravage the frontier. On
May 5 zealous Captain Goffe wrote from Rumford, about two
o'clock in the morning ' - " The Indians are all about.
There was never more need of soldiers than new. It is enough
to make one's blood boil to see our fellow-ereatures killed
and taken up on every quarter M . On May 15
,
by order of
the General Assembly, three citizens of Rumford distributed
its families among ten garrison houses, assigning to one
Joseph Pudney and his sons William, Henry, and Samuel, and
to another James and Samuel Rogers. Up and down the Merrimac
men worked in the fields only in large companies, with arms
always by their sides. Even at church the settlers carried
their guns into the pews, and the minister prayed with his.
piece resting against the pulpit. The towns distributed
powder, bullets, flints, and muskets to the poor.

No shot might be fired after sunset except
at a savage. During the second year also, while Rogers and
Pudney may have made brief midsummer visits to Lovewell's
farm, the inruptions of the savages continued with such
persistent duration that they could have accomplished little
at cultivation. On May 20, 1747, there was so happy an attack
upon the town of Suncook , immediately below Humford and to the
east of their joint holdings, that the province ordered out a
greatly increased body of scouts to safeguard the upper
reaches of the river. Any of the region who were forced by
harsh necessity to take conscious risks in preserving the
fruit of their acres aften suffered for their temerity; and
we find even the inhabitants of Pembroke, to the east of the
merrimac, complaining " they lived so much exposed to the
Indian enemy that they got their bread at the peril of their
lives, by reason of the sword of the wilderness In July
of 1747, when the elderly Joseph Pudney had his arm broken
by a shot while carrying " a wooden bottle of beer " from
a village garrison to men in the fields, the region was
so infested by savages that the alarm became extraordinary.
Only a reenforcement of thirty men sent by tfentworth to
Rumford permitted a continuance of hay-mowing
,
then just
begun, in the vicinity of the town. Neither the Rogers or
the Pudney families could have profited greatly by their
summer's labor. Not until the end of 1747, in a winter remarkably
severe, did the frequency of Indian aggressions at all abate.
During these two adventurous years , the
boy Robert Rogers, for his age extraordiarily tall and sturdy,
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not merely bore an interest in all that was passing about
him,but also found means to mingle in the direct current
of events. In the winter, when even the boldest hunters stirred
little abroad, he may well have been at school; in summer he
was a participant in not merely the village harvest, but
its military expeditions. In August, 174G, while at the age
of fifteen he ^a^^lable even for militia duty, an unusual
exigency impressed him into the ranks . This exigency was the
attack of August 10 upon a detachment of Captain Ladd f s
company, previously engaged in scouting the woods from
Rumford east to Canterbury, as it was being transferred along
a forest lane from the former to?/n to a fortified house
two miles west ; in the very heart of garrisons and patrols, at
not a mile's distance from a whole company of soldiery, and
among large bodies of men daily working in the fields,
seven men were killed and scalped. Amid the general consternation
Robert Rogers, with his brother Samuel and others, enlisted,
and served until the end of September, ranging over all the
country below Lake Winnipesaukee , but seeing no real fighting.
Similarly in August of the next year, when the harvest was largely
over, he enlisted for a second time in a company of rangers, and
campaigned for nearly six v/eeks under Ebenezer Eastman. The
body of which he mayed one scoured the woods north and west of
his home for thirty miles, operating over territory with which
he was thoroughly familiar, and upon one or two occasions
engaging in a light skirmish. At various other times the
hardy lad may have done sentinel duty about the town.
During the winter of 1757 - 8 the intensity
of the border struggle lessened so perceptibly that at the

return of spring the elder Rogers, with his neighbor, felt
justified in returning to Lovewell's farm. Fewer and fewer
attacks were made by the Indians, and fewer rumors of their
proximity disturbed the settlements. Since the capture of
Fort Massachusetts two years before no military event of any
moment occurred in America, while Europen affairs steadily pointed
toward peace. Although garrisons were still maintained in the
town, and scouts kept out to the north, almost absolute
tranquility seemed to reign after January, and no protest was
raised against the settler's departure from town late in
March, Unfortunately, one of the last strokes of the war was
destined to touch their fortunes most severely.
Toward evening of one day in April a band
of savages was discovered to be lurking in the vicinity of
Rumford
. The alarm was given, and while messengers notified
other outlying cottagers, two friends of Rogers and Pudney
traced their way along the blazed trail through the forest
blackness to warn them of the impending danger. Upon the
receipt of the alarming intelligence, the two families
precipitately abandoned their homes, and beat a speedy retreat
to the nearest garrison. The next day, accompanied by an adequate
guard from the town, they returned to drive their cattle into
safety. They were too late. The Indians had plundered and burnt
their houses, destroyed their barns, killed a heifer and a steer
belonging to Rogers, and spread such devastation through
their orchard that but a single apple-tree remained standing.
When the settlers turned from the smoking ashes and wasted acres
to pursue their marauders, the forest had swallowed them up.

Although this disastrous and unexpected attack virtually
ended the partisan fighting in that region, the disheartened
Rogers and Pudney spent the remainder of the year in Suncook
and Ruraford, and from that distance planted and reaped
what they might. In October, 1748, the peace of Aix-la-Chapelle
was finally signed, and husbandry, industry, and colonisation
could once more move forward unchecked in the valley of
the Merrimac
.
Social condition along the upper valley
metamorphosed rapidly after 1748; and it was into a country
filling with settlers, and brightened by new hopes of
prosperity, that James Rogers moved back upon Lovewell's
Farm a year later, setting Robert and his elder brothers once
more at their wonted tasks. Indeed, the inpouring of fresh
colonists into the region threatened for a time his tenure
of the land for which he had toiled so hard, lie had purchased
it from the Massachusetts General Court; and now came
Scotch farmers from east of the Merrimac , under the leadership
of Archibald Stark, bearing more recent and more valid
titles from John Mason's heirs. Rogers and Pudney hastened to
engage a lawyer at Portsmouth, and in a petition to the
proprietors which several others who had improved land in
the neighborhood enforced, protested vigorously against
any redistribution of acres which should ignore their claims.
Their voices were heared, and in the new township of
Starktown, as chartered in December, 1748, they and their sons
were given adjacent shares on the site of their former fields,
and in that part of the tract near which the present town of

Dunbarton stands . The terms of the charter provided for the
settlement near them of fortyfive other families, each of
whom was to have his own house and a clearing of three acres
by June 1, 1750, and reserved also an ample endowment in land
for a church and school. Their new neighbors began at once
to fell the heavy woods which had lain untroubled about the great
meadow, to raise their house timbers, and to fill the
woodland paths with the heavy burr of their Scotch accent.
By 1751 the community was sparsely but widely peopled,
roads were projected to the east and south, and a stimulus
was given to agriculture and land-investment under which
Rogers seemed to have prospered. His position became for a time
an enviably thriving one, in which he was apparently able
to make considerable additions to his estate, for at various
dates in 1751 and 1752 he bought most of the holdings of Pudney
,
and the shares of several of the Scotch assignees who were
prevented from complying with the conditions of the charter.
In this life of a frontier farmer's son Robert
Rogers was engaged until the tragic death of his father. In the
winter of 1752 - 3 there came into the country one of James
Rogers' old friends, Ebenezer Ayer of Haverhill, celebrated as
a successful hunter. He made a camp on Walnut Slope, between
sogers' farm and the Merrimac River, and thence pursued his
regular avocation of following bears, deer, and other game. In
early spring he had once completed a day's sport, and at
dusk had repaired to his rude hut; and as it was not yet
late, and he had been unsuccessful, he was still on the
outlook for a possible wild animal. The unfortunate Rogers,

dressed from head to foot in bearskins, and already bent by
his years of labor, drew near the camp to pay his friend
a visit. Deceived by the dusk of evening, the eager hunter
shot and so mortally wounded him that almost before his
children or his wife could be brought to his side, he died. There
was an almost mordant irony in this sudden period put to a
life that had fought through the dangers and hardships of
a quarter-century to so recent prosperity, and Ayer could
never after speak of the occurence without tears . But four
of James Rogers' sons, including Robert, were arrived at
manhood's estate, and the future of his family was at last
assured
.
In fact Robert Rogers was now twenty-two years
old, of extraordinary physique and courage, and completely
self-reliant. Of late years he had become an experienc?d
hunter and guide in all the region thereabout, and more
recently still had begun to make some agricultural ventures
of his own. He had already bought a parcel of wooded land at
Marrimac
,
half-way between Rumford and Methuen, for ^70, and
upon this, in the summer after his father's death, he
began a clearing. A year later ( 1753 ) he commenced the
cultivation of several acres there, and erected a house and barn,
in which, during the autumn, he placed a tenant. He is variously
referred to during these two summers as a " husbandman and
yeoman " of Rumford, and a " housewright" of Merrimac; while we
glean from other references to him that his winters, and
his spare weeks generally, were spent in hardy and adventurous
expeditions northward, as hunter and trader. " Between the years
1743 and 1753 " , he himself testified later, in the only
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reference he ever made to his youth, M I was led to a general
acquaintance both with the British and French settlements
in North America, and especially with the uncultivated
desert, the mountains, valleys, rivers, lakes, and several
passes that lay between and contiguous to the said settlements.
Nor did I content myself with the accounts I received
from the Indians , but travelled over large tracts of country
myself, which tended not more to gratify my curiosity than
to inure me to hardship, and to qualify me for my later
services " . Kis knowledge of the French towns could hardly
have been obtained otherwise than as a petty trader, or
a hunter-explorer. The nearest of them lay far to the north
and west, above Memphremagog
,
Champlain, and the headwaters
of the St. Francis - a journey to be measured only in days of
hard travel. Intercourse between the French and the English,
however, was not rare after the close of King George's War,
and in one capacity or the other many opportunities must have
offered the young man, already locally famed for his strength
of limb and knowledge of the wood, to accompany expeditions
beyond the border. His love for adventure and his geographical
curiosity alone might account for the fact that, like Whittier'
s
grandfather, he had repeatedly watched the moonlight play upon
Norman cap and bodiced zone, reeling in dance among the
northern pines , or in dusky wigwam or open camp had sat
down to the moose and samp of a savage board. He may have
helped build roads, such as that which Governor Wentworth
projected in 1753 to Cohase Meadows, high up on the Connecticut,
or have joined the official surveying and exploring parties which
at this time were penetrating all upper Vermont and New

Hampshire. Parkman has suggested that he was probably engaged
in smuggling; but in New England nefarious commerce was then
almost exclusively a coastwise practise, and no such
improbable hypothesis is required to explain why a young man
of mettle should not always have contented himself with
a farmer's narrow spere
.
What is to be observed in that when in
1754 he had attained to some maturity, he appreciated
fully the resources and temper of English border civilisation;
he was acquainted with the language and customs of both French
and Indians; the forest was a book whose pages he had
cultivated until there were few of its problems, its hardships,
or its dangers he could not master; and he knew with some
intimacy all the land enclosed between the White Mountains,
the nearer shore of the St. Lawrence, and the sources of the
Hudson. His strength, endurance, and initiative, with many
rougher and less admirable traits, were those of a frontiersman.
And with 1754 there dawned a new epoch in his life.

nAS early as 1753 , the summer Robert Rogers
was engaged at IderrimaO, all the omens of the sVy , from the
St. Lawrence and Penobscot to the Niagara and Ohio, thre .toned
another French war. Xn the sprin, of that year Duquesne had
sent out from Montreal an expedition which by June had
built forte- at Presqu'lsl* and Lfl &OStlfj and in August had
occupied Venango, thus commanding the portages from Lake
Lrie to Alleghany, ihrou ;hout the summer the Indians of
the northwest - the 141ami , Saux
,
Pottov/attomy
,
Ojibway, and
even some of the Iriquois - wore submitting to the representatives
of the French king with the most zeeibatis protestations Of
fidelity, some even bringing in English scalps in earnest
of their Sldeetl^y. already Dinwiddle o£ Virginia had
sent out troops to throw up a fort at the forV.s of the
Ohio, and was laying those plans which, with the coming of
autumn, were to introduce George Washington to the world.
In the oast preparations for war '.vent as briskly on. During the
VUmmer of 1743 the first redoubts and palisades at Halifax, on
the south coast of Acadia^ had been erected, and the battallions -
of Louisbourg had marched in behind the ramparts of the most
northern of English fortresses; and now under the lowering
indications of conflict nearly one-third of the French inhabitants
of the land, pastoral and listless as they were,. were emigrating
to their bretheren in the west. Simultaneously, international
discussions showed that the theoretical claims of the two peoples
were irreconcilable. The French extremists claimed to the heads
of the waterways emptying into the St. Lawrence , the great LaV.es
and the Ohio; the English extremists, basing their title upon the

wide territory overrun by the Six nations, would have confined
their rivals i outside Louisiana, to their meagre settlements in
Ontario and Quebec. i*he conflict ;vas clearly irrepressible
.
i'cr the colony of New Jlamps hi re the ava-.t-courirrs
Of war were, as usual, .sporadic outbreaks of violence and Hscon4,
tent among the sullen Indians who occupied the hinterland between
themselves end Canada, and it was in the suppression of those
inruptions that Rogers was first called into service. The northern
colonies wer not "ell prepared for the extremity that was upon
them, .-.s the Mohawk chief Kendrick told their governors at the
Albany conference of 175.), they had but to look about to see that
their country was bcire of fortifications. " it is but a step from
Canada hither he said, " and the rrench may come at any time
and tarn you out of doors . IdVe men, they are forti fying every-
where, but you are like women , exposed and open, -without fortifi-
cations As the fever and tension of war increased, the tribes*
responsiveness to it kept pace, in December, 1752, the ..ssembly
authorised the cutting of a road to the fertile Cchase eadows
,
one hundred *<iles up on the Connecticut; and the appearance in I^r-3
of a company of woodsmen and guards in that extreme region f
surveying the proposed highway g threw the Indians of the :>t
.
Francis tribe into a state of restless uneasi ness . ./though
the scheme was not pushed , they at on'"e be^an a course of
depredations and raids. The spring of 17-4 witnessed petty attacks
upon Stevenstown * Conticook, and other township- north of numford
in ouch numbers that in early summer jovernor «ontworth ordered
out a company, under Colcnel blanchard , to patrol the upper
reaches of the .v.errinac ..i n this company nogers enlisted on
august 23, and served until September 21 - the third time, except

for various brief periods of militia duty, that he had been in
the military employ of the colony. He was a valued acc- ssion to
the corps, for of the country over which blanchard attempted to
extend - fan-like grip he Pad a, ready and, intimate knowledge* Be
did not, however, sec real action; although the pestering
inroads of the Indians continued, Dlanchard did not even cone to
a skirmish vith the , and the penurious Assembly forcer? the
dissolution of the command within two months. He was therefore
free during the autumn to return to his later harvest , or to
whatever adventurous pursuits he chose.
3ut not f r long. Some weeks he spent in rather
desultory employment near Jfeimford, hinting, farming, and selling
cattle, and then, in midwinter , as belligerent measures went on
apace, found employment as an enlisting officer. On May 2H, 1754,
the troops of Washington
,
debouching into the valley of the
Monougehela , and enoountoring there the courier party of Coulon'
de Jumonville, had received the order to fire* and so had opened
a war that for three continents was one of the bloodieot and
most important of the modern period. The news of Washington's
serrender at ^ort Necessity on July 4 - Just twenty-two years
before the day he and his associates A<ere to make so memorable,
- found the trooos of Carolina, Virginia, and New York all
mobilizing for western, campaigns , and the burgesses of Pennsyl-
vania and Maryland granting to the common cause all that their
poverty or p .rsimony would allow. Now England had always suffered
so much from Frenoh war-parties that she was eager to accoutre
herself for battle. Shirley of Massachusetts wrung a large grant
of money from the General Court, marched himself to forestall
French occupation of the Chaudiere, and despatched Captain .vinslow

to build two forts on the Kennebec, in New Hampshire ientworth
had already detached a troop to search for a French fort, falsily
rumored to be under construction on the Connecticut. As the first
snows fell, plans were being matured among the upper tier of
colonies for a northern expedition, at first vaguely designate- 7 as
"against Canad " , but as the months went by clearly aimed against
Crown' Point, always a thorn in flew England's side, as an enlisting
agent for this last army Rogers found remunerative employment, as
well as an opportunity to provide a small future command for
himself. He first hear of him in this connection in January, 1755,
whon without stopping to get permission from overnor //entworth.
he accepted employ /er.t tinder Major Joseph Frye of Massachusetts
to raise twenty men for the Bay Colony's quota.
This occupation he was compelled to interrupt
to extricate himself from grave legal difficulties. Early in
February he was suspected of being implicated with others til
counterfeiting the Bills Of Credit of the provinces, a crime
punishable according to the inhumane law.* of the period by the
extreme penalty. On February 7 he was arrested and tried before
the inferior Court at ftumford , with fifteen others, and sufficient
evidence was adduced against him that he was placed under bond
o
of £600 to appeal before the Superior Court at Portsmouth on
February 12. It was established during Rogers' examination that
'while he was hunting near ttumford the previous autumn, he had
been approached by one Sullivan of i'oston, a maVer of counterfeit
notes, who had offered to buy three fbke of oxen which Rogers
kept for sale, and showing him a handful of new bills, had given
him one of twenty shillings for pasturing his horse « Hoping to got
a lar^'- quantity of the counterfeit money, ttogera had

brought his oxen to the place appointed, but had found that
Sullivan, alarmed, wm already fled from tie country. Ha testified
also that he had waked Captain i';lanchard and others to become a
partner with Kin in coun turf o ting , " to find out if they were
concerned in the . at'e r " ; -aid that, they had refused and had
warned him of the business in the strongest terms, ^our of those
who were tried wit h sogers .vere sent to jail, and five others
were admitted to bond. Be hub badly frightened, and cnt at once
to Portsmouth to find means of clearing himself; meanwhile
twenty-four men whom he had enlistee? for p assachus°tts had
gathered, there, and a huppy thought strucv him. /Inding that his
own province was greatly in need of volunteers, and of capable
enlisting officers to drum them up, he secured a commission
from Wentworth himself, and tho next day turned over .11 his
soldiers to the Me»v U ^.mpsijire government, alien the hour set
for his trial arrived a .ve * later, he had so curried favor that
he was admitted as 'ding's evidence, and escaped scot free. He
returned up-country, and set about registering soldi Strs for
Colonel Blanchard , who was to command the single regiment v.tilch
the province was sending -.gainst Crown Point. Here he met with
marked success, until rrye, with the backing of Shirley,
complained to nentworth of his conduct, stating that sogers had
secured his first volunteers by the use of King's money , and dew
manding that he be ^iven exemplary punishment for treacherously
and illegally returning then for New Hampshire. <entworth,
however, shielded his subor I i.iate by replying that -rye's
agreement with Rogers was utterly irregular, and that the latter,
8 whom i am told is recognised for a capital offense " , was out
of his reach, indeed although in Apri .1 fresh evidence against
t
jlogers as a counter P:y i ter was produced by a farmer oP Sxet r,
who had received bad note« Prom hi 1" > he v/as not further molested*
The New aampshiro quota of five hundred i»en "/as now almost
complete, and ready to march: the Assembly acting in unison
with those oP .. .a ssuch >r.setts , Connecticut, and Sew iorv, had voted
*3O,0$$ toward the expense op the joint attach on Crown Point;
and his experienced soldiers could not be kept waiting in the
lav/courts .
In Blanohard's regiment xxogers , who had
enlisted more men than any other agent;, and who, as an old Priend
and subordinate op the commander, had wcibl proved his merit as a
fighter, was already at the end op spring appointed captain oP the
Pir_.t company, ills avenue to distinction was now Pairly open. The
plan op the first campaign of the war General Eradflook, in con-
ference at Alexandria, Virginia, with the governors op the colo-
nies, had determined upon two months previously. The commander-
in-chief was himself to cross the Aleghanlea and reduce fort
Duquesne; Governor Shirley of Massachusetts was to head an ex-
pedition against /or! Front enac and Niagara on the Great Lakes;
.;.ouctur\ was to take ship against the French posts which threatened
tfova Scotia; and sir fill!am Johnson, a tall, strong, jovial
xrishman whom Admiral sir Peter larren had placed in charge of his
extensive lands on the Mohawk years before, and who had since
been made mdian superintendent, was to i ead the long drearaed-of
attack upon Crown Point. Thanks to the zeal of tie northern
colonics , ffhen the last-named commander hastened back to Albany
wi th ^raddoc 1- ' a instructions, he found his forces everywhere
mustering with arms and stores, and ready to begin their march.
The troops were of hiterogendus origin. Connecticut had voted

twelve hundred men , i,hode xsiand four hundred, . 'assachus tts
twelve hundred i New xor? eijnt hundred* xn Key end June, together
with averse or Mohawk Indians, they all begai to converge toward
the - r appointed camp at the Plats " above Albenyj and in the
general movement the rtee fclaape&ire regiment at once entered upon
it-', term of service. Kogere' oonpany/waa the earliest in notion.
the first ins true tioru, ;iven to the regiment
to inarch eere blundering, ignorant, like all his counsel rs, of
the actual geography of the country about Lekee George and Cham-
plain, (Sentworth on May 28 anounced hia intention of Bending the
regiment against Crown Point by a short cut through Oohalee
Leadows on the nigh Connecticut, a r&ndei&totfS 7/as chosen on its
banVs some miles above h ancaeter , and - so wentworth thought -
four days across the wilds of Vermont ff i om the Engl ieh h«ad~
quarters above Albany. Par from being expeditious 1 , a route more
roundaboutf more exposed to attack f and more poorly calculated to
assist the forward mov- merit Of Johaaon's eain force from the
south, could scarcely have been chosen. Shirley immediately
protester!
. bat for the present the governor's instructions could
only be obeyed. While the remainder of trie troops were gathering
at Canterbury, Ko,:;-rs with his fifty men //as sent on to OohJ.se,
there to build a fort at the rendezvous. This rough rampart,
thrown up during the month of June, he named Port '.Vontworth , and
after posting a sufficient guard behind its (telle, at once
returned south. Meanwhile* Johnson had warned fentwOrth early in
June against going any farther northward, and the rain column of
provincials, already straggling through the for fft to Stcvenstown,
s recalled to a secure line of march. On July 20 Blanohard and
his men aet out along the proper route, by way of Charleston and

#and Port DWhwux and arrived on August IS at Albany • ihe regiment
routed a Ve > da., a in town, and was than sent to guard the SOJ&-
panies and wagons moving slowly up the ii id- on to vort Edward
;iere , at the end of three weeks, Rogers Was given
the employment in. which ho was to maV e bit distinctive .Military
wor*' , and for which his talents designed him. ifhie aohnson's
army, preceded by squadrons of axemen hewing the »ay
,
pushed on
to laVe ueorge, iilanchard was ordered to defend £ort Edward , still
incomplete; but the tall young captain was paHod in to interview
the general > to whom he had been r ~ commend ed as a pel son well
aequainted with the haunts and passes of the enemy, and the indian
mode of f i nting. ;'h 9 shrewd » franV baronet was iimpressed with
sogers' presence and speech, ills army , for t e most part a badly
organized concourse of farmers and farmer*! sons, pressing into
a forest alive vith tf'renoh spies and hostile indian:-: , stood In
•
J ue need of a body of efficient scouts; and he SOW his opportunity
to use such a frontiersman to advantage. V'he bold young provincial
was therefore at onoe detached from ..lanchard'a command, and
ordered, wit a a part of selected and hardy woodsmen , to hold
himself in readiness for special ranging excursions. . i thin a few
days he was sent away to follow and explore the upper distances
of the Hudson, to the west of bal'e George, and was so absent when,
on September n ,tho French army which DiesVan had marched tco
rashly to the head of the laVe was defeated, and its leader
fciJled. .his barren victory, closing for a moment major operations
In that quarter ». gave only a further impulse to his forays and
scouts, for the defensive columns at Crown Point and Ticond r.>ga,
settling, pugnaciously down before rfllliara-henry , the new port on
ba>e George, required constant surveillance. ,.i thin a month he hid
s
/proved his Indispensabiliiy to Johnson > and as the colonial legions
Belted away to the proportions of a lar^e garrison he was fairly
divorced from the frontier settlement! with all its peaceful
dangers to such a nature, and wedded to the excursions and alarms
of var . as the r seining battalions established themselves
behind their nen bulwarks, he found himself designated for the
special services of Irregular warfare, at first fthder the direct
c o n .and of Johnson himself, later under the commissi oners sent
to the fort by the colonies.
indeed, the incidents of tho first six months
sufficed to establish Kogers' reputation and position, before the
close of 1755 he had 'nade seven sallies from tori William-Henry,
had mapped in detail the p'rench worVs at Crown Point avid Tioon-
deroga, had thoroughly explored the surrounding country, and had
repeatedly taVen prisoners whose examination yielded facts of tho
greatest value concerning the enemy's position. Bis squads , which
numbered from four to f fty, he handled, in Johnson's words,
rith " unparalleled boldness and usefulness " • lie was the eyes of
the English camp, in .-.arch and February of r?.-'; he continued
Hit tactics with signal success, twice in the bitter cold night
march in,' sixty men within haillng-di6tanOe of the French forts,
and setting in flames the villages mdei their very walls. In a
winter noted for the general brlstlanesB with which the war was
conducted, his long scouts furnished the only illumination on the
page of affairs, rbe northern colonies, deeply interested in the
reduction of Crown Point, wore especially impressed by his ser~
Vloes* and as the Spring ssseiffeliet convened official notice was
tal on of his exploits, in late ebruary the Wew yorV fiou.se granted
him 128 Spanish nil led nieces of sight as a gratuity for his

extraordinary courage, conduct, and diligence against the rench
and their Indians h pro:- js;.! for a similar measure was made Ln
Hew Hampshire; while Shiviej , quite forgetting his Lod score,
twice .irgod the uiaseachuaette Court to show a lifco marh of their
approba? ion
.
:jpon their refusal, he resolved with characteristic
zeal to take some step which would ensure HO ers' continuance
in his present station, and increase the scope of his pos. iblities
for service; and in Karon sent for him to come to Boston . In the
council chamber of thy old Province iiouee the bent, energetic
litt? " governor handed toe young officer, -vith many compliments
,
a oqmmiesion as captain of an independent company of rancors . Spec
cifU Erections as to their enlistment among woodsmen used to
travelling and hunting, and their use in harassing the French
,
accompanied the commission* Within a fortnight Kogera had attracted
to his standard the requisite number of tried frontiersmen , and
sending a part with his brother *\i chard to litany, marched with
the rest o,cross the forest-covered hills of lower Vermont. The
manner of his arrival was characteristic* Merging on a bright
wlay morning from the woods near the enemy's post, he lay in vait
opposite
,
hoping some party might venture across to be attached,
in the afternoon and evening four or five hundred gaily-uniformed
grenadiers, piloted by Indians in w:-.r-p.iint paddled lolteringiy
pasty ; but although the English Vept their posts till ten o'olocv
next day i -hey found no opportunity to ambush thorn. .-\t that hour
they discovered a nerd of Battle gfatr&flg close behind them, and
shot more than a score, whose tongue- they found a great refresh-
ment, x'he reports of their guns, unfortunately, were heared by the
drench, and olevun canoes of armed rien crossed the lake

directly and throatsafcg&iy toward then that they were forced to
disperse to escape their pursuers. L.ator th'jj passAd down a lake
on . raft, eelrig as they did so the /rencn soldiery drawn up
on flittering parade, with a squadron of interested savages
watching them, beside the " old carrying-place " of i icondcroga.
Beginning with October ,1756 , and continuing nearly
six years, all Roger* expeditions, adventures , and exploits , are
recorded in his journals; - dryly, unambiti cusly , oat ith a
detail In spite of itself flames at some passages into vividness.
The forces he commanded , and the magnitude of the operations in
which he engaged i grew from small beginnings until he »vas among
the most renowned and efficient Of provincial commandor ; the
spectacular $est , the bold dash, of his achievement was always
the same. Wo branch of American arms of the period ^s so gla-
noriously adventurous, so active, dangerous, and fascinating!
none balanced so well the unique pi luancy and seduction of woods
oampaigning against its constant perils and privations. Die first
four weary years that the war dragged on about Grown Point were
emblazoned alone by his feats. ,» i th headquarters at „ Lilian
-
;.enry, his command held in le sh all the debatable ground
that lay to the north, and ranged over steep and Valley in pur-
suit of battle or subtle information. Che two beautiful lakes*
George and Champlain, with the hills, the vast floods , the brooks
and ponds that environed them, 'were In all seasons una weathers
their constant arena, and a home of wonderful variety and beauty,
(low, jocund in summer, thai made their daring d -shes upon the
placid bosom which for miles mirrored baqk the surrounding
rock and mountain, paddling their canoes noiselessly along shores
whose drooping foliage made for them an embowered lane, and

slipping past island, a-lw in tho haze of an -.gust
dreamland;
in a deathlike silence broken only by
the screaming of. the Jay
caught in the pines a hundred net tofitt.
and the
Bluing of the wind through the and ivy. Now, in
frozen
winter, they brofcs a knight c ,.o fii the riain;* moon
threw its
chill reflection over the glitering *aste
of forest and vale,
^ v. . vnn -^n^ tlir£n« sun threaded their
to resume their march or under :-. wtm ma «y*"S
„ „ ift«- i aG_uouM stream, under birches
way on snow-shoes along the ease 1.0©-www
and alders stooping with , their feathery burden,
the fascination
of the surprise, of the sharp report that
ran. over the sleeping
hill, of the gloomy atnbush and the breattitwS«
pursuit or flight,
was stronger with the» than the fear of
over-present death, or the
hope of peace and comfort- woa blngeoning
spring till gorgeous
autumn contact .nth nature filled their hearts
with hardy energy,
dor were their services ever insignificant,
ith their increasing
strength and prestige they kept to Whole region, and
every
trench or Indian encampment, under continuous
survey. They recon-
noitred their ports, tool, prisoners to extort
information, Inter-
cepted provisions, fired gram-ri.cle and
houses, killed cattle,
captured bateaux, and reported the most trivial,
movement of troops.
Their vigilance and pugnacity kept them always
penetrating the
enemy's lines, engaging hie outparties in
hornet-like skirmishes,
retiring with volleys into the darkness of an
unforeseen
'ambuscade, and stealing upon his Entrenchments and
sentries.
Rogers' command fta steadily augmented. On July
20, 1756, he was given a second company,
captured by his brother
Kichard, and in the next month thirty StooVbridgo
Indians were
placed under hi. direction, to serve upon missions
which required
more endurance and sly daring than calm Judgement;
ehile during

the late autumn, two new companies* mdcr Captain .~pikoman and
hobbs , were ordered up to spend the ;v inf. at I i 1 1 Lan-nenry . in
one oT those ftohsrt's brother James ,vas ensign* r'i'ith the Full
advent of spring two K.-ore companies were raised, one from the
Jerseys under Captain .'^rgin, the other from inactive regiments
or English regulars « Still another wee Afterwards added, so that
during the greater portion of the throe years campaigning about
Crown Point which followed 175 G, . v:.rs commanded seven or eight
companies , th:- /hole froming a perfectly unified and coherent
battaiid/on, although it - various part? .vere often dispersed
on widely different errands. His comprehensive authority over
the body was recognized early in 17C^ 5 , when .^bcrcombie appointed
hir-i a major commanding all the rangers In Wis Majesty's service,
/henceforth ho directed the movement of the whole cores, retaining,
hor/ever, comnand of an especial c -' v, any with which he himself
undertook the most dangerous and onerous expeditions . »ith him
or under' him at different times such famous and capable soldiers
as John 6t<irfr . Israel Patnan, and Jar.ca DalJfell served their
apprenticeship i'hese rangr rs are among the most picturesque and
colorful Qt all the troops which have served on the n.merican
gontineut , for both their temper and appearance answered well to
their rough and aud^eious life. ;ost of them were the resolute
sons of the border villages and farms, Inured j like their
command-.
.
r, to the fatigues of h ".raso in
;
and unbelievable
journeys , the extrem.es of heat and cold, and distressing
privations of food and shelter during long periods; /'earless,
steady of nerve, and resourceful of mind, a fev/ were true Puritans;
many more, like xwgers , added to a stern forcefulness o"her
characteristics by no means 30 praiseworthy, and were rough and

drunken when off duty, uterly unscrupulous In private morals,
and malignantly cruel in battle. Ifi active Campaigning,Withal
,
they,were brave i orderly , and eff ici ent . Vhere was the sane want
or smooth coordination between their large private '.Life and their
hard fighting capacity that marked the buc^aneera of Drake and
Hawkins* Vhey wore a uniform whieh varifcd si.I ;htly in the diffe-
rent companies, but which in all was only a military variation
of the ordinary garb of huntor and trapper; and each carried a
smooth-bore firelock, with sixty round., of powder and ball , and
a he vy hatchet, fhen lifs In the field was one of infinite
vigilance and hourly tc.f.rv • for action. Except upon marshy
ground, they marchod in single file, far cnou-h apart that one
shot might not kill two men, and with a cloud cf skirmishes to
the front und sides. The usual fords arid paths they carefully
avoided, and in passing along a large body of water, kept at
such a distance that no hostile ambuscade could cut off their
retreat* .it every suspiciou fchSc! st attd hedgy bank the stopped
to reconnoitre . my consid ranis foroe of the enemy was hotly
engaged in the scattering, galling Indian style, from behind logs
and .heavy covert of shrub';, and bushes, and when overwhelmed in
numbers the Hangers retired with a slow, enchafirtg fire until
they reached a defensible eminence. Their unerring aim would check
a blackbird's Bwift flight in mid-eir, r bring down a chattering
squlrrfcl as It ran along the topmost branch, ahen encamped for the
night, they posted Lholr sentries inailent groups of six, two
of whom were constantly :.l -rt , so as to ayoid the necessity of
relief from the main tody. At dawn , the hour of stealthy indian
attacks , they were always awake *nd in position to reply a
surprise, bome of their forced marches,

pwere almr-st incredible, in midwinter they would skate down the
crystal lakes , and in summer send their light canoes shooting
over their glassy surface, always hugging the shore, and moving
preferably by ni '-ht to avoid dot act! on. To surprise and thwart
the enemy was their external ambition. And of this rough and
stalwart crew rtogars, with his commanding physique, .his undying
-;norgy .ad powers of v;oddland leadership i his read/ wit and rolli«*
Cking bonhomie, was the heart and Informing spirit.
Out of the aliaost monotonously mettle come succes-
sion of raids, skirmishes* talcing of prisoners, and spying trips
off the rangers stand forth in relief two principal engagements *
The first occurred in January, 178? » soon after the arrival of
Aberorombie and Londoun with the whole army of the center at
?ort Sdward, n the seventh of the «.onth sogers took seventy-
five men, among them Lieutenant John Stark, and skated down the
lake i frozen deep and wind-swept of a heavy snow, until fianlly he
turned to the northwest and entered the woods, Uie soldiers had
provided themselves with snowsboes, and With these they pushed
on northward, now tsoklng to the east now tQ the vast , but keeping
always several miiea to the left of the glittering .aste of
Lake George and Lake Champlain , and moving single file over iron-
bound swamps, iceclad rocks, through thickets drifted high with
snow and undei firs and $ines bowed with >.n icy % eight . At night
they bivouacked in the I el' a tall hill
,
scraping away the snow
from the frozen ground, and throwing down their beds of spruce
and pine bough about a blazing cum pfire. me morning of the twenty-
first, dawning with a cold rain which multiplied the exertions
and liscomfort of their travel, discovered them breaking camp
in the ~eep woods half -vay between Crown Point and l.Leonderoga.

The gusts and flax'fc of the uns'v..: on ..bl 5 d--y inereased . ."hi elding
t'neir guns as best theji oould from the dripping branches, and
plunging at every step. into the deop slush of the forest glades,
they marched eastward t sard the dazzling boson of Lake Charaplain,
three milea a.»ay« *s they drew near the edge of the ice, they
discovered a sledge, drawn by a team or heavy Norman horses,
emerging fsom a nearby-headland , ana obviously bound from Ti Con-
neroga to Crown ?oi .t • at '.' n cc Rogers dispatched S>tar^ along
the bard- to cat off its progress, and himself prepared, to sally
out to intercept it in '..he rear* But even as he watched
,
eight
or ten more sleds emerged from cover, and pursued the track of the
first • m post haste he sent :» messenger tc u'arn his lieutenant
not to show himself, but it taa too late . Already star!: was upon
the ice, and the whole train had taken alarm and turned in
galloping flight baok toward Tloonderoga • by a quick pursuit the
rangers captured three of the sledges with seven • >en , but the
rest, with their drivers and guards, escaped* rhe prisoners were
Languedoc »• rench-Ti-jn , and when interrogated, revealed an alarming
state of affairs. At Tieonderoga there lay between the rangers
and Port *illiam-denry - besides - three hundred j&*d fiftj$
regular troops, three hundred fresh Canadians and Indians,
spoiling for a fight, and prepared to march upon an instant's
notice, dogera p- rceived that the fugitives would give, the alarm
within the hour, and that or 1 y decisive ne^surc.s and the best
of luck could save his eotSBSfid from total extinction.
ffith a sharp word of command he ordered
his men to n. turn on the double-ouick to their bivouac of the
previous night, and there rekindle their fires to dry their
guns for battle, midday was past befor they had completed

this operation, and they at once sot out southward, pushing thei
way through the dripping foliage and over the snowy* broken
ground* m this MBn*r th-^y advanced hair a mile, and then
commenced the ascent of steep hill, -ven more danaely wooded,
than its neighbors, ke their foremost men were but five yar's
from the summit, a furious volley biased forth from the guns
of more Inan two hundred of the enemy, araan ;od in st semi -circle
along the ridge above. Twq nan were killed on the spot and others
wounded ; among the latter sogers himself, whose scalp was grazed
by a bullet* the ranger* after Immediately return.! n the fire,
gave way in some disorder, end were hotly pursued by the enemy
to the opposite crest . Here they made * stubborn stand
,
finally beating back their ass ail ants for the moment, and gaining
time to ensconce theirs slves for a determined resistance . Twice
the Canadians attempted to dislodge them by it flank attack, and
repeatedly they advanced in force from LV front; but Paving the
advantage of the ground, and sheltered by large tr^es . the
English stood firm and die heavy execution, its the dr: 7,7.1y
afternoon closed in an early dusk , tvOgare received a ball through
his hand and wrist. One of the lieutenants bound the. vound with
the ribbon of his queue , however » ancj the captain, although
disabled from loading his gun, continued to encourage his men.
rhe French tried threats and cajolery, as veil as force 1 to
persuade the English to surrond r, and calling aogers by name,
repeatedly gave him " the strongest assurances of their esteem
an", friendship ". a constant fire was nevertheless maintained
until darkness shut down, when- the ranger* '. ere enabled to ^reep
a.vay
, ind furtively make off homeward . They had lost fourteen
killed, and twelve wounded or mi ftsing, but had inflicted far more

serious upon the French.
It was this snarl, little brittle, dapping so
bold .nd terrible a dash i that first r~^iy spread abroad the
reputation of ivO>rers . Che commander In chief. Abercombie, seat him
hi s especial thanVs , and strongly commended hits merits to Lord
Loudon, .-..bercombie' s nephew, who had before this iicconpanied
•kQgera upon a short expedition., and concei ved a re .1 oersonal
esteem fop him, wrote hirn from Albany that " you cannot imagine
how all ranhs of people hero are pleasee: with your conduct and
your toon's behaviour n »Eve y ne.vs latter of the ti 7ie mentioned the
affair with commendation, and coupled ;v i t • i ito counts of his former
dushos , the story vent oast and peat* AS spring drew on, the plan:*
tor -Ion;; the Delaware or the farmer upon the y.errimac stopped
nis plow in tho eteaming furrow to listen :.o the passing courier's
version of it, while tho petty tradeswan of Boston or Charleston
leaned over the counter to retail it. with exaggerated details, to
his intent customer.
The second engagement, which occurred more
than a year after, did not have bo happy <m issue, /or sons months
rtOjgSFB hud been confined to the fort by his wound and by an attack
of the smallpox, a general epidemic of wftich more than decimated
his troops, and carried off hi is brother Hiohard, ,.e was then
marched to Albany, and embarked Per Halifax, where - until the
expedition then on foot against Louieburg was abandoned - his
forces were broken into scouting columns
, gangs ..of hay-makers
,
and press~gsj$gs in pursuit of deserters in o :riy autumn he and
his depleted companies were remanded to yort Edward , for Afilliam-
ijenry had oeen captured and destroyed during his absence by
..:ontcalm. iq was engaged during the winter in training fresh

recru 3 Is , and 'no noteworthy expedition until March. On '.'arch 10
,
howevarhe was ordered to riconderoga, with but 130 men, although
he had aaked for mors and considered doujOXo the number necessary
.
Tno French fort at thia moment eontained four h indred re^ilar
soldiers, while near it 1 a large body of Indians and Canadians;
and through the recent escape of a deserter to their ranks, '.he
enemy were upon the qui vivo for i&ogersj approach . /or two days
hi a nen streamed silently through the frozen forest, oyer several
rest of snow, and by the night of the eleventh were upon the
narrows of Lake George . here they bivouacked , keeping y entries
far out through the £loon of the woods . and patrolling the
rhfcIghboring portions of the lake. The next day they pushed on
upon spates, alarmed once oy a dog trotting far out upon the ice,
and egpln near dusk by sone phosphorescent patches of rotten wood
on the shore, v/hich their apprehension mistook for hostile camp-
fires, On the thirteenth they found thornsolves in territory
distinctly rench , and exchanged the cold lake f or the secret
,
hushed heart of the wilderness, traveling upon anowshoes, they
kept on along the crest of a line of ridges wjglch here overlooked
the tdvanced camps of the main r'rench army at Tloondaroga* and by
neon had reached a point '.vest of 3aH mountain, near the bold
promontory no* called KOgers 1 rock . ere they refreshed thamselvac
until three, *nd then again set off over ground 80 rough and rocky
that fox ease in nraXfcing they ^ept near the bed of a small rivulet
to the right rose the steep promontory that overlooked the lake,
and n about the naked, icy v/aote, the t-ps of the h* _.hest
bushes neepinp from beneath four feat of sno .
i.tthin an hour the advance came running back
with 'hj> information that a hundred Indians sere approaching upon

ice of the brook, hogara Immediately Iron dp hi. sen under cover,
their guns commanding the hod or the stroa n, and their backs to
the hill And //hen the incautious advance guard f the enemy
arrived opposite his center, gave the order to fire . Half the
Indians were killed on the spoti and as the rest fled in confusion
,
no ors, believing this troop their nein body, gave the order for
a pursuit. ^ was rudely surprised* As the dashing rangers
poured along the stream were met by ft fresh array of several
hundred more Canadians and savages, with some French officers
commanding . fifty of them were shot ibwh , and the rest driven
back i disorder, a yelling firing nob at their heels. «i th his
accustomed expedition Rogers rallied his men, and formed them
upon the steeo slope to their right* Twice he repulsed his
assailants with severe loss, and twice they returned to the
attack , reducing each time the number of defenders . The third
assault continued for an hour and half, during which time the
commixed enemy *ere never twenty yards from the rangers i And
often intermingled with them and fought hand to hand, in.' 1 1 near
•unset th« uproar of firing and war-whoops continued, by which
tire more than a hundred, of Rogers 1 men lay dead or wounded in
the bloody snow, and a flanking guard*,whioh ho had stationed on
a neighboring hill, had surrenderd. rhe' tndians were oh the point
Of gaining the $m*^>J+ • in the rear, and as the sun sank- kogers
With twenty survivors made up the steepe ens escaped » o the
southeast, tradition relates that the chagrined commander, having
fallen behind his mert to fire • parting shot, escaped only by
reversing his snowshoes ejid slid in ; •.! own the steep descant of the
mountain five hundred feet to the laVe^fand that the Indians,
considering this wonderful feat significant of the interposition

of the Great Spirit, at once gave up further pursuit*
in the fight, Hogera lost 1$0 of his 180 men;
none of the wounded escaped, for the £ avuf.es Hither despatched
the n on the spot , or left then tq perish from exposure. He states
that for his p^.rt ho killed 150 and wounded as many more J but
at best the action >v&6 but a sorry Affair for the £n£lish. i'he
major *as Inclined to olacs the blame for the " unfortunate
aoout " upon the soldiers of Colonel Kaviland
,
whq " doubtless
v;!th reason, doubtless with ability to vindicate his conduct "
,
sent him forth with such in ' lnCOn prshenslbly reduced party "
.
"
-hat ve should have done had Are been 410 or -ore strong I
Will not pretend to determine " , he concludes his account of the
defeat. There can be but little doubt that kaviland erred in
allowing hi'ri so small a com .7.and , and that in this ha ras
responsible In raajor part for the disaster; but ©Yen Roger* 1 ace
Count does not attempt to disguise the fact that for once, at
|rha Boment or the attack) ha -as wanting in Judgment ' nd caution.
^es ar incidents indicative of the ranger*
a
daring Impassivity in the face of danger § of their uncomplaining
endurance of extreme hardship, md of other characteristics
Reaching frosc the nerely picturesque to the grimly or naively
h morous, lie thicviy aewn through the pages of the Journals.
Xo enumerate them would be imposi ibis. Such words as these which
Ko^ers literally begins his record, may well represent a -vhole
chapter -of suffering and *ea?inea§«
" e approached very near their fort by night
,
|ad were driven by tho cold ( now very Severe ) to taVe shelter in
one- of their evacuated huts; before day there use J. faj»l of snow
ivhich obliged us, with all possible speed, to march homwward.

After being almost exhausted with hunger, cold, and fatigue,
we bad the good fortune te Kill two door for refreshment " .
In Karon, l?©9, during a period or excessive cold,
t .ve.nty- thrs : of rtogers' scouts war.: frostbitten Mid fere perforce
Sent back exhausted, " under the charge of i careful sergent
but the main body, almost overcome ?.t times 9 pushed on until,
when two thirds had frozen their feet , the object .of their
expedition was attained. Again and again they »l#T*l unprotected
In the most inolement .veather , forbade by caution the use of fire,
and by expediency the use of blanket*, wloo during fti's campaigns
his men were overtaken upon dhamplain by sudden squalls , and once
a single oraft was overturned and it a occupants drown-d. Gcareely
one of hi.:, ecoresof raids as performed without fatigue , pain,
and the iotsa of life, and often ae his achievement? were snecta-
cular, i-. 1 5. II oftenor they were the result merely of obr.cure,
persevering labor, bought by - triumph ofeer difficulties "hich
le^s hardened soldiers would have deemed insuperable. But some
of the more colorful events cannot be o -nitted . On October 32
,
17 r ':, Rogers ind h s s-iuad \*%y ail night within threea hundred
yards of Crown do in* ; md at daybreak , as the tingles Sang "rem the
parapets, he advanced alone much nearer, wriggling along behind
fresh bushes which he held upright In his hands. S© many soldiers
came out that he lay as ir lie were petrified, until Orte approached
so near that he had to kill film with his PUSSW, and hurriedly dash
back into the forest* In October, I??7 , he tried to take a prison
ner near Xiconderoga, but unsuccessfully, until he marched his men
boldly down the fort's road upon a a ntry , hailed him in French,
and spirited him away , " cutting his breeches and coat from him
that he might march with the greater ease and expedition " .

In micUu nr.er of again, on nights all too moonlit and call.,
for his purpose , he toc>v fifty men in five whaleboats clown
Im) 3 Jhamplain , and pfcfeiati with muffled oars under the very
walls of Ficsnderoga and crown Pointy ^o close that " "hey beared
the voices or the sentinel sailing the wat8hwor£ *' • Daring the
'Jay the* lurked beneath drooping branches in the shallow of the
shore, with bateaux passing and repassing on the hot , gleaming
expanse, and even landing noisily near then « Ihen bh i whi leboats
,
abandoned later in the year , wore discovered at the head of bah
e
fcttanpl&ln, Bougainville-, the astounded French commander f pro-
pounded five different hypothesis for their celng tnere? It was
this sa^>o party who .In Juno boarded and captured a schooner of
forty tons bound for Canada, and guarded by two lighters and as
Kogera honestly confesses, *• we sunk and destroyed their vessels
and cargoes, which consisted chiefly of wheat vni flour i wine
and brandy; some few casks of the latter e carefully concealed ".
in the closing years of the war
,
Rogers and
his now large co niand played a not insignificant part « -arly
i-n 1753 Loudon was succeed 3d by abercomoie >and the final active
Oanpaigns were set on foot. By the end of -July the fortress of
Loulaburg was in the hands of the English; by the end of August,
Port Prontenacj by the end T ,'ovc-nler, Port Buoaiesne* Meanwhile
Abercombie at ^ort Edward had order d uorr.; t muster his ei ~ht
companies before June 10, and ffas himself ©ngag'e'd in bringing
his whole amy up to Lake Ge orge. Ly June rv~' he and Lord Howe
had 16000 men encamped upon the site of Port .-.'ill: - Henry, and
on July 5 embarked theta -n bateaux for Ticondcro -;a . Rogers had
sp nt the preceding month , with fifty rangers, in scouting over
the ground which the new movement was ntended to conquer;

ard it the moment of embarkation he had secured complete new
plans of the fort and the Indian encampwant at Ticonderoga, and
mu.pa or tho country at the foot of uake George and the head of
Lake Sharapjjjain, with the intsrvunin^ porta/59 , xj-id when the army
moved forward toward the most important grapple of the year, one
hoped to crush the .-renoh entar and destroy Montcalm's chief army,
he had his 600 Ran all in readiness* in Aheroorftbie's advan
vance, his 111-judged and disastrous attaofe upon Slontcslm'a strongly
entrenohed position, and bia disgraoeful retreat* Sogers' corps
hold a prominent and honorable psition. Like many others, the
younp; major ha
.
left his testimony tc th • bravery of the sight is,
on a fair July rnorningi with music, flags, the glitter of arru,
,
the parade of aright uniforms , ind the flash of oars, tho v/hole
army moved down tho sparkling, mountain-circled breast of Lake
Geor.;--. . ills corps held its place on the loft of the army throughout
the day and night, and when early In the morning the flotilla
reached a point near the foot of the lake, he and Howe want on
together to reconnoitre a landing. When the array had boon safely
disembarked, and tuid commenced its march toward the head of Lal'e
Cbamplain, has rangers again constituted the advance guard,
leasing the way through the mazes of the forea t ; and as such they
aided in the destruction Of a venturesome squadron of the French
,
which, after killing Lord iiewei had been caught betwe n the leading
columns of the English army, i'he next day ibercombie pushed
steadily on toward the head of Lake <;>v • .plain , where 1 y the main
army of th 1 enemy
,
only 3500 strong* On the sorrow, July eighth,
uogers was ordered *t sunrise to boat tho branch within the breast
-
iforkd md abattis which uoutcalm hhdo-hhrovn up acres.; the rocky
promontory of *icoiuUroga. " .he line followed the top of a ridge,

a Ion,-; which it lig-8l £ged I A such a manner that, the whole front
could be swept by flank-fires or -• i tr.y and grape. Fror. its r
central part the ground slped away like a natural glacis j while
at the Jide-? it • :s hi alit'n and broken, tfver tnli whole spacu,
to ihe distanc of a maaket-shot f cor. the worVs , the forest
war. cat down, and the troes left lying "'here they fell, with tops
turned outward, forcing on.e vast. abattis , like a forest laid flat
ijj a ! ca . at t'~ : y.cj.t formidable obstruct J or was immediately
long tha front of the breastwork f where the gr >und we.? covered
wit" heavy boughs, overlapping and interlaced , 3 th sharpened
points bristling into the IV .. of the essallahtl like the quills
of a porcupine ".it was bo ind these works that Rogers , with the
assist *no 9 of veral provincial regiments, drove the <rench
plftkets; his men and t he other eo3 on?, tie then lay down in
detachments, ' hrough Whoae Lnterifals the regulars advanced to the
assault. Seyond all doubt i% was fortunate that having opened
that hopeless charge . forced to lie and watch the ranks of
his compatriots shattered *nd swept aw: y by the withering fire
the Efrench poured into the military clearing. Phe full body of
tub British grenadiers raa ee«t forward to storm the 1 nnregnable
forks befor the provinoials vero ttll >wed to mw^waM, them;
and not for a full hoar Could he have entered Btte tangled arena
wept by the b - lists of the energy. <;f his part in the dreadful
Damage of the later afternoon we know little, " pi toiled with
re '.son to do Vt that hi-; m
, like some of the" r nrovi ncial
comrades, found thvl r wv t o the •tvj f .>ot of the abat t i s . <«hen
at seven o'cioc> the battle oloeed and petreal was ordered* the
general directed hin to bring u- the roar as the humiliated
repeat 3d att.icvs for Pour hourt "
,
heywrites, and there is no

s \
army fell tiaO: to ir.s starting- point below Lake Seorgs.
..i thin two days of the battle tigers' ranging
aervice commenced afresh i Tor his defeated Commander was anxious
to learn the state in which fiontealtu's army lay at the opposite e
end of the laj-e; rJPter a tine, moreover it. became necessary to
Checft the war pai ties which the French Were constantly sending
out to harass Abercombie'S c ommun lea ti ens with ?ort odW&rd* A
Canadian partisan sorps organized by Marin in Imitation of the
plan of the rangers was especially :.ctive, and l'h w-oo at '..acVs
within ten days Killed 150 ,-uglisb Soldiers engaged in convoying
wagons through th /oo4s> Linraged at the last of these* Rogers with
h ; s ranger: , ..sra.l Putnaijj with some provincials ,and Captain
Dalyell with r p.ber of regulars ."ere sent off In pursuit toward
the eastern * extremity of Lake ChatnpXaln« for ei^ht days they
explore' the basViiig^JSods unsucc JSS fully ; until in their return,
havin.; passed the night >n the hJ
.
h Cleared Land fhere stood old
Port Anne | a crumbling sur\ ival f former wars
,
they prepared in
the Hioming to strike cmaij and march in horrje. They were south and
east of the in English force, and in' their whole recent inarch
had seen no signs of the proximity of drench or Indians j so that,
forgetting the caution which heretofore 1 ed hltn to onjrin the
strictest silence upon his nun, sogers banteringiy c;*tail%n;;gad
Putnam to a contest of markraanshlpi and cut a ruScte bails-eye
upon a neighboring trc r. . martin's corps of Ca ad ana and Indians
hoard the shots, =md at once tool steps to surprise too', r
reckless enemies. A thic* -starting, heavily tangled and interlaced
growth of shrubbery covered the long glacis about the old fort,
and was penetrated only by a finding, gently sloping path. As the
mixer] LSnglieh columns of scouts, rvguls «'o , .-nO" provincials issued

in 3Ingle file down this still-dewy lane and out into the
forest beyond, they were net by the concentrated Tiro of 300
men, lying in .. seraicirole about its head, for a moment all was
confusion; Putnam . leading the men, was jerked into tho lines of
the enemj and taken prisoner; t.he advance guard left without a
commander i first recoiled upon itself and then dropped behind
bushed to answer with weak, scattering fire, sogers and Dalyell,
in tho extreme rear, strailed hurriedly forward thro;?;- the
brush to rally their men; and before the sun had mo anted a half-
hour had them replying spiritedly and steadily to their opponents,
/oar of Sarin's successive attacks were repulsed, and *n an hour
his ranks ./ore so broken that he glad to allow hie w.on to scatter
bac»< into the forest. After burying his own dead
,
Rogers pursued
his vay unmolested to i?ort Edward, lie 'as universally praised
for his coolness and bravery, and a week later the general-ine
chief, anxious to report even small successes, wrote to Pitt
that " Rogers deserves much to be. commended M * ihe engagement
was idely reported in colonial gazettes and newspapers*
in the final successful movement of the next
your nst Crown Point, A'ioonderoga % and Montreal, itogers bore
only the role of co-inander of ~-n advance guard and force of
picket-scouts. In June and July or 1759, Oage and Amherst i the
latter tho new commander-in-chief , moved down Lake "corgr with
a force so strong that it required all the ranger *• 700 men to
serve as a screen, and as guides through the various forest roads,
in besieging ficonderoga .-unherst drew a lesson fro*» .-.bercombie's
.failure of the preceding year, and. brought up his heavy cannon to
blow its protecting redoubts to, pieces. )r\ the night of July 22
the French | preparing to evacuate their indefensible position.

3left a match burning In the »agasine> and toov to their beets with
all their stores. At this hour Rogers happened to have sixty
or his rangers in three be%e*UX -ipon the lake, where his men were
roaking 6 locturnal atteam to sa-v through a boon of t i mbers which
had been thrown out bolow the Tort, and which prevented the
L: 1 ' h boats front' passing by to cut off the l?rench in- treat. He had
Beforee reached the boom when, with a loud reverberation , the soft
dmmer night was lit up by the flaring explosion of bhe fort's
magazine. Hastily he drew his boats alongside t \<? flo&t S ng timbers,
and ope-ied fire upon the enemy, with such success as to drive
ton of thesr most heavily laden craft ashore* Fhree days later
a party of his scouts brought bacv news of the desertion and
di y -ant 1 i ti£ o f Crown Po int.
Two rain services of the war remained to be
perforated by Holers, - the destruction of the 6fc« Partes* : ndians
and the reception of the surrender of the woatarn posts, /or the
t rst the .vhole frontier breathed its relieved thanks. During
three quarters of a century the AbenaVi * PennsooOli * and shreds of
other tribes which dwelt near the junction of the St . .-/ranoia and
Sti Lawrence, Catholic but still savage, had been the scourge of
the »le .n ;land border; Rogers as a boy had Vnown the horror of
V.v Ir raids, for it was one of their parties which had burned his
father's ho -.ie ; and no", partly by reason of the long hatred of the
OOlbnists for then, partly for their recent violation of the rights
Of a party oP truce, they flere singled out to feel the specific
,
- r of the victorioui J&rit-iah. In ..eptenber Amherst gave rioters
two hundred men, and ordered him to" ta>e revenge for the infamous
cruelties and barbarities of too Indian scoundrels a eo^iMitd
which he prepared to obey ith the more alacrity that H to his

own :;;i..);vl t-Qje, in six ./ours time th-*y had carried Irttb captivfctj
and murderel 400 persons' " . xn ijhaiebouts he slipped dkwrh La^e
Champlain lo its north -*nd , eluding the 'fr.nci sloops still
patrol 1 in j those '.voters ; and* hiding his draft in ..is.-siquoi Bay,
i re he left two friendly Indiana to guard them , o truck out on
the long overland journey toward St« /raids. On the evening of
the second day the two indians ran panting into camp With the
startling news that Tour hundred FrenOn' had discovered! his boats
and •. ore in arden t pursuit, his party' retreat by water was cut
off, all j'S their provisions lost, and they were raced by the
fearful certainty that other alartaeO bands wn& troops would at
pnee be out Lo intercept their path, with characteristic decision
ixO&ers c-*t the Vnot of his difficulties, and determined to out-
march his pursuers
,
destroy the village before help could arrive,
iund return south by a hasty dash to o'ohaae Intervales and a voyage
down the Connecticut* accordingly he despatched an officer oaci r
through the forest to Crovm Point to rse vnherst to send a relief
party up the river to meet hl», and set out northeast by forced
••.arc " :s « X'he ay for the most part, traversed- limitless spruce
swamps, i wet that his men splashed for hour after hour through
a foot of water, and that to snatch a few hours sleep at night
the„ bad to lie among the tops of hastily felled trees;; bat for
nine days they hurried on with almost delirious energy* at the
end of that time, fording the swift, deep St « rr.wois river with
the greatest prril, th:-y found thscnselv e> wi thlu a few miles of
the town* ..- do '/ fell Rogers watched its darkening streets from
a treetop, and. later crept to itv borders upon his hands and Vnees
,
finding the unsuspecting Savages deep in celebrating of a marriage
With dancing j-nd feeting* In the dark hours immediately preceding

dawn the next lay his own tooV. the village completely by surprise
.
Kith a fury rod by the sight of six hundred scalps •' -.-atconing the
doorways or the houses, they Villed the two hundred warriors of the
piac
, drovs the w< nion >nd children into the woods, and burned
evtu\y thing except three granaries or mai ze , iplve white captives
were retaken.
Poste-haste now he set out for the :onnecticut;
fox- having examined several prisoners while hi;? r.r-i vur-v loading
thorns* Ives with such provisions .i& the sine** in^j ruins- forded
j
he learned that the two large bodies of French and Indians were
laying in wait for hira near-by, still uncertain of hia novenents
.
a ho return trip was sustained nightmare, /or el^jht days he
1" rrieti Ms en up the St , Francis, past its headwaters, and on
to i,av-e Meir.phreaa^og « " ere their carefully husbanded- supply of
food was utterly exhauatedi and that they might bettor subsist
or: the country through Which they passed, he separated his Tnen in*
t j small detachments. Within two days some Of his force were shot
b'j the pursuing Canadians, while the rest, killing an occasional
squirrel i narti-j. ;\--e , or living on ground-nuts or 1 11 y-roots ,
toiled on toward the Connecticut, rne French still hung upon their
r« .ir , slaying and capturing in all fifty men. Che members of two
or tl.eir bands j almost ins ne from hunger t fell upon the bodies
Of their comrades and aat them. Those that finally reached the
Connecticut, however, were followed no more, and gathering again
in a single party j dizsy with weakness, struggled on down its banks
to the mouth of . h - iUnonsoofe> iero they looked confidently for
succor and provisions -for which Rogers had sont to .v:»hsrs t; but
they sere rudely disappointed
.
Foe forest glares were empty
,
except for a

fresh fire burning brightly uoid the signs of a rocent Samp;
tfttsir comrades had c o is » had waited , and wore just ^one » our
distress saVs doners, B ^ar gri of and consternation, . ere
tj j)„ /i^u<A^^^^- rStor s< .... i v dayf1 weary uarch over steep,
rocity mountains, or through wet, dirtj sv/amps « -fter such
expectation that we should find our distresses alleviated - our
spirits, depressed b. the hunger Btnd fatigues we had suffered,
entirely sank within us, for we 3avj no hope that we should
eaCape a miserable -e&th by f^r.iinc " . L1& >.va indomitable energy
alone regained unshaken, and with two of his strongest comrades
he made a raft and pushed on, engaging to return help within ten
da., s . I he current carried them do./n fith perilous swiftness, and
tha, tried to steady their wretched draft with branched of trees
improvised as pa dies . flhenit was finally lost over iffhite Kiver
fall* , the requisite distance but h If covered* they were too
feteaJ to construct another , and bo burnt trees down and to the
proper length* *hen a^ain thsy .pproached the roar of mattock-
ij;iitohcy rails, the desperate Rogers went below, and swimming
Into the rapids, caught the second precious raft as it came over,
fOI they were too far spent to build a third* Sy great rood fortune
they next day killed t. partridge, and thus strengthened
,
finally
reached the first military post on that long, lonely river, and
se- rit bacV t.o their starving friends*
in Amh fret*! final su oner advance wpou Montreal
from Crown Point liogers participated, first soouting over the
country to glean general information, and later, in an unsuccessful
attempt to surprise St* John's, a snail f«irt Just above the- foot
of Lake Jharaplain, taking the Minor post of ot. &' Eatress in
the same valley, rhe one j »era carting hay here into the

Blockade i and - watching their opportunity - his men dashed frog
the woodaand followed one of the loads through before the heavy
gale could be closed* " ..s with tiavllendi and In command of his
fun corps of 600, when the evacuation of Is Le aux .'oix v/as forced,
and having fcater been sent to subdue the valley ->f the Sorrel,
returned in ti. o to witness the sirrender of Montreal i September
B, 1760« His services during these final toonthaearried him over
sever;! hundred miles of territory, and twice won fOf hio stray
wonts of loommendation freei Amherst himself. On September 13
the co'-rraridrr-in-chj ef did hizr the honor of designating hla as
the officer who should receive the surrender or oil the French
posts alone- the Great Lakes i a taslt which ( while involving no
re^.1 responsibility., wis arduous, and above all distinguished *
in that it elevate him to an officer ambassadorial in nature
«
tfith two hundred troops he set out on the thirteenth, n 1 despite
tha obstacles presented by great distances, rough reals, and bad
weather i had accomplished his duties by December first receiving
a reluctant submlssl on at >etrolt and >hawneetown
,
visiting
niar;ar ;i, Fort, de tfoeuf, Preequ'Isle'i "en-.n-o, and Pittsburg!,
apprising the still hostile £ndiart tribes of the issue of the
conflict , and everywhere forcing upon the unwilling Preneh
inhabitants the oath of allegiance* k projected expedition from
Detroit to ..'.ac/ina failed bec.".n.se of stormy winds and the piling
up of ice-c v es on LaKe Huron* rhe. fertile and varied landscape
was a source of never-ending interest to the roajorj and at one
point in his journey, near Pres^ 1 Isle, he met the chief Pontiac
- of whom more anon*

m
On .-'ebruary 14, 17ol . ftegers arrived alone at
Set Kork, having (.ravelled from Detroit to Pittsburg through tho
rlon,trackless forest &t Ohio and oastem Pennsylvania, following
t B r shores of wake Sandusky and ^rie, and doseend lng tho ;..uskingur
l|iver, stopping at Many indian villager ~ flyandotte, Iriquois
,
.ad r-ela.varo - along the (ray J and proceeding f*0» ttsburg to
Philadelphia b-< way of tho common road. lie vasords that he was
greatly fatigued when no reached ianhattan si fl< , for he had
traveled almost continuously c:nce his departure fnr -. Montreal
the p- .-.ceedtvojj .fall, sometimes covering twenty mites of rough
heavily timbered county, or paddling over a great extent of
stormy water, i«r t'.'.ccT. sunrise and dusfe* Ris duty was dons, however,
Md having reported the fulfillment of his mission at headquarters
,
he obtained in indeterminate furlou -h , without either jurr ndering
His eo! ilasion or los tng hi& tiArXJC^ to active service* Ho was
complimented by the general upon ftis ability and performances,
and received th< indirect praise conveyed by instructions to keep
aver within call, lest his eervioes as a border no--. ^.naer should
be required. Lhe roar was a bright, one for the majors i« was not
yet thirty years old; he had risen against i ?sany obstacles of birth
tvo? ecuc f. i a psition of real ooamartti in a distindt and
spectacul r erra of tha service, sod had iapfress*d his Superiors,
BOt merely American but ...ngiish, w» th his fcrtfSl OFthlness and
brilliaicy in that arm; his fame had gotae abroad thr Ugh all the
provinces as a dashing, bold, and experienced fighter. :e had the
conccJ ousness that , as he himself boasted, no one of his rank had
•''rendered such essential servioes throughout the war '* , and that
whether Oontinued pesos left his to rest uponliia laurels , or new

wars offered new opportunities , his reputation wail for the time
secure . isverywhere he went be wee known* stared at, and sought
after, for every news agenOy for five yeara had rung with his
exploit
.; »Very7hor»: ho was introduced and fceferred to as " the
'/asous Aajor Rogers " .
•tin first concern upon being pi iced at
liberty from the restriction.-, of dailv duty was to c' 1 oar up
certain troubling financial affaire* Hie preceding ye r he had
sent a memorial to the General Court of .Yassachuset • . asking
^ -50 arrears of pay for his own and hie company's service
during the winter of 17: « - r, at tf'ort til 3 11 am- Henry , this pay,
already a souce of vexatious arid expensive law-suit to hiim,
havin - been hereto for refused on account of some doubt as to
whether he was toon In the service of the crown
,
' or of Governor
Shirley* or Governor nfentworthj and his manorial h been referred
to the >ew Hampshire Assembly for a decision, immediately
,
therefor he proceeded to Portsmouth, to \u -p h's clai • fore the
Provincial' asser.t;ly # on June 5 the legislature r aJ hie memorial,
•?,»v
5 on June ° ' . the 1 ast day
,
equipped with recommendations 'from
JOhneon and. Amherst , and his muster-rolls , he was. admitted to
SpeaV .in h.u-; favor, tfhen he finished talking it #as after noon;
the le&lslatars were tired -.nd hungry, and could thin* of nothing
but at that the hour at which they wort- to he nroro hal strucv
and *s he had omitted to brinf; v?ith hi~ hts vouchers, t*he only
adequate evidence of his rights, hie fas called into the chamber
and told that no action could then be taken, Mot until the begin fi-
ning of 1733 > two years later, when he wees again free to appear in
person before the house, did He receive a :n.rt payment, of t.-o
hundred and thirty-five pounds. /

Meanwhile during this spring
raor Important and noro interestingly personal raat'ter " ts engros-
sing his 'attention* When he had returned to nis native lony
lifter an absence of >;.\x years, he had t once taken Steps to renew
hi s acquaintance , under nis new advantageous circumstances^ with
the »est faiailies of the province. be was recivec1. with especial
favor lit. s*ortanjouth , where the constant re&eptlon of official
reports of his deeds during the war had raa4e hin a fi^u e of very
rocil prominence; *«U was undoubtedly riven an • rc circles
which, in even thc*t democratic town , v lid before have d5 sdained
him* Among the fri endshops which ho performed was on« with the
family of the >v,: verend Arthur Browne, the best respected and
obwyod clergy -nan in the capital, then a white haired but still
sternly erect and command in 3 figure of sixty-two, eht ring upon
his twenty-sixth year of' service a*> rector of ±r ion's Chapel* Ho
was the son of a Scotch veteran of the battle Of the Soyne, » and
growing up in iai-^heda and Dublin in i'w'i ,--n. :. , had r'-:e • v ed his
flegree from frinity College* i n t' e latter city, in 1 '29* Only a
year ---rTviously Dean Berkeley had embarked f r the &en udaa on
his philanthropi c project of establishing - circlf. of Protestant
missions to convert the savage western world* This h :ir-..-hilosophic,
half-evangelical scheme of the ^reat prelate-ls had Instilled a
missionary fire into the brain of the young man; and immediately
upon his ordination he crossed the seas to ta$te Charge of Kind's
Chapel in Providence; Hhode Island j whence he .'at" called in six
years to Pox^tsmouth. Ho was broadly educated, thcu.:;h of a
conservative temper, and despite a reputation of cote: 8 ! on and
and oven harshness of mind, especially among hi* family of nine
children, had beooae one of the most influenoial men in the

aowitittity. He had published several tracts and sermons , notably
on-? c:i *' flu /jUj ?s.rjury or t v- .^eball* on In .loot'! ind "
( - )• in his h.02,.? sogers '>et and became enamored fith the
youngest daughter, Elizabeth i a beautiful ;irl or nineteen , and
mto this domestic circle he determined to push himself. Apart
from ell easons of sentiment , he ?.o ild have taXen 10 step nore
adventa eous . He had no flxsd abode, and marriage would uve him
an o. portunity to e. tabliSh I vself •'•ormaneritly it Port-- r»outh
,
in a position sociably enviable, and commanding in such a career
o.' real estate speculation •.. , a;, in- the event of continual peace,
he was then looking forward to, distinct oommerclal privileges*
in the 3thej and, the honor bei towed upon
the i.r-^ne hcuh hold by the propos .Is of the dashing -najor was
an indubitable one* it seeis hard to record that although the
chief person concerned, Slizabeth herself > was not in * nr. ire
harmony with ths arrangement, plane, I" or t :-e union fent >n apace.
AS. b !> er attitude, ; ha' e her o.vn vvords in a statement whinh
the unfortunate progress - ents r/rung fr ra her many years
after, ct a time* when h:r life must lave seemed to her ne u'ly
wrecked by this marriage c itracted at go tender an a " iVhen
1 entered into matrimony, in June, L761, with Rob'i 'Aogers" ,
she state* , " he w >s a person or character and distinction; thou -h
I married him solely in obedience to the will of my parents and
friends " . Kow real was this pressure - how much was the union
against her LI, nd how much, In trie 11 -hi jT r later
Injuries, she rn avc forgotten an original prepossession in the
bridegroom's favor, - it i s Impossible to sayj bu the whole
spirit of household government then , and thfl temper of bar
father, were such that feeble protestations of her own would not

have availed much. On June 30, 1761 j th« Cay on which the bride
CfXebrat A her t'.:«etieth birthday, she was led to the altar
in Queen's Chap 3 i by Vne tall and soldierly commander ; and her
ov.*n father, In the church over ^hiob h# presided, and where she
had worshipped since her ehildhood, read the service vhi ch
united them- They returned after thft ceremony to the home of the
Browne's, for Rogers had as yet made no provision for a separate
<->- 1 bl l.: v : • ' t . I'he honeymoon was brief. ;:ix clays after the wedding,
there came to the ma J or j from ?*ew YorX, the summons to ft new
campaign; and the husband caught up his arms, said a hasty
farewell to his ne . and intl^at^ connections, and was off to
a farther frontier than any he and yet served upon.
ttiie frontier was (no gre|t undefined borderland
between t* Oarolinas and the lands of the Cherokee Indians.
Ph« struggle now going on there was a reverberating echo of the
far greti r strugj le that had just "., rou ht out ftiong the Ohio
and the St. Lawrence, - | dying glow of the heat of the conflict
tjiat h <3 run from the northeastern tip of the crescent which
bounded the American colonics to its southwestern extremity • in
th^ lec des previous to the Seven Jfears (far the OheroKeea were
the natural allies of the English; but rly in the conflict the
ijrench had begun to tamper with then and estrange them« in this
way they were aided bj the blundering and bullying policy of the
royal governor himself, one i<yttleton, who loaded the jnJians'
with indignities when tney should have been treated with
diplomatic kindness, and finally Barched into their country to
foro- , n .inwelcorae trolly down their throats* Upon his return
homeward the infuriated nation rushed Wi upon the innocent
an; defefia^Xess f ilios of t-e frontier in such force that a

hurried call was sent icrthward for hejjjjjf. On Ayr! 3 L, 1760, ir>0'.
men under Colonel antgopery, despatched b;/ Amherst fro'*1, the
Annies vet free by the surrender oC Quebec arrt Aontr 1
, reached
Charleston; and the., i together with seve^ ?o.tn> -lieJ of partisan
fighters raise 1 by the gabemor , sufficed to defend the border
during the su^ ier. In s'epra ^ry , ltt$l , a few & ays before sogers
arrived in Hey- i'orI< from the west, ut. Col. j ies rant, with
whom the ranker had been asso3iatei ..t Port £dwar£ two years
before . received ?rd<vrs ;o e&bar> for the relief of the province
.
This expedition of rant's, remarkable as the school in 'vhich
a half-dozen such ^evolutionary officers as oultrie, .Helens,
Laurens , and .Varic learned their first lessons In war, invaded
the Cheroke •• territory in ;.ay
, 20jy? strong, and a month later,
Mirohlng up the bea-itiful 'alley of the Salida, La *rmy attached
and completely iefe t d the savages* t\ fortnight more of burning
and pillaging reduced their farms to desolate wastes, and
returning early in august to Fort' prince Kenryj lit: received the
now submissive ch'ef of the Cherokee, *nd submitted hit* to
C
h
:a • 1 es ton to -:e for peacs
,
&9 matters stood vhen, >n August 20, aagptn arrived
at the Cftpit 1 of j U. Carol in.v., having co-e boldly over! and
in a full month's ;?inr; through Virginia and Kcrth Carolina
with Colonel ijyrd ind i fe Indian * u^s . Hi s advent ha ", been
long expect .!. Certain members of hit» old corps .had been fighting
under Grant since :• •<•!,. spring, • <-\ is - rly as ilovember of the
preceding year he himself had been mentioned as billeted for a
command at j'ort Londoun. rhree " »ys ..f tor his arrival he set
out northward, and travelling the one hundred and fifty miles to
the border of the Cherokee country, assumed at Port Prinee

George the co.-ns.ri of in Independent company, nis new post was
•worth $660 a ye r, arid represented a fulfillment &f -.rnherst's
promise of a"substantial reward to follow bis services". Rogers
was Loo late for the active 8^1'vice oX' real .. trfare, but under
Grant's orders he was engaged in scouting the country, even to
the Toot of the rugged , pine grown hills that stretched there
great flanks away toward the eaiofty summits oi toe ~lue *.i*ge,
and in helping hold in awe the great extent 01 plain and valley
Recently subjugated* in a later account he described the fasci-
nation for him of the wide savannahs or grass, alternating with
spacious forests of magnolia, tulip* gum , and oak, and breaking,
to the vest, ).nt :> the misty mountainous country, where the
11 litless expanse ofi upland, embrowning under the August sun,
rounded into vast knobs across whose hazy outline distant clouds
of birds drifted like a slender wisp of smoke j and f as tell, the
iiscoraforts or the sultry, thunderous leather, and or the
pestiferous clouds or moequitos, in September he m is withdrawn
to the post called ninety-six , for peace ^ico more reigned on
the border; and here, halfway between the upper branches of the
Sabine and the Sav Utah, in a country still hilly wafi full of an
Interesting- Indian life, he lingered until the departure of
nearly every other portion of Grant's force in December • liarly
5 n spring, while still retainin ; commend or his <|OW idle company
,
he was empowered by the provincial governor to raise volunteers
up-colony, for a new regiment demanded for northern service by
Amherst in this he achieved remarkable success, beating up, fr.im
the town;.; n rtl* of 3harleeton, more than one hundred "ien within
two months* He -o not interested in mere recruiting, however,
and chaffed to be permitted to return to the north, finally on

.u
august 1 he coraleted his enlistments , sending forty men int>|0
Charleston in one day; and on October 9j together wi th ;..ieut
.
Ramsay? Awheret'fi special sntletJ tg kgeni , he sailed . or yew
&b>* in the br ; c; " i, i--.nc.ii "• /ho rv., p. **id of nis OOftpaflJ M had
given up on the first of Jn'i/. when it. was finally disbanded*
in his airhole eroployrnetit in the south hi had undergone no very
exsitlng sxperiencesj and had been given no ooportuni t,y lo prove
WLfoself wore than in efficient garrison officer; but&he had greatly
bn-1 ...r red his acquaintanee witr tha Amerioan colonies , ana with
the Indians of the west*
:<iri ••• in November, Sifter a brief slay in New torV
,
Kor/,r: was received with politS oordlality at hie home in
Pcrtsm 3uth , from whieh he had been absent 'nearly a year and a half.
In January of iv*>3 . as we ive noted , he r >!ij*ybflnted t*o the
its :z bly his claim for d 5f ?n*ed p$y during 17 , in«l had It in
part llowed; and at the s^jtj time domestic di 'f-iouities forced
him to shape nore carefully his business af£aire-j while1 he began
t- reeutne thit interest in »Wew hampshire and New xorv lands which
his summons to South Carolina had interrupted * .ivenbefore
beginning his swytcss in the Seven fears* war ha had been
involved in several minor actions for debt , now as defendant
,
.no •*/ s plaintiff, and had signed one bond of $$0 to .
neighbor at Merrimao named Willi aa . J.lds. Although his present
l iabilities rendered his fiitanclal 3 itue&lon precarious , he now
plunged Into a series of land litigations with ..-aids who claimed
a prior right to aogevs* farm at Kerr r.sac, and lost them all, with
.
ov.,< costs
. Another venture ttias similarly fruitless* A year
before
,
following a proclamation by Go 4 amor Golden oj.' New x'orv
that the close of the war had opened Per settlement the uncleared

country above the Mohawk, sogers and several follow officers had
petitioned for a grant of 25000 acres on the shores of Lake George,
but had been thwated by the protests of the Hohswk indians,
conjoined with a stoppage by the crown of all such -rants. Mow,
ably seconded by his associates , he renewed his claim, but without
success, his only prmdential business measure was the purch.se of
a share of the SuncooV: sawmill, iie spent much of his time between
Portsmouth and Aumford, and h : s improvidence and feetendenny toward
dissipation, troubled and angered his father- in-lav. On December
20, IV>V>2
,
by the expedient of loaning him / 1000 , the^minister
forced him to part with hie" 500 acres of land at Kumford , with
three negro slaves, and " one Indian boy named Billy ( aged thirteen",
which brovme at once transferred to a broth r to hold in trust for
Elizabeth Kogers . During the spring he see ris finally to have lost
patience with hims In ^pril he made out a bill for the board and
1° : :inC of tne major and his family, amounting, together with
small sums paid his washerwoman, shoemaker, and tailor, to j£ 2600;
and adding to it the ^,1000 paid for his fann, and 500 for personal
property glvsn him. secured a writ and set a sheriff upon his heelfi.
All his available property - it was but - was attached, and he
was forced to give bond for the payement of the remainder of the
debt, ills wife still re tained, in a sense, loyal to him, but he
was more and more estran god from her family
«
return from the Carolinas AOgera retained his majority and was
an intent observer of public affairs, in momentary readiness to
resume his active command under Amherst* i orders. His consistent
hope was to win promotion in the^^Xonial service, and as he found
ground for doubting that military affairs would present him many
During the worried months that followed his
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more opportunities, he temoparily fixed his ambitions upon
appoint ent to a civil post, preferably the comirid of a western
garrison. To this end he craved permission to o to ;;ngl ,nd , as
had several of his brother provincials , to urge before the home
government the claim his services guve him upon a higher office;
Johnson, however, partly because he wished to i/eep the experienced
ranger at hand for frontier service, more largely because a
growing distrust of sogers' character made him feel that it would
be dangerous to put the rangor in the way of responsible
promotion, steadfastly refused to permit his departure. If the
major chafed, it was not for long. On April he begun <o hear
murmers of widespread discontent throughout the savage Hat ' ons
of the west. Toward the end of the month these grow stronger,
until news reached him in Aft* Hampshire that the commandant of
Detroit, alarmed at the congregation near that post of a great
host of the Algonquin races, had sent an appeal for reenforeements
to headquarters* The Indians alon • the Susquehanna were in arms
against the encroaching white settlors, and fr m widely scattered
posts along the. Ohio and the Great uakes came rumors of intending
trouble, i^ort Miami on March 30 reported the uprising f the
Shawnees, and despatches from Detroit reflected the increasing
uneasines.. of the savages there. The r'rench had had no right, the
tribes were complaing, to cede the red ' lan'^ country to the
English; and the irresist'ble trenching of the sturdy frontier
farmer upon their hunting grounds beyond the .aieghanies filled
them with resentful dismay, finally on May 10 Amherst, sceptical
and impatient as he was of the attitude of the Indians, announcing
that he would summon a meeting of the chiefs to have the terms
of the treaty of peaco explained to them, and began maVing

preparations for the employ- nt , if neces. ~ry , of harsher
measures, * few days earlier hogers had received an appointment
as 'aptain of One of the MfW York independant companies, in roon
of a resigned officer* and had started west to .JLbany.
Events now daily opened before him the new arena
of action, daring the month all the border country of New Yor> ,
Pennsylvania, and Virginia began to feel the still h.-.lf-veiled
fury of the western confederacy, the widespread natur and serious
import of the uprising first began to be understood ; though not
until June 4, when dofinite nev. of the insurrection reached Now
i'orV from ^ort Pitt and Detroit, was it evident that by a concerted
plan the whole northwest was expressing its hatred of Dritish
aggression, within t<;n days Afflfrcrst, vho believed on Jane 1 that
the whole affair would end in scattering and isolated outbreaks,
and that even the minor posts wore in no danger, had recognize;'
his error, and determined to raise three full regiments and to
equip smaller expeditions of relief. i\e--nfu-rcemen' s to the number
of one one hundred men set out for Detroit, nearly a month before,
with provisions and arms, ^nd more were at once got ready; .Vhen
on June 16 Captain Dalyell, Amherst f« aid, brough nev/s fron Albany
that the first force had been attacked by night as it r sted
twenty-four miles fro-i its goal, and driven back toward Niagara
with the loss of forty men and all their stores. Preparation for
the march of a larger relief party .-ere at once, and with redoubled
.nergy, set on foot, and its co mand driven to Dalyell- KOgers
was no / at New Yorv , and received the news of Dalyell's appointment
to a command for which he felt himself the ob- ious candidate with
some chagrin. Nevertheless, as he boasted later, tye " put himself
forward with alacrity under an inferior officer, nominated
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to an artificial rank for the occasion, it being natter of
indifference to whom the credit of a dan -erous enterprise irae
entrusted, so that he w^s signalized in -.prompt obedience Jp3
his c-mtry " . lie hurriedly gathered together the members of the
slender company over which he had just assumed command, and posted
northward trough Albany to Lake Lrie; his superior collected
two hundred men from the 55th. to the '10th. regiments of regulars,
just arrived from the siege of Havana, and hastily followed him.
xit Niagara they halted long enough to secure boats, and to equip
them with aimna&itfoon , fresh provisions, and small cannon, while
they tarried there came the toeus of the treacherous massacre
of the garrison at Venango, of the loss, rumored or assured, of
Sandusky, Miami
,
:ackinao, and Presqu'Islo, anfl of the redoubling
of . attacks on Detroit, it was plain that the western woods were all
aflame, and that scor s of Indian villages and tribes were in
arms. At the same time the bmsied soldiers heard full accounts
of the organization of the war by Pontiac, chief of the Ottasas,
and learned something of the resources and numbers of the Great
Indian army under his command, then concentrated about Detroit,
against which their little column was to pit its strength.
.vogors* first meeting with Pontiac had been
during the course of the memorable journey he had taken in the
autumn and winter of 17G0 to assume possession of the we 'tern
forts surrendered by the French. On the fourth of November of
that year he had set out westward from Pre. qu* isle with seven
barges, coasting along the southern shore of Lake Srie. The
weater was rough, and an overcast sky and cold drizzling rain
were accompanied by a wind which sent the waves breaking high
over their boats' prows; the shore-line, level and high-timbered,

showed the once-#lazing foliage of the Indian summer hanging
dreary and dar'« In th-- chilling blast, or whirling in sodden
clouds over the wet beach, oy the seventh, having skirted the
lake for nearly forty miles, they had reached the mouth of the
Cuyahoga river, a considerable stream flowing down placidly
through tall, fr^e groves of oak, hickory, and locust, near V>e
site of the present city of Cleveland. Here, putting in for an
hour's refreshment, they were hailed by a party of Indians
wearing the paint and garb of Ottawas, who represented themselves
as ambassadors of Pontiac, and in the name of " the king and lord
of the ountry " commanded sogers to await hid presence* in the
course of an hour the chief arrived; he advanced " with an air
of majesty and oricely grandeor ", and according the respectful
major a grave salutuation, demanded of him how he dared enter
unannounced Indian country, sogers quietly informed him of his
mission to Detroit, d iplO"tatically adding that the expulsion of
the French c:uld not fail to benefit the savages in increased
privileges in hunting and trade, in brief r joinder Pontiac held
out a small string of wampum, in token that the rangers mist not
depart without his leave, and retired to deliberate in council
upon the matter. Although the c .lumet of peace was smoked during
the course of evening, sogers posted double guards, and himself
remained awaVe all night, until at daybreaV the conf^renc^ was
continued, -amid puffs at the re-lighted pipe, and in measured syll;
bles , the stern chief declared that he was satisfied witft the
linglish officer 's statement of his purposes in invading the country;
that he wished to live in amity with his new neighbors; that h-
would warn al 1 the indian towns along the shore .nd about the
mouth of the Detroit river to offer no obstacle to he ^ritish

advance; and that he would supply v>e company with parched corn
and meat, and detail one hundred warriors to help them transport
their provisions. Continued rainstorms confined the soldiers to
carap for several days, during which time the savages held a very
carnival in marketing with their wild turVies and venison, --ran-
while Pontiac had withdrawn. On November 20, when sogers' lieuten-
ants, in presence of a vastly larger rrench force, cut loose the
white lilies of ^ourbons fro'i the flagst ~ff at Detroit, and raised
in their stead the red colors of ^ngland, seven hundred Indians,
standing by with their chief, raised a mighty cry of wonderment
and acclamation, i'hep had been re .dy bit a few days before to fall
in annhiliating strength upon fch« English, but had been restrained
by Pontiac. During sogers ' stay at Detroit he of; en saw the proud
chieftain, who dwelt with his squ /as and retainers on Peche Isle,
anhigh,wooded islet near by in XiaVe St. Clair, and - always with
strong difer nee to his intense personal pride and erotism -
engaging him in repeated interviews, lie learned much concerning
the western country, and the empire vhich even then the la^p ndians
had formed, and 'Hscovered in him " great strength of judg-me-*^
great thirst after knowledge, and great jealousy of his own
respect and honor " . Ihe chief offered the major a part of his
kingdom if he would take him over seas to ^ngl-nd, and initiate
him into British military, social, and commercial affairs; but at
the same time made it clear that he would exoect to be treated
abroad with the courtesy due an independent and equal potentate.
He was 'ecisive in his assertions that the country of the
western tribes was not to be bartered about h$ong European nations
as a piece of conquere ' territory.
»\ow x\ogers was grinding a party over this

same route, but in arns against the chief, and amift widespread
signs of his hostile power, . n the seventh f July, in calm bright
weater, the force set out, and soon leaving the thunder and :ist
of the falls far behind • were by nightfall well out along the full
expanse of the lake, ihej numbered nearly two hundred, in part
veterans who had fought battles under the british flag in many
cli™'es, in part experienced provincial scouts; Sogers had direct
com-.and ol' the t enty men most experienced in wood service, and
guided the expedition as it proceeded. Although Dalyell, who had
served continuously in ^merica since 1756, was of indubitable bravery
and experience, there seems early to have been some jealous friction
between thorn. Through successive dajfs of oppressive 'neat they coast
e
1
the south shore, moving .s fast as they might; th. lake was calm,
the heavy green tops of the fringing woods hung languidly
motionles- in the full effulgence of the sun, and the sky met the
water at the horizon liVe an inverted mirror. They finally reached
the charrdd, wrecked ruins of the fort at Presqu ' isle , the ground
about it furrowed and littered with the wor^s thrown up by the
attacking savages; and a few days later Sandusky, where dusky
trenches, converging upon - mound of ashes, and some half-burned
timbers, told t'ne same story of violence. this point they
landed to wreak vengeance upon a neighboring village of the
j'yandottes, and after ravaging their cornfields, pushed on again
by water for the mouth. of the Detroit river. When they arrived here
on the evening of July &8 all Wis still, for the savage host,
lying only a few miles above, had not even a scout out to sound
the alarm. Under ewer of night, paddling as rapidly as possible,
they ascended the stream, and finally making a dash for the
beleagured fort in the "listy ddwn, gained the protection of its

guns at sunrise. ..s they entered, the Indian besiegers brove '..he
silence of a fornight with ft hot fusillade, and inflicted so-ie
loss upon the hindmost boats; bit nothing could stop the cheers
of the garrison, worn as they were with constant watching, and as
the soldiery disembarked, the str ets of the r'rench village rang
with their rejoicing, i'ho barracks could not accomodate the new
arrivals, and they were quartered in the hones of the habitants.
The Indian amy under Pontiac, then numb ring
more than two thoudand warriors, had but recently withdrawn its
maincamp to a river marsh to miles above the post, "hence it kept
the town and fort constantly surrounded, Dalyell feared its
withdrawal, and proposed an immediate attack, 'hich was actually
set on foot soon after midnight the second day after his coming.
fly some it is said that a dispute betwea i the provincials and the
English regulars as to their relative fighting efTectiveneso was
the mainspring behind the ill-timed advance. The commander's plans
were betrayed to the Indians by the drench about the post,, and
when in thohe .vy gloom just before the dawn of July ''1 his little
corps moved out from town along a road parallel to the river, and
into the pitchy forest beyond, he was attached in for?e . The battle
which followed is known as bloody Run, for it surged and varied
along the shores of a lit'lo stream which for hoars ran crimson,
stumbling along the darkness of the village road, with its flank
protected by two cannon-bearing bateaux on the riv>:r opposite, was
on the point of crossing this creek when it Wad met, in the face
oy the fire of the intrenched savages, forced back in ^on^usi on
,
reattached on the open side, and finally, as it still rallied
stubbornly, pushed back among the first scattering houses o; the
town. Half of the officers were killed in the Tirst moments f the

combat, and despite the her ic efforts of the rear guard to Veep
open the communications with the Tort in the rear, the full body
occupied several hours in its fighting retreat, which the Indiana
i
endeavored repeatedly to cut of. After their first fire the
savages scattered, and from behind trees, wood piles, barns,
and outbuildings poured a galling fusilade into the ranks 0f the
troops, still bewildered in the slowly-dissipating darkness.
.ogers and his nan early occupied a house
beside the. highway, first expelling a troop of Indians » and from
it covered their comrades r treat, until in a few momenta they
were themselves c ;mpletely isolated, ^n eyewitness gave Parkman
many years later an account of the fighting from this building.
" The major entered with som of his own men, while many panic-
stricken regulars broke in after him, in their anxiety to gain
a temporary shelter. Fhe house rat a large and strong one, and the
women of the neighborhood had crowded into the cellar for refuge.
While some of the soldi-rs looked in blind terror for a place of
Concealment, others seized upon a keg of wisVey in one of the
rooms, and quaffed the liquor with eager thirst, while others
piled packs of furs, furniture, anything in reach, against the
windows as a barricade. Panting and breathless, their faces moist
,
with sweat and blackened with gunpowder
,
they thrust their muskets
through the openings, and fired out upon the whooping assailants.
At intervals a bullet sharply whizzed through a crevice, skirting
down a man, or rapping harmlessly against the partitions. The
gr .y-haird matter of the hous^ . old -Campan, stood on a trap door
t prevent the fri htened soldiers seeking shelter among the
women in the cellar. The screams of the half-stifle 7 v;o"-en
below, the quavering var-wh ops without, the shouts and curs<-s of
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the soldiers* the groans of the wounded, mingled in a ooetie of
olamoizous confusion * . j'rom thoir perilous position positi n here
sogers and his Men vere sav«d by the hasty movement of the bateaux,
which were rowdd down to a position .vhcro the s nivel canon s vopt
the woods and -ardens about, and drove the savages away from their
path in disorder, &ot a moment too soon the rangers fell upon the
retreating main body, for as they parted by one door the foremost
Indians leaped in at another.
At eight o'clock the troops, exhausted, crest-
fallen, and dis^our .ged , reentered the palisades they had so lately
quitted. The night's sally had cost them dear, for they had lost
their eor.ander and sixty men. Daiyell had be n killed in an
act of impulsive bravery, running back to save a comrade, and a
Captain Grant had taken his place in the chief command. The indians
were greatly elate 1 ; their yells of triumph filled the woods
,
and swift runners were at once sent out to be-r the joyful news
far and wide. 8<ii ertheless the .English kept up a good heart. ;he„
had succeeded in inflicting some small injury upon the enemy, and
they -new that their position, since the reenf rcenent of the garrison
was entirely safe.
i«'or do-,e months the siege dragged wearily and
uneventfully on. When, on August 13, a schooner and sloop were
sent to Niagara for tcodps and supplies, ivogers took ppportunity
to transmit to Johnson a partial journal of the siege, extending
from its beginning until Juihy 4, material for which he h d obtained
from the Officers of the fort; and in October he inquired whether
he would be relieved from garrison duty during the fa 1 , and
requested that his wife be given the same information. On the
twelfth of this month one of the chiefs represented to liajor

Gladwin that the young braves were chafing to begin the winter
hunts, and arranged a truce which permitted the soldiers to lay
in a further store of provisions; none too soon, for they vore
subsisting on five pounds of flour and one half-gallon of wheat
each week, .-.t about the sane time Pontiac wrote that his mdian
flowers had buried the hatchet, and " all the bad things had
passed should be forgotten on both sides "; a a few days Liter
the smoke ceased to rise from their whilom encampment • Taking
their women and children, the savages bad departed southward.
Peace had not b^en made, and the war - which, indeed, did not end
for nearly a year - was only broken; but Detroit had little to fear
until spring.
in November Gladwin determined to reduce his gar-
rison for the winter, and sent fell but two hundred men east to
Niagara, -vhere the., arrived on the 27 th. sogers, accompanied y
two Mohawk indians, followed a few days later, it wai doubtless
a relief to return to the . ecurity of the east. Even since the
departure of the Indiaas the days had parsed monotonously at
Detroit, for it was unsafe to w nder far from the fort, or to
pursue stray game Into the woods; the treachury of the nearby
drench was constantly feared ) the men, in a garrison so snail,
had to perform irksomely constant garrison duty; and then rations
were limited in variety, as well as in quantity, r'or some time,
apparently, the major lingered near Niagara, partly on military
duty, partly engaged in affairs of his own, - affaire, too, of no
verj creditable nature - before returning home. He was apparently
concerned in the trade *vith the friendly tribed of the Mohawks
and Delawares in the region, and was us in g his uniform, his
commission, and his reputation in furthering his business ventures;

while at the Same time he w -s none too h onest in his various
dealings with associates in the xndian trade, arid permitted one
such trader, fllllam .;cCracV:en , to forfeit a bond in his name. In
the last years of the French war, and in the periods since when
he was not engaged in the Carolina campai ns , he had been suspected
of an unethical participation in the very traffic with the border
tribes which |t was his military duty to help regulate; and his open
concern with it now brought him under the direct displeasure of
Sir HI11am Johnson at Albany, ^arly in January, l7 n4, he
surrendered his commission, and posted to Mew iork; and on the
twenty-second of that month, according to a rather cryptic
letter of the period, he escaped to " precious " Connecticut by
sea. The exact nature and extent of his derelictions in Indian
commerce is not known, but it had suffered to maVe for him powerful
enemies
.
On February 2A sogers was again at Rumford
,
looking after the farm which he had given over a year before to
his father-in-law, and was not? held in his wife's name, ne denied
on this date with the *\ev . ;.-ir . Walker, and seems to have been
herabouts on brief errands of bisiness repeatedly through the summer
..icst of the year, however, ^e s;ient liear or in Portsmouth,
engrossed in his dealings in land. A number of the score or more
of conveyances, to which between his marriage and r?65, he was a
party, are dated during these months, and in all of t liem he
signs himself " as of Portsmouth H or now residing in Portsmouth M
his absences from his wife's home, however, were frequent and le
lengthy, and she complains repeatedly that he scarcely succeeded,
in .;11 , in spending more tnan a few days with her. Nothing,
indeed, is more significant of Aogers ' real character than his

consistent attitude toward the woman whom, as she herself
reminded him, he was"bound by the tenderest • most sacred ties
to protect, succor, and comfort ", - his habitual neglect of her,
the calm indifference with which he forgot Tor months ^t a ti ie
his entire connection with h r> his failure to make any real
provision for hor separate maintenance, whatever may have been his
object In marrying, it was pi .inly not to found a home-. The excuse
which his military services gave him for this chilliness was one
far from valid now, when - no matter what his ambitions - his
only immediate abstraction was with his real-estate ventures.
,jid although he was now a., soci *ted much with his brother, James
Rogers, who had secured the grant of a tract of nearly tsenty thou*
sand acres lying east of Lake Champlain, in "ermont, he was seldom
far from the capital; indeed, Ihais ost important project,
culminating in July 4 in the securing of three thousand acres at
Keadsbi^o, Vermont, was consumated without leaving the c'ty, for
it was given him by the state in his capacity as a half- pay
officer. Ihis prosperity he was compelled to mortgage to one
Cysbert /onds of .^lbany for/5^00. while his wife's l^nd he also
placed under an encumberance of : ^0 , Be was evidently deep in
debt
.
In early March t .Rogers - giving out
th -t he was off for the .;est indies - .'eparted for England, upon
the trip which in his own worldly interests he had so long
mediated, xiis knowledge of the pronounced disapproval ..ith which,
in all capacities except the rather narrow one of Indian fighter,
johnson and his American associates viewed him, made it seem impe-
rative that he seek his coveted promotion on the other si.^e of
the water. Col. Gladwin, with whom he had been -.>soci^ted at •

Detroit, was gone in October, tired of the n erican sevice, yet
certain that he had fulfilled his duty; ho waL presented to the
sovereign, and complimented upon his achievements « rone :-:uch
com :ll .ients sogers hoped to receive, while he dee red above all
to secure an administrative appointment in the Ving's employ, whether
in Europe, xndia, or America* r'or aorne time past he had seen
junior officers elevated above him ncreiy because they had found
time to present themselves at London, anci opportuni y to secure
the influence of court friends. ,ne ;orham, .or example, a nere
captain of rangers who had served for two years under h s
command, was now established as a lieutenant colonel over his head,
xle was moreover anxious to see the land of his fathers ; anxious
to leave the complaints of his wife, and the importunities of his
creditors; anxious to investigate the glamor of metropolitan
existence; and anxious to publish, two booka upon which he had
mediated during his leisure moments, in the Engliah boo1/ marts of
the hour there was a ready demand for military acconnts of the
glorious struggle just closed, and for geographical descriptions
of the vast realms just added to the crown.
His chief activities in London, therefore, were
political and literary. His exploits had well advertised him, and
his advent attracted general notice. -Id military friends crowded
about him, and with the recommendation to various gentlemen of
prominence which he had brought with hi i, he shortly became known
among the lesser notables of the season, in the magazines of the
time we find frequent mention of his career and his person, and
upon the streets his tall, sturdy figure, carried with an easy
boldness of de;neanor, wa§ frequently pointed out. lie resorted to
the parties and clubs &tr which of -jeers, retired and active, were

found, and won speedily a deserved rput at Ion for jovia'ity and ,-;ood
fellowship. Tradition has long perpetuated stories of how, when
accosted one lonely night by a highwayman on iiounslow Heath, he
peremptorily knocked hln down and dragged him way to justice;
of how he appeared , on a wager, at a fashionable ball in the
uncouth garb of a backwoods hunter; of how once, der^p In his glasses
with a merry company, he bet he could tell the greatest lie, and
relating the strange but true story of his father* death, was
yociferously awarded the palm, indeed, he 1 -id at this time the
real foundation for a very considerable and lasting popularity in
i-ondon , and one which endured through all the subsequent compromi-
sing vicissitudes which ,ater brought him an exiled petitioner
to the capital. jf his picturesque appearance a£ the time, and
soir.e of the grounds upon which his reputation w.s based, we may
judge from a crudely designed and colored print-portrait of him
which ten years 1 liter was expose" for sale in all the shoo-
vindows, with the legend beneath;, " 'lajor sogers, the famous
sogers " . it was r produced in Germany, and copies of it are even
yet preserved, rhey show us a tall, heavy man, smooth- Shaken,
and with a countenance pleasantly open and regular, but coarsely
delieated. is in full uniform, with long hair partially hidden
by a regulation cockade; a heavy rifle is thrown over the hollow
of his arm; a powder-horn is suspended from his sh&dldcri? by a
band of Indian workmanship; an embroidered belt, fastened by a
heavy silver bucv le, encircles his waist; his nether limbs are
encaissed in leggings, and a sword hangs by his side. This military
and energetic bearing, however, heightened as it is by the relief
with which his sinewy figure is outlined against a gloomy forest
background, from /hose shades indistinctly start two naVed sava-es,

is not borne out by his expressi n or features. The jaw is heavy,
the lips full and sensuous, the large nose and prominent eyes al-
most cold and phlegmatic in aspect; the dunce and the set of the
features, while direct enough, still seem calculating and evasive,
flhile the face is clearly that of a ..n of action, largely
wanting in lines jf thought, it is far fro™ being indicative of
the rugged, nervous energy with which we associate sogers' na e
.
To further his designs for an American appoint-
ment sogers soon set about the preparation and publication of his
journals" , or the diary he had Kept of his movements during the
Seven Years War, and of another book which he called A Concise
account of i^orth America " . These appe ared simultaneously in
October, 17p5 , from the press of John ^ellan, a Whitehall stationer
of some prominence, in small octavo dress, and sold for four and
five shillings respectively, both men at once favorably reviewed
by the critical magazines, who tool- apparent pleasure in introducing
the military hero in his literary capacity. H r'ew of our readers
said the monthly review , are unacquainted with the name, or
ignorant of the exploits of :iajor x\0 ;ers who with so much
reputation headed the provincial corps called ^angers during the
whole course of our late successful wurs in A»«rioa, - a brave,
active, judicious officer. lo him we are obliged, in the Concise
Ji count for the modt satisfactory description we have yet been
favored with of the interior parts of the immense continent wh'ch
vctory has so lately ad ed to the British Empire ". Of the
Journals it said that Lhe author, " who has given undoubted proofs
of his bravery and skill wrote " like an honest, a sensible,
and a modest m^n "
, and that his rorfc was " authentic, important,
and necessary to a thorough understanding of the late military

operations in iiorth America ihe other periodic la similarly
joined praise of his military and his literary achievements in
tho same articles. ihe fatigues Major r>.ogeru has undergone in the
course of his duty //rites the review*!" for the Critical review,
n would seen almost incredible vere they not confirmed by the
unquestionable relations or others it was more guarded of its
estimate of his merits as an author, but praised " the prepssessing
openness with which he writes , and spoke of portions of his
work is H valuable " , and others parts as " new 'and curious " •
in truth, the two books, while in no wise
remarkable from a literary view point, were interesting and
timely contributions to tho British knowledge of current affairs.
The journals followed his eventful field career, day by day, month
by month, from the moment when as an opstinate captain he arrived
with his company of rangers at Crown point till that in which,
a commander of proved ability and renown, he received the swofids
of the utermost forts of the drench. They display no sense of
historical proportion, for several insignificant scouts receive
as much sp-ce as the operations of nbercombie or Amherst against
Montealra; and they are written, as one of his critics noted, in
aMdry unambitious"style . They are honest and accurate in tone,
however, and while intimately personal in their viewpoint, seldom
if ever gave evidence of prejudice or jealousy in their outlook
upon th
-
affairs of fellow and superior officers, their chi f
value lies in the facts which, despite sogers' monotonous lack
of emphasis, .ve may gleam from his pages concerning the defeat
of Abereombie, the victories of Amherst and i,avil.,nd below
Montreal*, and the accout of his owb journey upon the Great Lakes;
their chief interest lies in the thrilling narrative of one or
tt
two of his most brilliant skirmishes, the unconscious color that
creeps betweon the lines which describe his various scouts, and
the bitterly vivid recital cf his danger;- and hardships on the
St. Francis raid. fhe prose style is tortured ajld poverty stricken,
and the i 11-calculatec" space given at feints to trivial letters
and orders see's to betray a hasty composition.
The "Concise Account", .vVich boars indisputable
evidence of mora oaraful literary workmasnshi p , is a manual of
information regarding the colonies of North .-jaorica, their
natural advantage^, and the location and character of the colonial
settlements and outposts. Large portions of it, especially the
historical sketches of the provinces, are mere compilations
from previous publications, but al the regions from Nova Scotia
to the Carolinas, froa «e>v York to Petrol t, ..'hich sogers had
traversed in person, are described in full, and ^spopfceially upon
distinctly frontier phases of existence - with ciCuto observation.
I&
too-pervading seriousness unfortunately restrains the writer
fron ever falling into a genuinely racy, fresh vein. An appendix
contains a pop ilarly oxagg -rated description of various wild
animals, and a considerable treatment of the manners
,
customs, and
character of the Indiana. - the latter the cream of the book. A
real sympathy and understanding is brought by Rogers to this
exposition of savage life . he recognizes the errors and weaknesses
of the race, but he does ample honor to their virtues. ill their
domestic institutions he finds much that is admirable : their
rigid if somewhat obliiue ethics; the respect in which the aged
arc held; the fine appreciation of personal dignity which restrains
the parent from ehastioing his child, th<-, universal equanimity
of mind over eveyy passion ( except revenge ), " surpassing all

but the most Christian philosophers t| their respectful unselfish-
ness toward friends and allies. ,Vhat is far more distinctive in
a rough, active frontiersman, -\o ers expresses an almost town-bred
admiration of the simplt gentleness of their untutored minds , and
te pastoral beauty and happiness of their roving life, in th ; s
respect he spkoe moat especially of the Illinois and issouri,
whose land he regarded as " the most salubrious and fertile in the
world ." These people of any upon earth , he -vrote , 9 seen
ble-sed in this worlds here is heaitb and jo^, peace and plenty;
care and anxiety, ambition and the love of gold, and every, uneasy
passion, seem banished from this happy region 1 . The goodness of
the country they inhabit renders their life enchantingly agreable
and easy n . And he presages with an apparent lingering of regret
that the day will come when the region must be occupied by a
people whose studied refinement in 9 dree... , equipage, and the modes
of life 9 will shatter this existence og halagom. content; for he
justly observed that the Indians • insatiable fondness for spinctuoas
liquors would clear the continent of them in a century.
In short, Rogers ' attitude toward the untutored
sava e bespeaks a liberality of mind and a romantic ;.argeness of
temper almost anomalous in one whose earliest lesson was to fear
and hate the redskin, and whose fame depended upon the success
with which he had wage'. 1, his campaigns against them and their
Canadian leaders* Their largeness of viewpoint finds, too, another
expression in an attitude which can best be termed imperial
patriotism. He reg .rds the new domains as amongst the most fruitful
and desirable upon earth, and rejoices everywhere that they have
been given to the English race to be subdued and cultivated. ..gain
and again he repeats, in effect, the declaration which follows his

" Journals' account of the surrender of Montreal, - that the
wealth of the xncas and .-.ztecs was as nothing to that or the
northern continent, and that the ^nglo-Laxon peonies could not
fail to find in it a home of wonderful scope and resource!. The
style of the second book, moreover, is solid and clear, and it
amasses an amount of informati on , drawn from observation and
research, that is far from conta iptible . in all, there is no
point at <vhich we are nor/ lively surprised into rm admiration
of the ranger than in the raading of his two treatises. They not
merely exhibit his singular success in self-education, but for
one of his education :*nd profession reflect every credit upon
his natural powers and abilities, the enlargement of spirit
the,/ mirror goes far toward bely ing hi a 1 ;«k of true manliness
and depth of character, in affairs not purely personal, - in
matters pertaining to his larger activities and ambitions -
then emanates from him a sterling vigor and alertness of faculty.
sogers himself had no illusions as to the
main defects of his work; in the preface to his Juornals he
he attempts to disarm the critics by his statement that the
work vaa .vritten ' not with silence and leisure, but among deserts,
rocks, and mountains, amidst the hurries, disorders, and noise
of war, and under that depression of spirits which is the
natural consequence of exhausting fatigue while in that to his
M Concise AQoount " he aaasrtfl that it is not his ambition to
shins as a learned hist^ri .»n
, but merely to relate " such simple
facts as may be useful to his country " until he might B resign
his plune to someone with greater life and ornament " . xt was
generally understood that ooth books were to be continued, and
in the Concise account " appeared an advertisement of a third

volume, to contain a history of the Cherokee war o.nd the siege
of Detroit, with many aps and plans, ihis addition sogers planned
to sell at one uinea by subscription, h .ever, and the demand
was so slender that h - abandoned the project. * seemingly trivial
circumstance determined the nature of his tVrd and last
publication, ihat part of the " Concise account " which had ;Ost
struck the fo.ncy of several reviewers was the description, among
the pages devtoed to the Indians, of t.he chief Pontiac, widely
famed even in ^ngland for his recent rebellion. Rq ers had drawn
him with a sturdy vivid dignity which fired the i magi nat ion of
the writer for the Critical neviev, and at the close of his
paragraph the latter made a suggestion upon which the ..ajor
at once acted. " ihe picture exhibited of the orsperor Pontiac "
,
he said, " is novel and interesting, and would appear to v -st
advantage in the hands of a great dramatic genius
m February, L7#f* four months later, and
some weeks after sogers h %d returned homeward fron^ngland , the
tragedy Pontiac appeared from the press of J oh Lilian, under
a timid anonymity, but with the universal "Knowledge that sogers
was the author, ^ike the other volumes, it wa-> published in small
octavo, and sold for two shillings sixpence, it closed disastrou-
sly sogers' brief career a* an author, for the preos united in
it s condemnation. " one of the most absurd productions we have
ever seen was the verdict of the Monthly review. " it is a
great pity that so brave and judicious an officer should thus
run the hazard fcfi exposing himself to ridicule by an unsuccessful
attempt to enlivene the poet's bays with the soldier's laurels,
in turning b~rd and writ in
,
a tragedy cvO ers makes just as good
a figuce as would a grub-street rhy ister at the head of our

authors * corps of .:Orth JUMflfha rangers ..ven tUS Critical
^evle.7, .vhich had Buggestefl ike topic, admitted It could bestow
no encomiums/upon Aog©. s ft* a poot , and pronounced the drams
unprecedentedly insipid and flat. The >..-6nt lemon's Kagasi&e alone
gave the play more than a few lines, and it did to or.ly to point
out the flimsiness of its plot and the " disgusting familiarity *
of its language, But if the criticism was unjustly harch, Rogers
.v<-.s beyond its reach.
Rogefff ni followed at this time by an a^ent
or secretary, named ..athaniel Potter, - an educated and rather
cl©' or, but disreputable Englishman vvhom he had engaged in :©w
damp^hire before sailing for England, and who had presumably
accompanied him. He said of himself later- that since meeting
ivo^ors In early 1768 he " had continued to be much connected if1th
him and used by him in various ways while Johnson stated in
17f>7 thathe had been hirefi because ftogere was so illiterate M to
require someone to do business Vvv him. If 'ne 'ere actually with
the major at this time* he may be partially deserving of iredit
for iho " Concise Account " and" Pont oa 'h" , which a represent a
greater literary facility Uiaa do the " Journals or fto •• rs '
ordinary letters and reports J although the content of both is by
internal evidence largely Rogers. He may also ha", e as&isted the
the ranger in one of his --.est original steps toward political
preferment - the proposal ©f *>u£ust 12 , 1768 i Tor a search after
the northwest Passage, in the Memorial embodying this proposal,
..s presented to the King* sogers set. forth his unusual oualificatios
for the- ;uest - i-.no.vlc-dge of the country, capacity for Risking
discoveries
,
strength of constitution, and talent for conci 1 aating
the Indians - , and his certainty that there was such a passage
,

f
gained Brom " his assiduous prosecution of every possibie inquiry
iind his employment at private expense of Indians to explore the
distant rivers to the Pacific and Arctic * he prayed to be ;-;iven
two hundred men, with whom he would proceed across the headwaters
of the Mississippi i and down the Oregon to Puget Sound, thence
following nortnw,<rd the western shore of the continent; the
expedition word consult in all 28762 and three years time .
although in a pathetic note he represented himself ruined by
expensive lawsuits, his petition was heafctlessly refused by the
Privy Council.
In obtaining an appointment, however,
Axogers .v.is more successful* he bore a letter of introduction to
the ijord ; ayor , and bj .-jnherst and others was <*M recommended to
iiillsborough
,
Secretary of State for the Colonies; while in
October, 1765 , one of the intimate friends he had made, '.Villiam
Pi tzherbert , was installed a Commissioner of Trade and Plantations,
on the twelfth of that month he r ceived his coveted post. One
of the November reviews of his " journals " congratulated him
warmly upon his advancement and all the colonial gazettes it once
bruited the news throughout America. In December he s .Lied for
home; and on January 10 it was made known that by royal direction
General Gage at fliew iork had appointed hi.m commander of the troops
at wackinac ( i ch i 1 i mack inac ), ..imost the v/estern-most , and
one of the most important, of the British garrisons
•

9rL
17
.
In America Johnson and his associates hailed the
news of ^o^ers' aopointment with indignant -^prehension . None of
his superiors in the colonies considered him even ro'!iote<Ji):y fitted
for a position of executive trust, and there was a general
certainty that with his incapacity for governmental affaire was
allied a want of principle ;.nd character that mi^ht make him
actively dangerous. The sane officers that in 1755 ltihd been loath
to believe the ch -rges of rascality brought a,;ainst hiii as a
counterfeiter and enlisting oflficer were now the first to express
their amazement at his new promotion. Gage wrote to Johnson
characterizing him as morally ^k^w-^^ and the latter replied
in the most emphatic terns. " it was i ", he •aid, * Who for his
readiness first made him an officer, and had him continued in the
service, where he soon beca e puffed ud with pride and folly,
from the extravagant encomiums and notices of t.ho provinces. This
spoiled a good danger, for he was fit for nothing else; neither
has nature Calculated him for a lar^e command in that service. H*
has neithei understanding nor principles, an i could sufficiently
show. The character you have given him is just, and I am a* ton i shed
that the government should have thought of such an employment (for
him " . Other lett rs of the sturdy Indian Commissioner expressed
the same disgust* The concurrence of the general public in hi
opinion, moreover, proves that it was no mere rankling prejudice,
nor the effects of his enmity for ^mherst and the oth r men to
whom Roberts nrob bly owed his appointment, indeed, in a letter
of a slightly subsequent* date Johnson alludes to the universal
disapproval of KOgere, and expresses & charitable wish that,

extricating himself from his debts, ho may bells his r rotation.
IV'ae does not appear to be much esteemed, ana it gives ne pain
to find s useful, active nan struggling under the disadvantage
o£ distress and a ba . name*, for he SOUId have done much better
if he had not been exalted too much by the people here, who new
appear foremost In debasing him. i hope he will act a proper
part at Mackinac, prove of service to the public, extricate
himself from his difficulties, and deserve a better ^ aracter
than th<-- pu lie has for some tine bestowed upon hi/. I .vish the
government had found a better or more adapted employn nt for him"
.
But he makes it cAa/v. -e/*e*vhere that to him this was a highly
unprebabie consummation
.
Johnson, indeed, was at this moment
particularly jealous of the western administration, and wfcshed no
officers at the frontier posts upon whose integrity and ability
he c jxild not rely. During the whole precedU*^ . summer he had been
engaged in making peace eittl the still-inflamed nations under
Pontiac, and had sent a command under Colonel George CroghsJS into
the Illinois country to treat with them; and now he was busied with
large plans for the preservation and develop. -lent of the trade
with the distant tribes. The French west of the Mississippi he
believed to be creating among the Indians of the northwest an
active opposition to the i&lgtlsh occupation, and to English
commerce. Those of the Illinois", he wr<bte , " are continually
amjn,_; the savages with immense cargoes of goods, instilling the
most pernicious sentiments into the Binds of a credulous people,
and diverting the trade from its pr -per channels N . Jro.-;nb.--\ had
persuaded the peoples alon ; the Illinois, the «abash , the -Chicago,
the St. Joseph, and the Saginaw and ba Bays to petition for a
1I
largo extension of British eon i roial facilities toward their
villa .es, and Johnson was arnestly trying t persuade the Board
of Trade of the urgent necessity! Cor both political and economical
re .s ~ms , of granting thifi extension* "it is not in the power of
any officer to permit traders to z° from Detroit or acVinac
he wrote, " and the Indians fill he supplied thi£ year chiefly
from the Illinois, which Ls all /reach property. If tracing posts
are not established at proper places in that country , soom the
French will carry the bast part of the trade over the Mississippi ,
on whoso left, bank they are gilding v. strong fort " . A4e had for
some tine been pushing a plan (those main provision was for the
establishment, at sach western military pc^t, of a oomnilisar^
of Indian affairs , a.-> responsible to him for the conduct .of the
trade and the raai -.tenance of amicable relations with the savages
as the commandant was to Gage in military matters. In particular,
now, he was urging the establishment of such commissaries at
Detroit, acMnac, and Port Chartres on the J'ississipi , the' three
stations which dominated tho western country. That these local
superintendents should do their work -ell it was essential that
the regular governors at their respective forts should willingly
and honestly cooperate with thorn. A'he plan, moreover, was not yet
a certainty, and until it was put in operation the governors
would administer Indian affairs, still delicate and sensitive as, \
they were. When, therefore, ^o^rs , - -widely known for his
unscrupulousnes s , and already covertly defraut of Johnson - was
given the chief authority at dacklnao, the latter had reason to
be sincerely alarmed.
Aogsrs appeared before the northern
superintendent at Johnson Hall early in February, sending his

"Journals " on in advance M for p-rusai "; &nd it was clear
that he would soon be at his post. At once Johnson arrived at a
determination that he must, be so hampered in his n w office by
restrictions, so bound by instructions, and so watched by his
superiors, that ail the gates to possible wrong dc&ftg would be
barred, and no latituce left him to conflict more than passively
with the plans of the xndian department of of Gage. " J. an of
opinion ", he said in a letter to the general , " that Hie should
be tied up in such a manner as shall best prevent him doing
mischief, and x wish 1 could '.veil point out how it could best be
effected, x apprehend it .'ill chiefly depend on the words of
his co .mission . if he is bound by my orders in everything
relating to Indian affairs , and obliged to transmit regular
reports of all transactions, I think he //.111 not have it in his
power to do as much ham as otherwise; though to prevent him
from doing any is impossible, for he has been concern.;:-- in trade,
and will again be, with those of his connections in that quarter,
ijy his b.'-ing conn;!andant he '..'ill have it in his power to confine
the trade in great measure to himself and friends; neither
would he stick at saying anything to the Indiana i to effect any
of his purposes. If, after all, nothing else can be thought on, i
Shall, on your being pleased to signify to se the power contained
in his commission, lay before you such articles aa nay in some
^asure tie up his hands. Meantime* the only thing to be done
is to point out from whom ho is to take his order* respecting
Indian affairs , and the channels through which his reports are
to oe transmi i " ed ; and to limit his expenses to pipes, tobacco,
and a lit Lie liquor - unless when he may be ordered to meet any
body of Indians; and whenever they shall addrsss him to send a

7faithful copy of hin speeches"* 1 . His recommendations were followed,
it w s ol«arly Johnson's haunting fear that the pressure of
sogers' obligations w ould force him to. take criminal means to
supply his wants, and it was to this end that the suggested
instructions of which there was no le6Vf harped upon a frank and
open administration of Indian affaire, the chief theme of which wa
to be rigid economy, the term, of the appointment by Gage
included these words " i can't recomment to you too strongly the
strictest econom. An the small expenses that may unavoidably be
incurred at your post. Nothing new or chargeable must on any
account be done by you upon y our own head " . Rogers was further
informed that in all his dealings with the savages he must pay
the strictest obedience to Johnson, and report to him, as well
as to the commandant at Jetroit , frequently. In June, again
>
supplementing instructions were issue"! to him from Johnson hall,
caution' ng him to acquaint himself w' th the Indians., to avoid
fitting them any umbrage, and to ee that his garrison and the
tradersco "dtted no offense; and, above all, to send in exact
copies of all his proceeding to headquarters, under affidavit
i
every six >onths . Pi nally , Johnson took opportunity to hold a long
and earnest conference with him, giving him minutely detailed
instructions as to his conduct toward the Indians i while Gage
did as much for military affairs; and both, " finding him very
very desirous of dome liberty in the article of expenses "
,
cautioned him thoroughly again to avoid useless expenditures.
Throughout the spring of Johnson 'was
still pushing his new plan regarding, Indian affairs ; and finally,
by ~ bold step, he determined upon its inauguration. He knew that
in this he w&s as yet supported by scant authority from England
J

Oil
but Gage approved 2nd aoette^ hie conduct , and to him the temper of
the Indians and the ominous movement*. C the fronch and Spanish
on the ,.;issiy. ippi made the step seem imperative. I ho French
habitants on the «iissour}
,
..-assis.-ippi
,
Illinois ,and .-li ami , he
pointed out monopolized most or til© trad-- in those parts; for
despite the fact t at they cou.d procure good;-: only at great
expanse, the simple children of tie forest wjuid go long journeys
in order to barter their furs for powder, tobacco, and cloth with
those who could treat with them kindly « courteously, and fairly,
and not as a debased , inferior .>eople . fthile n« acknowledged that
he could never persuade the English to offer the savages more than
a polite civility, he was far from despairing of weakening the
French influence through his commissaries. These men ./ere to
ingratiate themselves into the favor of the tribes, by presents
and cajol ry; were to supervise the various traders wnp made the
posts their head inarters , and - putting & stop to thej r di shonesty
and cruelty - to i'orce the 1.?! to pay fair prices, to be considerate
and gentle, and to stop the pernicious tURiBtfic in rum; and were to
nip all plots or discontents in the bud, and counteract directly
all foreign influences. " i have for some time jonnson wrote
to London in January, 1764 mmde choice of the best persons for
these offices at ail the posts, and no time may qe lost after
1 receive orders tc appoint them , and meanwhile he had called
Pontiac and all the chiefs of the west to m conference at Oswego,
to announce his new plan, finally, jn ,.arch 22, he wrote the
Board of "fade that he was n the eve of making the necessary
proposed appointments* although e was not yet for £ome weeks to
announce them. " i hope your lordship will not disapprove of my
condmct he oJUsiX. ang dug
{
.ested that they mignt Infer its

urgency from- the fact that the appointments would be -Made at
risk of his private fortune. Hia mails from that, fay onward
were choked with applications, rhe vaat significance of his ^>ove
was clear, it meant that henceforth Lhe governance of the west
and north was not to be purely military « but haif-milit .ry and
half-civil, and that he and (iago would divide its authority* ..-'or
almost a year murmurs of subordinate JealousJ from western military
officers had greeted the proposal and now the moment for- real
friction was at hand.
i-'or a short period during the spring Rogers was at
home at Portsmouth; rid here his wife* not yet fully estranged
from hlmi decided to accompany him to his distant command . The
unhappy woman was urged by many friends, in sincere remonstrance
,
to refrain from a step which, no less from character of the
ma j or than from the location of the post, was full of uncertainty
and danger. Her father, however, animated by his stern
Churchman's sense of duty, exhorted her to perform the full
tenor of her vows, and she herself " felt some hope yet of
winning her husband by gentleneds and condescension
Accompanied by her, therefore ,sogers set out. in June,
under orders from Johnson to proceed to Oswego, and take charge
there of the preparations for the now immediate congress of the
western Indians. Here, at the lit tie fort and village planted at
the mouth of Oswego Elver , were gathering the chiefs of the
i-'otta vattomy
,
Huron, and Chippewa, and the principal men of the
Ottawa, all anxiously awaiting the Qoaing of Pontiac, 1 heir-
leader and most accomplished diplomatist , who since the failure
cf his conspiracy had been a wanderer In the Illinois country
On the English side the chief representatives

were to be, besides johhSon and K gar's j Dariiel Claus , head of
Indian affairs ih the province b'f Quebec , iidward Jole, newly-
appointed commissary at deSCh*rttfB&» J ehn h:y, holding the s^e
office at Detroit i and Lieutenant J. a n j e&ln Koberta, out- of Johnson's
most trusted aids, and commissary at ..: "o^o since the preceding
April. None of these men, except of course Roberts , -ere as yet on
the Spot* .vLl ira& in tension at the little fort , the earning
conference, at which PontittO ivas expected to give in his adhesion
to British rule | was of undeniable importance.
With marked offieiousness the major seized the
rains of affails ;nto hio o,vu hands, in his military capacity he
felt a natural je&lousji of eoratalssary uoberte , In no eay diminished
by the prevalent report that that faithful tool of Johnson • s was
lively soon to be set out td Jlackinao, there to take over a share
of ftogers' responsibility . tie treated him with especial brusnuness
»
and soon found opportunity to quarrel openly with him. Roberta was
an experienced English officer , still young, eho after some
general service at the com encement of the Seven V ears' ,»ar had
joined Rogers 1 Corps in l?r-7
,
where he was employed for a full
year, and participated in many of the most fatiguing scouts. He
hod been recom ended to Johnson by his zealy in Lhgrati tatlrtg
himself with the Indians
. He early learned the i.iohawV language, and
through this, and a very curious incident, the savages of fte#
fork took . violent fancy to him . While at garrison in
VtH y at Scheecta ./ the gentlemen art-', ladies acted " Othello " , and
the audience room was crowded with chiefs and braves who came to see
it. When the gallantly it tired Roberts strutted upon the stage
at Lodovico, aaluted by a fanfare of trumpets , the Indians were
vastly struck by his hat and feathers, and concluded he was a

parsonage or exalted Importance. i« o >nfirmed their awed
admiration by giving them his hat and His cloak , for which j as
.
indicative of his condescension and generosity i they could not be
sufficiently grateful. In the last years of the war h« served
-it Ft. Stanwlx, before Niagara again* S^eryWhsrs and always he
flattered the Indians, mastered their tongue » and acquainted
himself with their cus i oris and tender. eve 1 : reconciled himself
to talcing an influential Indian wife, an old squav; of whom he
spoire as one of the moat frightful Of human beings. In l7 f>6 , when
his regiment was ordered back to England* Johnson stopped him to
engage him in " settling rtistputee between the Western Indians
and the Gi v Nations, and to help regulate the indian trade ". ile
knew .voters well > and was well known to him* he was »r intimate
.nd favorite of Johnson's: s faithful, sincere officer and an
ardent partisan of. those with whom his interest was enlisted. His
zeal in military and tribal matters had involved hi-; heavily in
debt, from which, however, he 'as unwilling to extricate Himself
by unprincipled means. With all his fine moral temper and effis
cient conscientiousness there seens to have- been in him a heavy
streak or impulsiveness and emotionalism. H rude, frank, impatient,
dangerous man like Rogers was sure to clash with him, and at once
did so. While Koberte was Insisting upon an exaet and minute
performance of all that looked to the rwUness of the post for the
conference
,
riogere pursued his own headless but effective measures,
overriding those about him* " lie considered himself " , remarked
another officer, bound by no instructions that did not conform
to his own Interest, h final sharp liapute with riofterSa related
to their respective poW*ra« at the mouth of the Oswego river,
and on its farther shore, Cant. PseKs Puller of the post had

top.te.tiv ely st&tiotied a numb r A' Itutors • iheri-? position there
was in accordance with the vvisb.es of Johnson , as local conditions
irade it possible to control their trade more ef fectro&i&ly on that
side; for military reasons, however, Rogers sot about transferring
them to a poiit near the Tort's nUii »nen uoberts protested, he
was peremptorily si Leaded , and Mis quotation of Johnson's
aut'ority availed naught . Che controversey grew into one in which
Ko^ers refused decisively to respect Johnson's general orders that
his commissaries were to be obeyed m all affairs pertaining to the
trade. " He thinks wrote the humiliated Roberts, " that he is
not to obey ail odors that do not come directly from the general".
Petty in itself, this incident showed the determination of the
newly-appci nt c- 6 governor to assert his independence as a military
commandant
, aven against the authority of Sir ..llliam; and "t is
significant as the beginning of his relation with one oho was later
closely associated with him*
jThe oongrese with the Indiana began July 2$, in
the shade of some magnificent trees bet een the river and the
parade ground of the fort, and endured three days. The temper of the
savages at the moment was uncertain, >n) they had reason for their
fears, their resentments, and their complaints . M rhe injuries nnd
alights they had 'net with " , had written Johnson, " guVe us no room
to upraid them, ur people on the frontier seen deter, lined to
bring on a new war in the face of their o..n ruin. *\venty murders
upon 'horn have been roacherously commites4 .vithin the six months
pas t " . tie represented himself as at his ..its' end for mean; to
stop the provecwit ionspf the whites, and urged constantly upon the
home government the clothing of the coo,: is varies with new power.

Mi
i cannot check their grievanca j ,• afel/3aid » " and the commissaries
are in the same situation, fhej have an office ilia a -July laid
dov.n for i r.em, btit no power to execute it. i'o answer the purposes
of the appointment, they roust be e npu rod to see commerce
equitably conducted, and justice executed Li e querulous plea
arose eoubtless in part f^tt .each instances s sogers' -'i srespect-
ful handling of ^oberts. ioi be spoke boMl> to the Indians
of the new scheme, aa well as of the measures for checV.ing the
outrages of frontier farmers along the Alleejha ies . " ion begin
already, " he addressed them , " to see and! feel the fr.i'ts of
peace, from the number of traders and plenty of; good:: at all our
garrisoned posts, and are enjoying the peaceable possession of
illinois iou will likewise now see that proper officers, en of
*
honor and probity- are appointed to reside at the posts, to prevent
abuses in trede." He exhorted the :, to confine their commerce to
the forts. " Gentlemen residing there are solely appointed to hear
yO*r complaints and repair your grievances , but. whilst traders
ramble throu h the country without are, you cannot be
.surprised that some frauds may be committed • " To all this the
Indians gravely bowed. : ' He heartily thank you, father; for
having appointed the seramiesaries , and for not letting the traders
strangle through the woods to our villages, but to trade only at
the posts; it wee not prudent to let them ramble where they
pleased, but there will be no danger along the waters to the
forts, and we sh .11 bo justly dealt ;'* th , " said frata, chief of t
the iiurons, and all promised their furtherance of the plan,
accepting it \ an earnest of the love of one English people .
•
After further parley, and I'ontlac's final submission, the congress
broke up to muiu.il satisfacti on .

in the days ox' nUgust iiogers and hi- wife , with
sogers ' secretary hotter arrived at Wecklnao , having come through
by ./ay of Niagara, Detroit , and the lakes . ihe pos;. stood then on a
bold point a mile or twe Mist of the present ait of Mackinac City,
just south and overlooking the straits, with the ceaseless wash
of the blue waves at Its feet; and to arrive at i t &egers passed
the beautiful Mackinac island, its h gh blanched, limestone cliffs,
crowned and backed by heavy pine forests, rising in gleaming
splenaour from the lake. Newly rebui t since Pontiac's war, the fort
was not a prepossessing structure, for It was neither commodious
nor strong ; and its situation, a*:.ong vr.onotonous sand-dunos that
ran Lack for a long distance before they were broVen by the
odorous woods of cetf&r and pihe» was bleak inwixter and baling
hot in summer . Heavy barracks rode near the fort proper, and at
some distance stood the French village of Mackinac, a cluster of
characteristic white frame houses, deferring the extremities of
the long, narrow, rectangular plot in which the villages cultivated
their land* Ln fronji - the opposite shore defined by well-wooded
heights - spread the brief straits
,
widening away on either hand
into the oread waters of HUMfcn and Michigan, as yet unflocked extent
by a wandering birch canoe. Vns lonely garrison numbered two
Companies, and Captain Spiessraacker , a German officer at ots
head, resigned the position of chief aomaa&d into sogers ' hands,
the latter installed himself within the most comfortable of the
various oiTicer ' s houses ..ithin tha stockade .vails, and set
himself to gaining a full acquaintanceship <vith his new duties
ana opportunities
. Roberts he had Ifcf t behind at Niagara*
and except for his iron-clad oral and written instructions, he
was invested with f -11 powers as •-ommandcr of the garrison and

kgent of Indian aiffairs, aith a .full appreciation of Vac isolation
of hia post - for Detroit was a long tosafc ' s journey behind hiTi,
and a rigorous winter* ".'h.'eh would stop all co ,vun -nicatlon with the
east , but a few months awsy - hia feeling meui tmt >V autocratic
independence, except for such directions a* h< might wi th
temporary security entirejjf disregard'! his ewn affairs and that
of t he region Mere under the direct guidance of hia hand . He
cjuld undertake whatever ambitious adn.lnistrati.vro schemes ha
deeded best, and - if fair fortune offered - atteupt a replenish-
nent of his exhausted purse* free from all but the .nest distant
supervision. <?rom his temper and hi 3 previous financial
irresponsibility it was clear he would no',, halt, at heavy bills
when impressed with the opportunity of carrying through aOMf
striking, largely-conceived BOhenej and th .t in affairs with the
tribes hv- would regard himself as chiefly responsible to Sage
,
and would order matter; P trade and of Indian relations with
but scant difference to Johnson.
This last
, indeed , .-as i -mediately evident.
Johnson had given to Rogers * at to all other co issaries,
strictest orders Tfhat the .ndian trade was to be confined to
the immediate yipinit^ of he tort ; that the packs of the dealers
were to be opened* as far as possible, only under the commandant's
eyes : that no cheating was to bo aliored , wrv- a fixer1 scale of
prices, which Johnson himself scheduled, was to be enforced; and
that the commandant should control Jealously the ntir a issuance
of run to the Indians. The general order was clearly repugnant
t. one who , like Kogers , know intimately the eircumst .nc.^s under
which the traffic in furs ireBt or. in fcha north- -.vent . Svar since
the foundation of the fur-trade by the French c oil rour s-de-bo i
s

the v.ri.bea ©JJ the r--gi on had parted Rith their p ltry on the
very hinting-ground upon tfftVjlse'&jeh :i i thejrr winter shooting
and trapping, ihe trket had bean an i'ntinsrant one > tnd following
the various pillages of braver into tilt snowy . lid (Tribea each
winter, had saved then tlv; necessity of interrupting their
hunts by a long, exhausting trip, over choked trail*., to a
central objective, by sending after then the French adventurer,
witfc his cloth, trinkets, liquor, hatcheta, guns, grease, and
provisions of powder and ahot . adopting the Indian's ways, learning
his very dialect, by taat and klndlir.es* reaching his very heart,
the wandering would sleep at night In his wigwam, warm hiaself
by his fire, eat at hia rude board, and, indeed, nafte himself
a member of the savage community. He had s supply of changeable
goods always in the sight of the ^ vjer trine««en§ -ho V now the sole
cos luodity by whose barter they could procure any desired article,
and set themselves to secure it; he could give tfeea necessities,
as of weapons, or ammunition, or tools, or th , spot ; ho could
save tnerti the necessity of leaving their wl,ves and children a
prey to starvation , <»nd their country to hostile tribes , while
they carried their growing paoks in to market . ;orj than that,
he eould penetrate to far-off peoples, pad bring back bundles
of fur that else would never have touched s Ouoaei m ban:";,
yar beyond the pioneer clearing, far beyond the garrison, he .vas
the reai vidette of the cou-.ieroe and c.ivi .ization . Rogers knew
that to keep the traders mder the wtl*i •-' has fort would cut
in half the commercial import&noe of Mackinac , and he lost no time
in resolving to disobey Johnsen! s proposal, ioitediately upon
hia arrival he issued a general norm- ' to all traders I o " go
wintering " , and follo.v the Indians along their frozen trails
t
>/. im
to the forest co\ erts of the lynx, the sink* and the Leaver
.
r or thi«4 i i'oto the indignant Daniel Claus , vuperind
tentient or the district, from Montreal « " he i's yastly liked and
applauded here " . The approbation of lontreal was indeed fervent.
In the merchant houses of that cityeerit'eTed almost all the channels
or trade which drained whe Mackinac district. Trafficking in
the old trench fashion, and with their factors on every trail
in ^ntario and Michigan, these firms had been the earliest and
ifiOSu active in their opposition to Johnson's plan. They foresaw
that thoir agent at uswogo , ^ia^ara, -»etroit> and above all
t«ackinac
,
dealing with peoples Who for generations to then almost
immemorial iacJ bold from the hunting lodge and thicket, would be
ruined by the new poncy. ihey had. not contented themselves with
direct protects to Johnson; the Indians of the west and north,
by their instructions , had sent in pleat; that each or their
multitudionou- vilaagos along the Xllinbis, liaeonflin, . Saguinay
,
and Ottawa raoght oe allowed a trader, - pleas that multiplied
throughout 17 65 and 1T66 ; while they had induced a large number
of the inhabitants of Montreal to sign i petition presented to
the x^ords of fade in ...a^ , 1 7 *6 , setting forth the incalculable
damage being wrought the commerce - his Majesty's subjects by the
new regulations , and praying for a redresi . Pressure had been
brought
, too , upon ixogerd' predecessor? Captain ':owo<uli, who had
been constrained by clamor and influence to release a number of the
traders from the most irksome Of the restrictions; so that the
Major's decisive step had not been without .its Indecisive prece-
dent. Johnson had protested atost vigorously, however, at Ute
coarse of nu»vara , who had been sav ?d from & severe visitation
of of iciv-a wrath only by the recall Which installed ivoters in

his stead. Bow the 1 at tor, by letting not morel y several , ;But all
of the traders fro ' en hivern "ment , had placed himself in the full
path of the Indian Commissioner's biting anger « This he knew so
fully that may well ahve been guided in hie QOmpl isanee toward
certain of the factors by his interested notiv -s .
Hogers , Indeed, began to fast make friend-; about the
fort, and we know , from the records concerning tnG latter part
of his administration, the names of the ©ore iiopprant of these,
all men interested in the trade; AtKingon, Ooddard, Stuart, Oes
x\iviers, the latter a ^ew Hampshire neighbor with #fee& he had had
business dealings three years before. She most Important of
his relationships at the inception of h s duties, however,
V$S with a needy adventurer who had followed him out from the
east up--on a previous understanding - Jonathan Carver, /his officer,
slightly older than Rogers, had first come Into contact with
the leader of the Hangers in the fight ing about L&Mo George, where
he also had served as a provincial captain. )\r- was a native of
Connecticut, bor lil^i Rogers into a fronts -a- community, and left
fatherless at an even earlier age, though amid surroundings vastly
better for his education, bounded at the m .ssacs of Port ,'villiam
Henry, he had written a vivid and stirring account of that soory
ocursenee • He was retired, from the service in 1763 , returning
to Massachusetts, where his company had been raised, and. apparently
dragging out a rather painful civil existence there for the next
two years. iJow , in the middle of ai£u3t, he was at • acl'inac , head
bent with the maj >r over vast plans which center-:;-*' iboul >ne wild
surmise
,
in one a*ay
,
perhaps through hearing of Rogers*
petition of 176$ , more lively through meeting him upo.^ his return
fron

'•/
froir. London, Jarv er iad been struck with th0 possibility of aiding
the governor of <-c: inac in. carrying out, upon u modest scale , his
gl -rioufc sohem for b le lisoovery or the semi-fabulous /jort lowest
Pas age • in his published travels ho long artor attempted t arrogate
to himself the credit for his e,oeJi tion, saying that he was
independently struck in it oy the possibility of perfuming a
farther service tv the king; but there so©bos no more truth in this
statement th ..n in uany others 0,f tnat ponderful' tissue off
exaggerations, inaccuracies, wi4 plagiari*/ His missions would
have in his own ambitions an almost inexplicable origin) he must
have known that ho-, a landless, almost penniless officer, could
never have financed it; and if lie h«*d conceived it alone it is
unbelievable Uiat he would huv- i aught some official approbation
for .t. Xbree years later in J^ondon, at the very moment Rogers was
collect ing ills personal expenses in the expedition, Carver secured
his own share by swearing before the Priv} Council for Plantation
affairs that it i#as only in consequence Of the governor'*
co micslon that he undertook the journey* finally j e gather from
a letter of Olaus' to o ohson that Hogors had returned fror» England
yet ipftite full of the plan he had broached there - so full that
he w-.s willing to seize the opportunity his rje*.y authority g--ve
.'»i..«
. The enterprise was rapidly put under way • in unc , while
Rogers was in new .ingland or iew iorr , Sarve^r set out froa Boston,
and arrived almost with his superior at the straits, thirteen
hundred, yi les to the west* fho prompt assistance which the major,
so ne.: at his oust , rendered hin. , fax beyond the neasurefc of his
legal powers, .i a a^meet Indubitable ovidenae of previous collusion.,
vii august 1*> .v.'gci'o issued Jarv or a co /mission us leader of a
special exploring detail firom the fort , at a salary of eight

fillings daily, " for the purpose of making surveys of the interior
especially to the west and northwest. " and outlining carefully
the route to be followed.
tie endowed Oarver and hi* companions liberally with
supplies, promised to send more to the Palls of • t . Anthony, and
advised him as carefully as his superior knowledge of the Indians
and the ./est warranted hinu The hopes and fe?rs of both officers
were High, if the exploration succeeded In even a portion of its
objects, xt would benefit both immeasurably* The west, in all its
rich rcsouces, scenery and Indian life, was Irtknown; its plains,
rivers, .mountains
,
unmapped \ the routes to the western ocean
bat conjectural
.
To penetrate it would be at once to confer a
beriei'it upon science and eor-raphy
, to give Sflgland a claim to
its possession, to open it to settlement, and perhaps
,
if a water
passage above the " Ouragon did not prove mythical , to give a
new impilse to co Fierce. On the third day of September, Carver set
forth with several traders and guides down |ake Michigan « The
trip was destined to do much loss, and much more, than was
expected of it; it was to discoverno Northw-st passage, and to
i:;ap no vast extent of unknown territory* but it was to give birth
to s book of travel which should nrouce Suropetn curiosity for
america as no other ever had, and to influence SohiUer, ;7hateaubr.U
artd, and x^yron
.
As stout paddlers drove the canoes out over the
choppy waters of tne straits, the cheers of the garrison bade the
explorers farewell, before they returned affairs at the fort
were to undergo a raomentuous revolution.
During the autumn and early sinter Roger continued
his government in the most ambitious fashion, .'lis eh!. :-f oonc. rn,
after granting the traders their desired immunity from Johnson's

rul-d. .v.:j to secure L :>.< f ivor and ~ia >n Siship of tn« tribes of
the northwes t . the indi-.ns i i t •. vicHrtlty $f the fort, he
inraedife-tely found means of pileasin#. rhe Batea t,r...--.:-rr. that rejoiced
Montreal and angered Glaus ..it!: t ^ir reports of • : :
.
jc ra
1 freedom
with the trade brought news also th t " hi& behavior tcv/^rd the
Indiana was liked arid approved b#- the" , as well as the people of
Mackinac. M oenerosi ty , flattery j aihfi a liberality of fair
promises characterized nib treatment bf his r *cl chiidr nr. 9ut he
was not satisfied wito gaining t$i * golden >p3ni one cflT those near
the fort , and indulging the ofch r's wittl trade re . Qrily ft few weeks
after his arrival he s^nt forth ah embassy among the holies
Avoines
,
Puan, .".&ax
,
Kenard, Chippewa, and Si oak, under Coddard
and Dee tvlvierjjps, to notify thew of M.e nssunpf ic--. ef the
•oraaand of Mackinac , of the concluding of peace between Pontlac and
the anglish, and of the occupation of I 11 indie . The dwellings of
these tribes were scattered over the great a! istances of ,7isc-onsin,
Michigan, northern illlnoldi and even the immediate trans*
fciesiseippi region; but the undaunted embassy loaded itself for
its long journej with numerous presents. Despite all the cautions
he had received, Rogers succeeded in spending /"'jOO In Indian affairs
wit":in the first six weeks after his arrival, and duly dr-" w a
draft for this amount upon Jdhnson, Moreover his d is.Duraments
Continued to be h< av « . ihe grej|t tribe of the Chippewa, residing
for the most part above the Ottawa river and north and west along
Lake Superior i vera threatening A par Kith the "deux, ftnd were
trying to involve in it their allied, the Ottawas .r\6 i'httawat-
tomies , both Michigan tribes, fnis conflict Rogers labored
anxious iy to prevent, fearing that it -'ould disrupt the" whole west
westorn brade; and his protests t • he* chie fs h( again enforced

by expensive presents* Hla messengers ho kept out all winter,
and he even found neana to Intercept roving b.ods or tribesmen, whom
he oonoi Hated en grand largesse . By Tnristmas his expenditures
halt necessitated second draft on Johnson for about c500 ( v/ith
more immediately tc fellow*
Simultaneously Rogers was becoming personally
heavily entangled, and deeply dissipated* Huoh of the goods
fir his lM':..h ;:i.r i i' ,V h A secured on credit from the favorably-
impressed and. over-confIdout traders, representing Montreal and
xi.uglidh firT-3: so 1 rge was the stocV advanced him he ?-»ay. even
have hoped to engage in the trade himself • through clandestine
agents. -J3 time passed the merchants, who had at first hoped for
exhortoitant prices, realized that Rogers' extravagant course would
so embroil him with Johnson that they might receive nothing at
all, while they also bagan to fear an ovet motive in his zealous
conciliation of the tribes j and they entered upon a course of con-
stant harassing and importunity* rhe cot 'and or gave way to a
course of sustained licentiousness, no whit mitigated by his
Wife's restraining presence* His chief vices, probably learned in
London, attaded him with extreme vigor during the long winter
season, -.r.eeo enforced confinement told much upon his nervous,
energetic spirit. Jhen for months the ice, piling at times sixty
feet high in the straits outside, cut off all navigation, and
t^e town and fort lay snowbound and isolated between the
wilderness -.id t e 1 tKe, hi s constant recou.se was t o carouse in
the garrison or village, »iih companions of the most doubtful
cast, :: *. i: sensitive wife suffered deeply from his conduct, while
her grief vt
:
s supplemented by a sense of the certain gulf to
Which his improvidence and disobedience of orders was leading

him, '* "o paint she ojj, " in their true colors my sufferings
during ray stay Ln that remote and lonely region would be a task
beyond y ibility « *Xia enough to say taut x underwent every
hardship, and endured every species of ill-treat. ne'a whiph
infidelity, uncleanno s, and drunken barbaritj could inn let
Thus the winter passed away J «nd as 1 ing With reports of his disro
!7q.y a of instructions, along with his rapidly Mounting drafts, thejp
reached Johnson rumors o* dissipation and his debts, it was
determined to . and Roberta , still dpmmissary at Dswego, on to
Mackinac* worst of all, the drafts were decisively » .if temporarily
refused payment by Johnson, 10on the ground that he " had no
letter of advice from any person upon the subject > " and decisive
orders were sent to Rogers to incur no mora eafiponsea •
iioberte i who by Johnson's orders, i-age con-
curring, was ready to start for Mackinac from Oswego late in
April , was delayed by various circumstances, and did not reach his
destination until June 2~« in the interim Rogers continued nis
eccentric and arbitary conduct of affairs* in the early spring
he sent his assistant. Potter j upon an expedition to the upper
reaches of bake Superior, to contin *o treating with the still
war-like Chlppewa&s. it >vas observed it the time about the fort
that his manner was becoming more discontented and restless than
ever; a fact traced to his increasing debts, and the embarassment
caused him by the refusal of his drafts upon the government* in
the ^losi 'ij lays of winter be threw himself seci etiy into the
formulation of a ne and amazing scheme i which - a last gleam of
hope for his material salvation - Was designed to render fibre
direct his control over the region, to stimulate the fur trade,
and to make I'll; for ever independent of his troublesome eastern

superiors, this was a proposal Tor a oe : fors of government at
fcckinac, which we find dra /in au i n for -al 3 tail in a ^ufctition
transmitted direct to the uOard of irado on ay Afi -=.-f .'ective
preamble Attacked ,ohnson*s resti'iotion.^ and rec i ted the vast
extent or the fur ti'ade at ;;ucMna?, vvhos 2 exchangeable value
is dec^Ired to rsach ,000 , .>r one hundred heavy oanoo-loada
or ontr ' 1 goods, yearly; the cirounstancea *vhish proved that
even this volume of tra.de, if properly nourished , could bei.
Immensely increa&ed; and the fact that
;
Mackinac, with its
corrrmndinj; situation r, three- lakes, stood as the logical center
Pert the entire northwest, /toger* wit-hed, therefore , to have
established at Mackinac ... combined ci * il and military government
which should £ive a a-rc direct attention to indian affairs, and
feel a more sincere anxiety as to jaeane of eontrolling and
developing traffic possessing many Iccalj and pocliar eh . trac t eri s 1 1 cs
than jChns:>n could from Albany* 10 -risked to bo appointed
governor, with power of electing one of hi a subordinate officers
as lieutenant governor , and another secretary; while the rest of
hf.s plan enbracod a council of twelve, to be chosen bjf popular
vote from among tho citizens of the town, with limited legislative
and idvlsory functions. To preserve order ho wished a few companies
of rangers, ready 1.0 enforce 'ais mandates ar.ong all the drench or
84Vage inhabitants of the whole vast t -irri t ory ; and he craved
allowance of " a fixod sum annually, for presents to keep the
Lndlans pe 00JA. - such as shall be thought adequate for a post
to which raore .nan one third the Indians on the continent resort,
besides other nations as far as tee /..ici die . " Like the governor
of a ?.r;v:n colony, he was to bo responsible only to the klltg'i
ministers . i'he plan was surest ive , but its eovious inspiration

i^y in his debts , his troubles with the tra on; md I '\ Johnson,
and the inoreasing certainty that u co , ,i..sary ..-ould s on be
watchfully at nxs side , and it WaS Olear that und^r • scheme Tor
promoting trade i ho eas virtual 1) proposing tha$ ho be given the
most ^uoolute control over the tribes, the fur business, the
garrison of the northwest, and a large sun of money*
Ah '.us negotiations irlth the tribes progressed,
novel's Kept his agents, with their presents, still out among the
villages, and himself visited a number of the chiefs . We had
issued a oall for a general convocation of the tribes in June,
and as the war clouds that hung over the lioux and Ghippewaff
dree off, it became evident that this K>uld be one of the most
impressive gatherings of savages ever held on the American
continent. His messengers, from fa? beyond the *iaeonsin , and
down the Mississippi, brought bach news tnat the Host distant prairiei
were sendind their braves . fhe ostensible object of the peace
was the final ratification of th« 3loux-Ghippewa peace, and as
such Mats deeply irritating to Johns oil fron the very moment ho
heard of it. "it is not good policy/' tie growled, t-to interest
ourselves in quarrels of distant nations , which do not affect
oar forts, settlements , or co a niostionS, It may indeed be interes-
ting. to a dozen traders, who in defiance of all orders go to the
xndian towns; but on the other hand these wars ts&e off and
engage some of the most violent of the Indians^ who would
otherwise be dangerous to us." Above all* it saa i sost expensive
affair, between ...ay 26 and June 10 .. vast concourse of Indians,
comprising many of the sachems and braves T the Ottawa, Potta
—
wattomy, Chippewa, :>aguinay , and Mesfssa HUg IS , began pouring in
toward the straits, tiogers, with h*s able lieutenant a , Tate and

Gorki *irt , the TfUa 1 ••. '.' 'Vu i.. h**d unbounded influence with the
aborigines, marshaled them with order, and Kept them quiet.
Cn J'lne the Sioux » ilaux , Polles iWoines, Fuan, and Henard ,
accompanied by * band of fresh Ottawa protectees from the still
churlish "hippeva, arrived la such numbers that the liters of the
lake vero blac 3ned by their canoes. |Jha .'/joi- X' or a great distance
about vere ? Ille ' ;vith thoir tents, and through tho forest paths
an? over the 3and^| shingle roamed one of the most picturesque
end motley assemblages in Indian history, vov a time minor confer-
enci a were held, finally, on July 5, in the shade beside the lai*e,
all the t.ril $s gath red i i .m great .dignified convention , frien-
dly *nd disaffected side b„ aid , and the Chiefs interchanged
assurances of friendship and lev.;, united in protesting their
loyalty to the English, and passed about a huge calumet.
£ven the Sioux, after recounting that "the
Ohipsewa have lately stained our country with blood, and given us
great provocation to lift up the' hatchet against then," promised
forebearabce until n.o ers
,
M our father neifct to the great king,
fedfessed their injuries, fiiey. all delighted kogers by begging
that they might have tradors sent among them* before the meeting
broVe up, tho governor devoted one whole day to the distribution
of many presents, ^ . cured upon core drafts from the aVercnantfl of the
town j and the red ien departed rejoicing, fneir congress had been
a splendid ana unforgettable pageant, and had inspired then with
a iwr fealty to the British -.noire ; but the paper was yet to be paid.
The bills Incurred in these conferences were
promptly presented Johnson by eastern agents of the tfackinac
merchants, and as promptli sjoused hin to a hi gh pitch of anger.
Despite the fact that other ooromisdaries, notably Cole of 4-ort

de.s Cbartres . had recently sent in requests for suns, Johnson says,
" vastly more than ! Could have thought of * he considered i\0<-ers
»
expenditures wholly $n$#a£ 1 flblh I e . As presented during the summer
in Montreal and J.Mny, t.hey reached a -ran/1 total of 000. his
suspicions equaled his resentment, iie was at once certain that
Roger? had "eon ~»eddl5 n~ with Indian affairs in a, wholly unwarrant-
able way, and with a $asl^n to further hi 8 own oyerweening ambi-
tions* "There must be eoae particular moti ve for tv.s he wrote
Gage. "Expensies seen to have been made, Indians called, and traders
Ingulrjod purely to procure their esteem." In all, he was ready at
once to demand Rogers' immediate rere 11
.
liJeanirhile, on jane 23 Roberts had taVen office
at Ifacfclnac, with instructions to cut do*m expenses, to watch Rogers,
end to enforce f h r trade regulations * lie was received. so plain a
show of jealousy and bad feeling, that none of his three tasks was
faay. The commandant attempted from the very beginning to throw
difficulties in his way; to increase his expenses, set the traders
against him, and to render imposes ible full obedience t .Tohnson.
Indeed j Roberts 1 reported indicated, that from the very first he
w-.* troubled both by the plain i rrer^ul ar.lt ies about the post, and
fche aowwandant^H obvious intention of Increasing the friction
incident upon maintaining order among tha traders* In Ms first
letter *o Johnson he showed that wany traders were plying their
art away from the p©»t» and beyond, hi 8 powers of sumT-i-vi si on; that
Rogers was trying to betray him into extravagance; that he was
oovertly at te^t in p to secure from the Indians j petition for
Roberts' withdrawn.!, and his own reiastafeetcnt ; and that ruin
sometimes got among the savages, re stated, too, ? da>--erous
tendency among the soldiery to participated in the tradd to for —

estall which he recommended a Frequent relief og the garrison,
in his plan for the Civil government of ..ackinac , indeed Rogers
bad given open indication of the nature of his preference among
the traders of the region. ".Since it is true," he Hac" declared,
"that the French at .ackinac, St. ..ary's, Gre n i^ay, and other
places were they are looking and walking up and down are an
indolent, slothful set of vagabonds, ill-disposed to the English
and verj influential among the savages, ought they not for the
better security of the British trade to be removed out of the
country ?" To such men as Tate, GOddart, engineer, and Atherton
he hrcied constantly to divert the trade, employing them at times
as hid direct agents among the tribe.. , and at times allowing them
full freedom in their own commercial transactions, uoberts des-
cribed such men as "simple, canting, over-reachi ng New onglanders
,
who watch every opportunity of making the xndians drunk, and cheating
them of their furs
,
continually abuse one another, and never
speak well of any one in power." Whatever may have been their
attitude toward the Indians, and toward thces. macher and the
commissary, they were evidently bound by the closest ties of self-
interest to each other and to i<o
(
-ers . Their primary interest 'as
undoubtedly commercial
, their secondary the perpetuation of their
adwantages by the thwarting of Roberts * strict and suspicious
policy
.
The obstacles in ivoberts' way multiplied as the
weeks went on; yet by conscientious labor h bagan to triumph over
them beyond all oeradventure . Throughout the long summer days,
when the lazy xndians lounged in throngs in the woods and camps
about the straits, a fertile soil for the corruptions and wiles of
the villagers, his chief fear was that the traders might carry rum

among then, and so inflame them to violent deeds. The avid tastes
of the savages for liquor were supplied, in general, by carefully
doled-out portions from the general store-room of the fort , as
highly-prized gifts; but smugglers were constantly attempting to
ev-de Johnson's strict embargo upon the sale of -lcohol , for it was
the roost profitable medium of exchange. "./very hour," he '/rote
Johnson, "my uneasiness is increased, in spite of my vigilance,
i fear we will have mischief done." The arduousness of his labors
began to tell upon him. he was obliged to employ clerks constant-
ly, recording every minute instance of charity or generosity to
the begging savages, and reporting it to every other northern
commissary; to preserve, besides the ctrictest accounts, a
journal of all Indian intelligences) to keep in constant touch with
the east, and to ma> r long journeys into the Indian land. Ke Aid
not attemn to impose too harshly the new restrictions upon trade,
for the attitude of oir Guy Carleton, the new governor of Canada,
forbade that; but he required every trd<3rr who , rent wintering
among the Indians to give bond for his good behavior, and another
in guaratee that he would return his furs through the post, and
not carry them down the Mississippi to New Orleans, in July and
^ugust he thus licensed one hundred and twenty canoes of goods,
paddled by traders from the fort into Lakes Huron, Superior, or
Michigan, ^ach trader was required to bring back observations on
the numbers and te iper of toe Indians he dealt with, kt the same
time, Roberts was kept busy issuing clothing and food to needy
braves, giving presents o gtoopii of influential individuals,
and receiving with affable kindness deputations of chiefs. The
execs. ive generosity of Rogers gave him, with hss meagre resouces,
a hard task, but his tact ind good ^onse stood him in able stead.

the Indians," he was able to report to hi± superior, " complain
AOjers promises more I nan he can perform , and say he has more love
for packs, but less sense, than me." "Though no englishman dared
trade far down Lake Michigan/ he declared long atfterwards , "all
the Indians thereabouts sent me invitations to visit them, and
paid me a great compliment b.., saying they would look upon me as
one Of themselves." His knowledge of their language, his kindly
affability, even his very volatility, where it inflamed him a/mth
a desire to protect them, rapidly won him their warm regard.
But he and riggers contin >ed more and more jealous,
suspicious, and sullen in their attitude toward one another. Rogers 1
debts i joined with the news that hid heavy drafts were meeting with
protests in ..ew York, and would likely be returned to him, was
driving him into increasing moodiness and discontent. He gew
troubled, quarrelsome, and irritable, in July .otter returned from
his trip upon Lake Superior, and three or four day. later the
entire garrison were amazed to see the door of Rogers 4 house fly
violently open, and the two emerge, scuffling, fighting, and
blaspheming one another, down the steps. They separated after a
moment, and strode away from each other, white and p ihtirtg, but with
out divulging the root of the sudden and amazin ; quarrel. The
soldiery were agog, and watched the two men closely, OA the morrow
they dLMulged in high words on the parade ground, and on the third
day, meeting again, Rogers flew into a violent passion, knocked
Potter down, and ordered him put in irons. On the advice of ^oberts
and others, however, Potter applied to Spiessmacher for protection,
and received it. He declined, however, to make any statement as to
the cause of his altercation with one so long his protector and
friend, and it was generally supposed that the affair "/as the mere

outgrowth of sogers' violent frame of ind. The soldiers in
especial renained al ost unanimously loyal to the governor, xoberts,
abetted more and more by Spiessmacher , inclined to put the worst
possible construction upon his acts.
The sharp final explosion between the two men wa3 not
long delayed. During the early day* of ^ug'ist it seemed clear to
Roberts that n.Qgera, in d sporation, was putting some huge and
nefarious scheme under way, Atherton and Tate he had sent out down
Lake .ichigan, on some unknown mission; he himself was busy
receiving belts and making speeches, of which he wuuld let Roberts
•mow nothing; Stuart and hi^ other agenta abou the fort were
suspiciously busy. The whisper began to go about the settlement that
the governor intended in the spring to gather his associates about
him, sack the plane # anc; -proceed southward by way of La Laye , Lake
Ula igan, and the xllinoss river to join the French and Spanish
beyond the riseissippi . The various merchants ~nd traders to whom
sogers was in debt - and he f&s said to owe several hundred thou-
sand drench livres -, and who held large stocks of seizable goods,
came to Roberts in gr at alar. . with such fervent prayers that he
protect them and their propopty that he made a secret agreement
with Sp'i essmaoher to cut short any attempted evasion of the
governor. Potter, still sulking and silent, was making dilatory
plans to leave the fort and go to Lngl .nd . He hinted at times to
noberts of matters of weighty importance which he might disclose,
and which, he said, his conscience strongly urged him to lay before
Johnson, in full written form, as the middle of the month
.
pas:, ed
,
the commissary reported to his chief at Albany that it had become
an open secret thai sogers had declared, mless some of r^y of hope
was offered hi ni in hio present gloomy circumstances, he "would

offiin the boring, and not emp£y-handed ." Stephen Groesbeok,
one of the richest merchants -t the post, whom ^oberts character-
ized as "aheavy, self-interested Dutchman, " was the governor's
creditor for several thousand pounds , covered only by worthless
drafts upon the Indian department* .0 seemed deeply interested
in sogers • machinations, an : had sent out a messenger with bolts
to the Indians of the northwest. "Hogerslj wrote Robertsagain
"s;.ys that if affairs to the northwest don't turn out luckily,
he must go off, and its thought Groesbecv won't stay behind", . t
was knoQ-n too that the commander had be n instrumental in sending
eleven canoes loaded with goods to Lake Superior, and was now
anxiously awaiting their return.
Finally* on the night of August 10, rtoberta was
awakened about midnight by the noise of BOtne traders carrying rum
from the fort.' s storehouse down to the water. i.e refrained from
interfering at the time, but aa soon as it grew light began an
investigation. Fron some source he secured certain evidence that
the smuggling of rum out of the fort had reached a great magnitude
within the last few days, and that a number of kegs had been landed,
with sogers' full knowledge and approbation, at a small island on
the way to ^.a i^ayo, where they were to be used in gaining political
-nd commercial credit with the xndians. in great excitement he
called in potter, and summoned him to give all the information
he possessed of the go- ernor's plots. ..fter some hesitation,
assumed or real, the ex-secretary unfolded his entire story. i;e
said th t sogers had determined a full month before that if his
plan for the civil government of Mackinac did not elicit a
favorable reply from ^ngl .nd dur'ng the ensuing winter, he would
close at once with an offer he had received from the French through

one of his old comrades in the provincial service, Gapt .in Uopkina,
now a turncoat in the fe»t indies. *vith whatever part of the
garrison he could induce to desert, Potter further alle-ed, and
with Tate, Goddart, Athertea, and others, he planned to rifle all
the trading depots in the vicinity, and this "full-handed" join
the r'rench west of the Illinois country. :t was his refusal to
adhere to this plan, said potter, which had occasioned his quarrel
with Rogers, who had threatened him with instant death if he
revealed it. frambling with Indignation, Roberts at once sat down
and penned a burning not to Spiessmacher
,
impeaching " Robert sogers,
^squire, for holding secret correspondence :ith the enemies of
Great Britain, and forming conspiracies," and exhorting the Captain
to "seize his person and papers, among which you will find suffie
cient proof." ihis he se.led, directed, -nd sent at once by a
messenger. He then wrote a full letter to Johnson; and a third to
Daniel Glaus, introducing Potter, and desiring that he bo allowed
to repeat his accusation In Montreal under oath. -.11 these he g ve
to Potter to transmit.
^y this time the fire of his wrath waa somewhat
abated, and he was able to hold himse'f under restraint. He
called hi^ clor' , John uanson, and going out upon the parade ground,
applied to sogers for a sergeant and two men to send with Hanson
to seize the conta..<and ruin. A proof of the bad feeling existing
between the men lies in the fact that before he reluctantly acqui-
esced in their going, the major forced him to promise to pay the
soldiers for their ti e. They were absent some hours, and in the
interim Roberts halted seven canoes which h^d reached the fort,
forbidding then to proceed into a region ./here, for aught they
knew, all the savages might be maddened and blood-l h irsty with

liquor « ->.t the end or the perio the two boats ho had dispatched
grated heavily on the pebbly beach, and Hanson supervised the rollin
out of several kegs of rum over the gunwale of. each. A3 " seizing-
officer," ^oberts felt the disposition of tho rum to be his, and
ordered it to be placed in the king's store, of which he held the
key; but sogers, who was standing glowering by, sharply contradicted
his directions, and commanding that it be given to the Deputy
Commissary of Provisions. A heated quarrel ensued , in which both
the excitable commissary, highly wrought upon by all he had heard,
and the impervious governor, lost their heads; the lie was exchanged
a deadlier o.ceusation trembled on the lips of ^oberts; and sogers in
a rage oalled the guard, and had the struggling officer, before
the amazed eyes of the -indi^ns and towns people , borne away and
locked up in his house.
Affaire had now gone so far that interference
from the east was inevitable. At Mackinac , however, it seeded for
a time that the direct quarrel between the two officers might be
glossed over. Roberts was not long kept in durance, for on August 2?
after testifying with others at a court of inquiry into the seizure
of rum, over which Rogers presided, he was released. A temnoEayy
reconciliation followed, but one merely temporary; for Kobert's
knowledge of sogers' secret designs made it ippoe^ible for him to
$ooid a renew .1 of the disputes. Early in September he was again
under arrest, and by opetember 21 felt his confinement so deeply
that he addressed to Sp&essmacher a petion praying for relief, ile
grew wholly insubordinate, denouncing Rogers as a traitor on every
hand, and was finally sent eastward In irons, to await trial under
General wage. Meanwhile, on august 89 Potter had set out for ...ontrea
and a month later made deposition there under oath as to all of

x^ogers* pi. 'ts, Bailing immediately thereafter to ftngland, his
deposition, together with x\Obert's latter, reached Care ,%nd Johnson
in October, and produced R real sensation, 'Vrom Potter's
character," writes Johnson, "1 have no doubt he will "take the most
of his discoveries; at the same time, i believe his account is
within compos." already, on September upon hearing of his enor-
mous expenditures, Gage had decided to remove uogers . Htm a new
order was sent to iipiesscacher
,
directing him to arrest the major,
and confine him until he might be brought to Montreal to trial;
and to seize all his property, especially any goods with which he
had been trading, to satisfy his creditor's. On December ft ^ob rts
arrived at .Jew XorY , with more than twenty affidavits from Mackinac
of his unfitness and misconduct, to report to 'age for trial; and
on the same day sogers was arrested at the far western post by
Spiessnacher, on a charge of high treason.
Throughout the winter *vo jare renianed con-
fined to his hou3e, and closely watched by Spiessmacher and lieu-
tenant Christie, now second in command. Prow the first these
gentlemen reported that they found something very suspicious in
his behavior, ror his own part, he complained that he was loaded
with irons, Kept in a fireless room, open to the full inclemency
of the freezing weather, <-nd scarcely allowed the necessities
of life, lie v ,.s robbed also of his effects, "to the value of
several thousand pounds, of his pap rs , and of the naps he had
taVen, at great expense, of the Indians country >" while his wife
"was treated with the same inhumanity as himself, and exposed to
the insults of the co men soldiers." Jnder these circumstances,
and in collusion with his orderly, Dand rullerton, he 1-aid plans
to escape, first approaching a Canadian, Joseph .jis . sogers*

alleged plot was to 'iave the savages decoy spiessmacker and Christie
out of the fort, //hen - as most of the soldiers were yet his fast
friends - he could seize I'^e keys, sack ..iackinac .nd Detroit, and
march away to the Illinois. Ana betrayed the attempt to Spiess-
machor, first taking him to a point where he oould hear one of their
conferences , and alter securing from KQgere a promissory note
;
flor
500 if Ans would carry hia safely to a force commanded by Capt -in
Hopkins on the Mississippi. nM a result of this exposure the major's
orderly was arrested, and the guard about his house, previously
relaxed, was resumed*
In the spring the sloop expected for Roger's
conveyance arrived, and he was put on board to be transported to
Niagara. "I was thrown, " he afterwards testified, "into the hold
of the vessel, upon the ballst of stones, still in irons; and in
this manner transported the whole dist.nce. .vhen they were taken
off, the -weight of them was so considerable , and they were fastened
so tightly, that my legs were bent, iflpcws the pain i suffered,
together with the cold, the bone of ray right leg was split, and
the marrow forced its way out of it through the ^kin." At. Niagara
he received the charges against him from General Gage, and 7/as
talfen on, under stong guard, to be tried at :,iOntrail . almost immedi-
ately upon his &i rival there it was decided to alter the charge
against him from treason to mutiny, in the first place, it was
desired that he be brought an official of the bar at once, without
the delays and useless formality of a civil trial; and high treason
was a cri.'.e under the cognizance of the civil, mutiny unfler the
nilitary law. sogers ./as anxious to prolong his trial upon several
pretences, chief of which was that he required time to bring h's
Witnesses up froig ...ackinac . Aa a second consul ration, it was at

once perceived by his prosec iters that ( iere 'as S failure of
sufficient evidence to conflict him of rraly treacher ous conduct.
Potter had gone to Snglatift for his health, end Ghief-Justice iiay
pronounced that in co v mon law the affidavit made out by him, as
coning from a -ian of doubtful character, -.nd one who had just
quarreled violently with .vogers , could do no material injury to
the latter. Another chief piece of evidence for the state, mora*
over, was an alleged letter of ilopVins, found among Rogers 1 effects,
and urging him to make haste to join with the rrench; and this
Rogers declar d an arrogant forgery, it had been transmi tted to him,
immediately ipon leaving for the 7/est , by Johns »n, an ? was dated
in Maryland ( ^t was also signed dryland ). "i always thought, and
am still of the opinion," said the maj r, "that it was penned on
the tiohawk rdver . i returned it to General age, but by some majio
art my letters niscarried*" of other tangible evidence of so
serious a crime, except the rumors upon which ^oberts and Cpiess-
macher had based their suspicions there was very little, Vet -ers
h .d wrought too much evil' to go unprosecuted . >Vith the new charge
of mutinous conduct weri jff^zJ<- accusations of disobedience to
Gaga and Johnson, and of embezzlement of goods and funds to his
own purpose
-t the fort, and preparations were made to have the
requisite witnesses to th se charges relieved from duty and sent
down from .ckinac at once.
"in his grinning way," wrote Glaus to Johnion,
"sogers maVes a light matter of his cri e, and tells the merchants
that if they supported him he would soon return to his post." This
support was no more than a fair exchange, for these merchants
sogers had endeavored to aid in his policy with regard to the
Indian trade; and as he was greatly their debtor, it >'ias obvious-

ly to their interest that they should clear him. sogers ' friend
Goddart was charged with .-.ssisiirig him in his second crime -
the embezzlement of money and goods . There waft a general inclination
to let him off easily, however, as his influence wHh the Indians,
manifested in a number of ways, had shown in him the possibility
of a most useful publ c servant. Tate, ^therton, and the others
wer out. of reach, und no particular was made to secure them.
Aot until early October (Ud the trial, delayed by the necessity of
bringing witnesses of the prosecution and by sogers own indispositio
from disease brought on by his own excesses ..*nd dissipations,
begin, i'here was some diffiCuJty in obtaing the testimony of
Roberts , who had been almost as deeply involved as sogers himself
in debt, suits, and legal difficulties ever since he had been sent
home a prisoner from ...acVinac, and. who while a..<:,iting the opening
of the trial in the city was himself arrested ..t the instance of
one ..iorrison of Oswego , vith whom he had disputed regarding the
trade diring his conmis.: aryship there. i°or the defense sogers had
a number of witnesses, and all his accounts, cert if • ed to as proper
and necessary by some of his officers, besides other documents,
^g.iinst him opiess i .cher . Jhristie, and others testified? and Potter
affidav't and .opkins' letter were adduced; but the case utterly
collapsed through want of nure collusive evidence. " ,he gentlemen
concerned in the prosecuti >n did not have the same desire to do
him a prejudice," explained jOhnson, " as himself and sundry others
had to manifest hia innoc ;.nc , and induce the public to deem the
whole a alicious attack upon a man of worth." of the details of
the trial no rccorfl has been preserved.
During the closing days of the hearing, while
still ignorant of how it was tending, sogers addressed a memorial

to Hillsborough from prison, "i make not the least doubt," he said,
that i am honorably acquitted, altho' witnesses were hired to swear
falsely aginst me , and my most material one^ from coming down."
rvfter a detailed -ccount of b5ie cruelty of his treatment he continue
w
...y being cleared alone is not sufficient; i must have an opportu-
nity of clearing up Bi character, for which purpose i beg — an
order t -.at Sdr. tvoberta
,
Captain Spiessraacher > and Lieutenant Ghristi
My be confined and court-martialed; and that X iay go up country
to bring do n my proper evidence, and few remaining effects. " he
asked also for a new appointment, either in America or t e ^ast
Indies , and stated that he intended coming to ,/igland in the autu n.
Ue made it evident, at the same time, by his inquiries as to why
Roberts had never been prosecuted upon his charges, that his
temper was dang rous . And so, in Jecember, the trial bro 1 e up.
"I hope," wrote Johnson to -age, " that any affairs of party
arisin.: from the proceedings may tottlly subside, if not, it will
be easy to tee what keeps it up." Such a subsidence, ,a the event
proved, carried bef re his powerful friends in England, was to be
the force to keep it up. The major, nursing his anger at what
Johnson himself called the" indigni ties"he had received, remained
in
. ontreal during thw winter. _-urly in ay he had a vicious
quarrel with *tob rts in the public streets of the city, and
as v ing hlra "if he would g I toe him satisfaction for bribing Potter
to swear his life •>»*/,* called him o\i~nny , tweaked his nose , and
challenged him to a duel. In© wiihtt-isry commander in the city was
forced to put both men under a bond to Tkeep the peace; but ^oberts
never' ho! cs- complained that "Jones won't believe sogers carries
arms, and all that is said b/ everybody deems prepssesoed in his
favor." already the maj r skilfully trying ttitlbuEUCChss tahltiontreal

There was a multiplicity of motives to draw Korors on to
London. All his friends were there, all his enemlea in America.
Lie was financially ruined at home , and by the expedient of a
qaick passage might momentarily escape his debtors, until they
could instruct London agents to continue harry in;- hi AS far as
public sentiment went, he wa. yet creditably Vno-n across the
water, but in disgrace in his own country; for although he had
hivs ardent * partisans in Canada, and had induced a considerable
number of people to believe that he had been most unjustly and
despicably wronged by the tools of Johnson,, there stil
attached a general ill savor to his name* finally his
burning resentment against the commander-in-chief, and the
sup .rintsndent of Indian affairs, made it a daily humiliation to
remain upon a continent in which they were in power. In direct
terms, he had three foremost purpose, which he hoped his
presence ;.t the soat of the empire night serve; to worl< some
malice against Roberts, for whom he had an unAylng h tred,
and the party of Johnson's whffck he had represented; to obtain
a fresh appointment in some part of his majesty ' c "ide dominions
and somehow to find his way, through ..11 the mazes and windings
of his heavy indebtedness, to the li-dit or solvency* by obtainin
paymont for his losses at . iacklnac •
Lis liabilities totaled the enormous sum of thirteen
thousand pounds, and to Keep himself frOmfall in^ permanently
into the hoi*rid squalor of a debtors prison was his most
immediate care* in Hay, after his street quarrel with :.o\ erts ,
he had left Montreal and proceeded to iijsw x'ork, closely Ho ; -ed
by his creditors,
»
68
where he i: portuned General Gag.-j f -a* his pay as commandant at
,:acV.inuc . Thi s trie general refused him, upon the ground t^at
« its v,is apDOi ntment way nr.de at hone by the Secretary of State
,
it could not "O In the American accounts ; an answer which
filled the shrevd major with emotion o. mingled joy and sorrow
,
for, as ho said, it led him " t- believe that , never having lost
u< _ ^..——i r- r i ^v^ Ikio wowo i -n.^rl -.ritl + lorl fro h(» D J V Until
dismissed by li'-e authority" • He did, however, immediately
secure pay vent of his expenses at "Montreal. , and upon these
Blender resources , naving oecureu ai^iicu i^ave wi > tIC
le t for the mother country in Juno or July . Upon his
arrival at the capital he -vent into residence -f.t Spring wardens
..ind Charing Orosr;
,
. e renewed at once his acquaintance avith ftilli&n /itzh rhort
,
one of the commissi onerc of ^rado and Plantations, and wi th all
his old military and political friends in the city; and filling
their ears 7/i th the story of his hardships and wrongs , began
to move through every possible a-ency of the government to
secure the ends he desired. During October he wrote twice to
Lord Hillsborough, with whom ho had been in communication wh"' le
in pris n at ...ontr al
,
narrating in full the grievances and
injuries he had endured since his ippoint >ent , and asking that
h»s lordship lend his powerful influence to have him paid, for his
arduous services as commandant and commissloner* de waited i too.
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upon Hillsborough at that officer's public levels, with such allies
as he could induce thus actively to lush his c .s- ; while
simul taneously he sent in a detailed account r»f his ?,^r«&i
payment to the treasury office
that he considered hinself st:
havinr lost his cornissJ on, a?
dues he would return to his di
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S' 'O'iri.Hi 1 ron nyrst , .ocrco*?!)
i
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)
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, Howe, Webb,
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began finally ti tell* lie once m
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content bin "
,
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of his labors tnd his wire-pull*
In January, .1770, at last fairly certain of his ground,
he presented a final petition to Hillsborough. He emphasised in
it the fact that ho was " an innocent, injured man, cleared
of the unjust aspersions thrown upon him ", and reiterated
the st .tenent that " my only motive in ooraing to Sngland was
to solicit for this pay, j.nd I am not only ready but desirous
to return to my post wtv never my pay shall be issued . il«isborough
bestirred himself to see that the matter wa_- laid before the
treasury in "u'crn-i-- for • , and within a fc." days ' rey-Oeo ex , the
secretary of that oody, informed xvo^ers that his arrears of
salary as com -.a' id ant at .'lac* i n..c should be paid to the date
of December '1
, 1760, upon which dato his commission to tho office
should be considered as having lapsed, ood fortune came not singly.
Wit 1 ; his arrears in salary were paid all his accounts for Carver's
expedition t the northwest, includin •• bills covering not merely
the suppiies with which he had outfitted that officer in .vj 311st
,
17^-, but those, more meagre in quantity,, which he had forwarded
hi!* early the next y*?ar at the falls of st • r»nthony. Oar 1 '",!"
himself » who had jono to England but a few weeks before rioters
,
had petitioned during the previous summer for the payment of the
ei ;ht shilling wa^e which xvo^ers had offered iim, testify in^
before a committee of the Privy Council for plant -it • y\ Li' .? '.r j
that it was " in consequence of ivoger ' s commission that he undertook
ind performed his ^reat journey Th a whole su thus aporor>riat~d to
iio/^ers * coat the beginning of 177 ) amounted to more .than *c 5000»
and was a grnat relief, enabling him at once to thro-v several
considerable sops to his pack of creditors, and giving him a more
secure hold upon -leans or subsistence in the city* he continued*
»
howover > to pray for his fs.il dry bus Indian eoifcnissioner at ac'-inac,
for his collateral expenses there, arid for the goods '•••? had given
as presents to t e Indians, - still an enormous sum. At the same
time, having been forced to surrender his commission at ."acl-inac,
he began to push his claims upon the government for new
post on America or in India.
In Kogsrs' second main, object, which, comprised at once the
airi tg of his grievances against Johnson $ the humiliation of his
rival xioberts . and the lendjngof whatever color of reason ho could
to a certain current dislike of Johns.en and Gags in part/ circles
in Lend >n , he met for a t ime with the same success as in hits
financial ventures, uoberts had sailed Tor London in arch, I""7 '),
w L 1 1 -'.any letters of reco mendktion from the superintendent of Indian
Affairs, to persons in power in England , and with seer .1 di '.ho .tic
and business commissions to execute for the indian Department', Like
Rogers, he wa* head over heels in dobjf , and emild escape fro
his persistant creditors only With difficulty; while he was forced
te obtain a transfer of suit in a case for damages, brought
fcofore an Albany law court by the parties whose sum he had
confiscated ;hile at :acV'nac, and to leave one ..eatherhed as his
bail, lie, too. hoped to mend his private f ortunes by securi'm-
payment of various sums which he had expended between 37: 7 and 17f>o ir
the king's service, and which he alleged am unt d to. more than £ 1000
f Without charging anything for salary i-efore he sailed he
had received reports that " Rogers was making a noise in
• } England " , and had written t Johnson to attempt to secur- him
protectors abroad, as "he might keep me in hot water ". Again,
when shown immediately before his departure the " extraordinary
letter from London " whibh ta\A >e J•vnxcn old of „oger^ presentation
'f
\$3
oefore his majesty , he had writ ten 'Johnson: " I suppose I shall
find a strong party against me by Rogers, iou night send
something to the ministry that might be useful to sunoort me
honored, ,.nd i that have served thirteen years unblemished, and
Sfti many capacities unnoticed " . it was quite evident from the
>crtinacity and vigor with /hicl
lelf exi a ti
x-cOmjnandant had s-*t
Imposition to the American
the event prov
the lieutenant
>rebodin^s amiss* ^'rom th<" very be^innin^
culty in seeing Hi llsboroup-h i from whom
money; anc. only after repeated visits did heB maVe him recollect that
Johnson had mentioned h\n in hii letters " . indeed, he found that 4
everywhere his paths had been poisoned by his shrewd enemy, and that
oy all too many he was regarded as the mere captain op i hateful
administration in the disgraceful persecution of a meritorious officer
" Hogers' story is much attended to by some of the f-reat " , he
reported early in august, " who are glad to censure n. character,
fill that fellow is sent sor.o--.here,
- shall be continually '
ith ^o 1 r id i f*'1 t. v position
prejudice has report^
•the ill-treatment i gave him, and he has be
it iu uniortunate tnat I can t be introduce
authority, and so contradict in person what
through various channels "
.
ers us en to his
of employment for
o more men in
am oblip-ed to do
He was plainly puzzled by th v/id ely-scat t ered nature of
the dislike v/hich he found
I
)3f
the ElajO] d for J: the den;
e wrote bac^ to Johnson Hall, j
liperiors foeli.i^s, " how ^o^er:
late
•at,
J.aL, time, Wi 11 o. honesty
the sentiment ;
that his offic
onger
,
r with
bitt -,r vapor in;
for the oo -.M*n.
a i Lion prossi on .0 isy
LIOJ
,tor; bat when the snail furor to
i against the colonial administration,
itoroo:is of noblemen, and sunt
faithful fi iond
<3.' ir Ln ; 17 '7 i n
rnioG.
for
Wsndoi
id i or
tisfy thrrir own
Peter fowler, with extensive business and political
, an.1
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•connections , were all, in Robert£ ' oxor'stivo phrase, " pushing
for hin H during the period that he seenod basking in official
favor. They, ho.''over , "/or ready. to turn upon hin the moment his
jpjNf&irs too>< a darker turn. And so nuch was he out. of his depth
financially , £ o f'.r beyon1 reason tfcyfce ysone of the claims
f bal &T l.^OOO > that even his assurance and onorccy could
not longer postpone that moment. xn r'ebruary ... letter fro«i one <
Johnson's friends had reported that with his cursed impudence
He hums all the great people, and I finally believo will
succeed beyond "-hat evryono In America could expect but as
acres on t
intention
liillsbbroughs instance, ^oberts*
imposed upon " , as well as to secur
treasur" unon his Own memorial, a
treasury, then to the War Departmen
iiovenber he made a Personal - ' a
his old residence,
( i, on that" a regulation
iflable " intends and
-/it' 1, his how ur^nt creditors
ifis petition was rofused, a blow
i
tters went rao'dl / fro"i bad
$6n ; was referred, first to the
t, and finally refused, m
or>eal to ilillsboroufh fro

)3h
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in terms that have a note of desperation in then, "ao man, my lord,
he recites, " has gone through more vicissitudes of alternate
hardship and persecution than myself ; and if I have remained two
years in _.ngland without formally claiming our lordship's
protection, I did so that I might urge my case with greater
confidence, now that prejudice has had time tr> subside, and th
world is disposed to bo just to my char eeter" • This preface he follows
with the story of his long services and most unj ?st persecution,
and concludes; " 1 was without cause dismissed from employ, ;»nd
do n >t stand consigned to inanity, and almost absolute ?/ant
,
with an enormous responsibility to my expenditures on credit ; 1
the ranging and mdian services, i implore your lordship to
consider and commiserate iy situation ". nis requests, however,
were, moderate, for he asked only for a renewal of his
commission as major, with pay of 1? shillings a daily. Hillsborou h
could do nothing for. in February, 1772, he prayed the treasury
to find 'neans for presenting his demands, as he had drawn them
up in* detail, to the House of Commons, - a request of course
utterly impracticable. Reports of his activities are thenceforth
meagre, for he ._-.s no longer u
; arson of sufficient importance
to figure- in the letters to View iOrV from London. He continued,
d Bpite his m^ny discouragements, tp petition for his pay as
commissary to ackinac, and on August 10, 1772, wrote the curtest
possible note to >Ar will i am Johnson for a certificate of his
appointment " to manage Indian affairs at Mackinac ", as also
for"a statement of the allowance which the commissary who succeeded
me had lest y ar " . liis debtors were now passing from urgency to
threats, ^arly in arch, 1773| one of then, ..obert
.
unter, h d lost

1*1
patience, and fruitlessly petitioned the treasury for his accounts,
which had be^n incurred by m -rchandise supplied the major in the
northwest In 17f>7. Action by nearly all to whom he owed money
was immediately taVen against him. On June 14 th-he was in tho
?leet prison for debt, complaining bitterly that he was In the
greatest distress for want of every necessity, and greatly
injured in his health by his long and close confinem nt . in a
neighboring cell was benjamin Roberts, who, having drawn :>n
Johnson for d luO to maintain himself i - England, had been
summarily deserted by his old friend and patron.
One of the last straws at which sogers had clutched is to be
seen in the reopening of his old proposal for a search after the
Northwest Passage, in a plan la .1 before the Privy Council
in February, 177". -s he had done seven years before, he set before
that body his unuaual qualifications for such a search, stating that
as a commander :~t the farthermost of the reat '.aVe Posts, and in
various expeditions which he had made or caused to be made "
thorefrom'i he " has gained information which almost positively
establishes the existence of a navigable passage " ; and he prayed
w to be empl vod in this time of peace- in such an expedition,
at a s/alary of/s per day as director and conductor of the enterprise"
iie estimated that in all the trio would consume throe years, and
although he insisted upon a .arty of sixty, including several
officers, a geographer, with assistants to drcuv maps, some
pioneers, and f ifty hmters, he believed that of17 • 10
daily would suffuc for salaries. His projected Itinerary vari d
but slightly from the previous one. iie would lo we froin the
Mohawk in ,-.pril or May, traverse the oreat ^aVe- and Wisconsin
to the i?alls of St. ^nthony, and there pas.-; tho first winter;
th'e\. second su v-r, he
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push on to the Pacific, where he vv uld again halji ; and at the
beginnin or the third, he would strike north and north-tact along
the coast, following its rounding contour and exploring every
1
considerable inlet, until he found the one which really,
coitne^ted the Atlantic with the Pacific, in its r turn the party
would pass through' Japan, oiberia, and hAssia. ihe plan never
received really serious consideration, although it was transmitted
, V
from ihe Privy Council to a committee, thence to the board of
Trade, 'and finally to the treasury.
Of uOgers* movements between the middle of June, 17^2:
,
and the middle of ;,iarch
,
17?5, we know almost nothing* On the
former date, as we nave recorded, he was in Fleet Prison,
and petitioned to the king to rant him " sixty miles square
on the banks of some great and convenient river or lake In
America, that he might compromise with his creditors His
memorial was recommended by six of these unwearied pursuers,
and by thirteen eneral officers who had at some ti jrje serv ed
in America, including muny names of distinction; but the plan
was never granted. The lapse of twenty months which followed
was one all-important to an officer connected with both *.,n ••ish
and American affairs, for it was a period which saw the two
peoples rapidly drifting into war. it is broken finally by a
petition to the £arl of Dartmouth, who had succeeded Hillsborough
as Chief Secretary of state, announcing sogers' intention to
rejoin the army, and asking for a renewal of his Major's
conmission, as " it will prove of infinite service to him in
many respects He had evidently been contemplating this stem
for several months, for he mentioned that it had boon some time
since he had left his old commission at the under-secretary's
office,
! M
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and that Lord *,arrington, upon Gage's recommendation, H had repeatedly
and absolutely refused to do anything Tor him " . But how had he
escaped the debtor's call ? rind how had he spent the last year ?
xiS to the first of these questions, wo knew that at one time
during his Vonf inenent he began a process in law against Gage, which
was summarily stopped upon
Of Kogers* movement between June 14, WITS-i and .'arch .1 ~ , %
1775, we know almost nothing. On the former date, as we have
recorded, he was in r'leet Prison, and petitioned the king to grant
Rim " sixty miles square on the banks ofi . >rae good and convenient
river or lake in America, so that he mi ht compromise with
creditors " . ids plea was recommended by six of these persistent
gentlemen, and by thirteen general officers who had at some time
served in .-.merica, including many names of distinction; but it was
nevertheless refused. )n the latter date, he requested the Karl
Of..Dartmouth , who had succeeded Hillsborough as Chief
Secretary of State, to renew his com iis3.ion as major, " as it will
prove of infinite service to me , in many respects " . He had then
evidently contemplated reentering -.etivo service for some time ;
for he mention:;, that he had loft his commission at one of the
under-secretarys ' desk several weeks before, and that he had
repeatedly applied to i*ord Barrington fox* the renewal, " who had
absolutely refused to do any services for hi i. But how had
he escaped the debtors' ceil ? .and how had he spent the last twelve-
month ? as to the first of these questions, o ir urost information
is th.it his brother James* being already a rich lund holder in Jew
York, kad assumed by bond his most pressing obligations; not,
however, before sogers was in such desperate straits that he had
attempted a le.jal prosecution of •' ago to reimburse Pirns If for his
expend it ir : in
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the northwest. As to the second, we must atocept without verification
his subsequent statement to President iVheclock of Dartmouth
that he had fought two battles under the t-ey of Algiers. At all
events, early in,l 775 ho was in ^ngland again, free from his most
immediate difficulties, excited as fed the threatening aspect of
colonial affairs, end anxious to see service again, either in
America, or in India. j?or a time it seemed that :o v/ould \p to the
latter field, for Dartmouth not only restored him to Us Majority,
upon half-pay, but reco intended an application of his to the
directors of the ..act xndia Company; Parliament resolved during the
sprin
,
however, to send no additional officers there, and his-
hopes fell through. He at once turned to the- other ! l native,
and representing to the ministers that ho as seized with a burning
desire to visit his family in the .«ew World, and that business
ffairs required his immediate presence there, obtained leave prom
Harrington to proceed across seas, n June 4 he sa-led Prom Gravesend.
before leaving England he was advised by his ministerial
friends that if h~ wished to obtain service in Ameri'SS he would
do well to attempt a repair of his breach with Gap-e,
widened so far by all his loud speeches in iiondon in 1 f f>9 and
1770, and by his more recent step in law. immediately upon arriving
in September at .low York, therefore, he wrote that officer
expressing equal hope and firm desire that every past unhanny
circumstance should be burned in oblivion " . it was clear that
as soon as he had completed natters of business in the now
^rebellious provinces, he honed again to receive a command under the
British flag; and indeed, iP we may believe his on word, he had
already refused of a post in the col -nial army. His shir)
having landed him
.t Baltimore late in August, ho had halted

there a few days to acquaint himself with the wholly now postur -
of affairs in iiritish ^merica, Lexington and bunker Hill were now
month-old stories; ^oston was invested, and .Washington h '.d just "
assumea command of the investing force; uOgors old comrade*
Israel Putnam, had been chosen one jV the four major-generals
of the colonial army; the Continental Congress was sitting at
Philadelphia, where it had just sot forth the necessity of
taking up arms, and
t
had yet owned the continuing sovereignity of
the k ii i'*e was filled with amazement at fie now spirit of resentment
i e&j.trance auruaa among Lrie vOionistfa, ana v/rot- to the home government
that " since my arrival here i have all i can to undeceive these
people, now laboring under an unhappy delusion however, he had
found it necess j r ir to ;vait on the Continental "onrrv- -.00 +
Phi lade j- phi a on September 2?- , to obtain a jer-mlt to close h • g
debts in lower .<ew iork, and to arrange^ his affairs with his brother,
resident above ^lbany; and he had been given this passport
, over
-•ranklin s signature, only upon a promise net to bear arns gainst
the colonies, nor to supply information concerning their defenses
to Gage or the ministry, ue did not conceal the fa^t that hA wa«
on half pay, and considered himself yet a loyal officer in the
king's army, and his attitude toward the American radicals seema
from the first to have been ene of rather unfriendly neutrality.
t»9V flld he hesitate
,
upon reaching i<iew iork , to open negotiations
with not merely oage, but Dartmouth, for a command, complaining
of tne impossibility of maintaining himself and his family unon
half-pay. ue lodged in the city at " jr. Harrison's on l road ay "
and was under the surveillance of the local Joemit tea on Safety
during every moment of his stay, ^n fact, he seems never to have
entertained, nor to havo ;iven others the impression of entertaining,
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a disposition to enter any but the royal service.
While his military future was still unsettled, he/
s
devote&
himself to business • i'ro"i Governor fry jn he securer7 s re&ssu'^? or
several old grants of land .Ion- tho i4ew Hampshire boundary \Line>
with which to satisfy his creditors; and early in October hs a. t
}
out northward, through Albany to loin his family and to vis '
t
his various friends and relatives. He was halted on the road
\
f>y what ho called M a severe attack of fever and ague but
finally pushed on to his brother janes in ' ent , '.oar the Connecticut
.
He then proceeded to Portsmouth, where he stayed a few days
with his wife and young son, at the home of his now aged and
:
"&
tottering father~in-law evidently no very welcome guest.
Some doubt may be thrown on his story of the fever and the
ague by his wife's testimony that H he was in a situation
which, as her peace and safety forced her to shun and fly from
him, so decency forbids her to say more upon so indelicate a
subject H . 'ie was never to see her again. On his way to his farm
at rtumford he passed by way of ianover, where he stormed for
dinner at the home 3f Dr. iVhe clock, hea ; of the struggling
young college there, - one of the most Interesting interviews
of his whole career. He did not impress the venerable
minister and educator favorably, in shabby undress uniform,
his splendid phjrsique already showed evidence of wreck and dissipation
lie talked boastfully of his services in Africa* of his lar^e
grants of land, of his rejected offers from the provincial
army, and officiously offered to assist ur . tfheelock in obtaining
English aid for his institution, - an offer ffhlch was coldly
declined. All sogers • movements were now regarded with suspicion
by colonial patriots, and next day the minister addressed to

•/•Washin --ton at Cambridge a full account of hi;; meeting with hi *.
J
Meanwhile, having economically avoided payment of his nights'
lodging at a neighboring inn, the major had forced on to his
farm; and thence he set out again, in the c > irs - of a weotV > to
return to tho £>rit-'-sh .'ioad^juarters at view xorr"« a wo incidents
narked his journey. On his way to Bedford he foil in with a tall,
i alert iad of fiftojn, and struck by his appearance > engaged
him in convor at 1 >n . iie found that the boy was the son of his
old follow in the rangin
.
service, Japtain John Stark, on his
Vay to join his father in camp, and payed his reckoning at the
hostelry at which they stooped at noon. 3Ehat night at ..odford
'JWoheld a Ion; convers ..tion v/ith the elder Star/, and drey frori
him a declaration of his unfaltering allegiance to the American
.oause« Tho next day, December 14 , he sent by him a letter to
Washington, in his entreoeh'ionts about .ooston, Miking for a
continuance of hie permit to pursue his private affairs, as he
ooi- jv^ci it -jo i±q renuire uomc months yet for him to settle with
his creditors • " 1 have leave to retire on my half-pay , and
never expect to be called into service again ie added, " i
love North America; it is y native country; and i expect to
spend the evoain • of my days in j t ff . Phl.a at last was conscious
duplicity, for he wis even then in hopes of a fresh commissi >n.
.vashingt on* o only ans.ver w s.s to detail Goner .a Schuyler to keep
close '.vatch ovr the famous ranger. On January f* , l'7 "'* , tho
>8'Om4andor-i n-chief lea. ned that he had set out from b^ny to
ov»e, brother of tho young subaltern who had accompani ;d ^o ;ers
pon a short scout, and now ^a^re's success as head of the ^ritish

reelect to an ad lutant— general and a nuartormas ter- ;Tenar ! ' 1 "*nd
,
joijfr attention to iVajor sogers , of .Those fir",- , ss arid fidelity
we have r^c :v 1 further testimony from General Tryon
Rogers, however, was sti 11 to wait some n'Onths sTori
his appointment
,
for his business in New YorV was as yet unfinished,
and it was impossible Tor him to join Howe, closely pent with a
half-faraished arcy within ;,oston . H~ busied hi self -bout th^ r i tv
rree to cone and.
,
o about i ts streets ..s he pleased
, but under a
supervision that dally grew more constant and more rigorous. The
city had grown so patriot that Governor i.ryon and his council
hctd been forced to i lee aboard the British ship i*sia in the harbor,
and the £orj elements in the population concealed their
sentiments an! * s.-.~lr hopes in meanness and fear. The half-nay
major still lodging on i3roadway, felt with ..ny others the
harshness of the party feeling manifested by th : nhjgs, and of the
radical restri c ti onsimoosed < by those who were be^i^nin^ oo^nly
to express t icir hopes of an immediate declaration of independence
.
In the preceding ^ugust the Provincial Congress of the province
had resolved to punish by imprisonment and forfeiture of
property those who gave information or supplies to the enewy;
in September it had authorized the seizure of the arms of all those
who had not sworn allegiance' to the /imeric/.n cause; and throu hout
i»n winter it saw that the local committees of safety kept a minute
watch over such suspects as Rogers. In his business operations
Ro-ers felt especially huuinerecJ
. During February, 1776 while ho
Was Still SOl 1 Pit In r Tr ., n t . - r> o Q„cr' 1 t r» -> j o r> P To A^w. o Aiv uiiij j^xariwo -J- o-vwiiii. II LS O: Ian: itnin thO
province, he was forced to petition the Provincial Congress for
.admission to attend " his excellency the governor " on board
the Duchess of Gordon> then lyin~ with four other warships between

fNutter's and ~edloc*s islands, lie was careful to specify tiv.-.t it
was " business of a private nature, and such only as respects
v;.
myself and '' red i tors ", that rendered his attendance aboard ship-.,
necessary* and he was duly ™iven the requested permit.
i ^ltYi the comljig of hashing', on a few weeks later his
situation grew doubly irks ore and dangerous* On March 4 the 4-rmerican
commander-* j n— _,hi oi lortifioi' Dorcnester iici,';hts, with the result
that /w i thin tan days iiowe eyacuat.ed ^oston, and abandoning all
his stores, s.~t sail with his troops and more than a thousand
headquarters wore at once removed southward. On April 13 Washington
.arrived at ontfew Tor'- • and for days ./'thereafter his ragged
,
spring road;:' to the port . Neither he nor his men' had any
sympathy f r American-born citizens who still adhered to the
naval attac 1'
, they tc-ov prompt steps to drive out or chain up
intestine enemies. M Why asked Washington " should persons vho
at 'ar^e, vhilst we Vnow that they will do every mischief in
their power ?" The next few woeVs were weeks of terror to all
loyalists, for they wore harried by the militia, seize/A or
object of greater suspicion than 4vO;rs, and none was made more '
clearly to feel the uneasy sufferance with which he was tolerated,
immediately before leaving Cambridge Washington wrote Schuyler
at *ilbany that " Kogors be in.'; much suspected of unfriendly
vie 's toward this country, his conduct Should be attended to
With some degree of vigilance and circumspection At his coming
he detailed Cantain -'eters of the <o • 1 rk

4-t
Colonials to preserve a close watch over ail his gotnga and
conin- it that all sourccb of information conccrnirr
his actiorib , in .* 4 ..qpshirc and -*e«v lorkj .vex' prol
neisure>; ; ,verc not .vithout their fruit , for on June '
New Hampshire House of representatives appointed a 1
" to consider the xpediency of securing j or no^er;
of sundry informations a^a> ^st him ". Washington proi
him arrested, and as he protested vigorously, shov/in,
sequence
tptly ha
recommendations iron various hando , n< !'!lt A
Charge to be examined by the Continental Congress at Ph
'j.hus
,
by this fortuitous train of circumstances, he was
prisoner, bi-in r in the very shadow Oi. Independence lall
birth of the r/'iori^an republic,
#hen h<^ :;rrLvefl on Julj' 1, the old .jiaVcr town
already st iri*in with prmoni tions of iinu-.-nd iru* events,
announced his coming, and the inc option of the ic.sur':
indeneude ice , in the same letter to rfashln&tOn* " laior
iladelohia.
present a
ers
unci' the oarr
% partic ilar appointment-, had under consideration a mum
natter this day, rhich
,
presented their attention to him
ly next will inform you, j. hope, of some very decisive
The momentous 'natter of which ho spoVe was xvich^rd Henr
motion that " these united colonies are, and of right o
free and 1 ndcoondent states " . Discussion u on it and u
to be
,
Jefferson's draft of the" Declarat ionwholly engrossed the next
three days, it was not until July 5. when the all-important sten
e oated an<"
and signed by the president and. secretary, tbat the major, vaitin;
to Know his fate-, was given a moments' consideration, it was

summarily ordered by Congress that he be sent to tho New liampsh
.assembly for final disposal, ihis reference of the ease was
notified Lo the provincial body in the same letter of Jiancook'g,
dated July 6, which after prefacing that " altho' it is not pos
to forsee the consequences of human actions, yet it is
nevertheless a duty which we owe to ourselves and posterity, in
all our public councils, to decide the best we are able,
and trust the event to God " , heralded the dissolution of all
] connection between the colonies and Great i»ri tain . But Rogers
had no intention of answering tri- hi: alleged informations
and treacheries ; and in the ca.rly morning of July H, still
held at Philadelphia, found means to maV e his escape, iho
Pennsylvania Conmittee of Safety offered a row .rd of 50 for hi
head
, but he safely made his .;ay acros^. ^ountry to Staten
Isl^ntf, where dowe, with thirty thousand men, had just landed.
Here sogers was received with open arms. Wot' merely
had; iiowe been assured of his ability and held previous
communication with him, but to an army composed largely - of
.
men untrained in view iVorld methods of fighting, unfamiliar
with the enemy, and entir ly uncertain of the ground over
which it must pass, he was a most valuable accession, lie knew
the. whole central region, long the' Hudson, and to Philadelphia
l " i+fjn^ m c4#o uw ;jn cut/ , lit? rtitJw x
.
i u
i
i.ia. o ti! j iiie i^mnor ano.
,liB8»edii.tc- resources of the Americans; and he knew many Tories
in the neighboring boroughs /horn he could induce to ^nter the
British army. In the first days ofl /1 1,71st, therefore, he was
given the title of lieutenant Colonel, and empowered to muster
a batt --11 ion
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of loyalists, to bo called the a? Queen's i--r.er.ican danger.. w
it was only in the first campaign aft r he joined the
uritish army, however, - the campaign of the autumn an winter of
yl77'5 - 7, along the lower coarse of the Hudson, and down
thr •ugft^ov/ Jersey, that sogers' connect" on with the American
revolution was one of any importance, i'he first movements about
iiew iorV demonstrated that, however suec i Ui. ne nact u en .in
' partisan fi hting, he had little place" in an stony -vhich marched,
deployed, and fought in European style , over ground for the
most part well-cleared and cultivated, and under generals
tyiO realised all the advantages of a conplicatev! system of
military Lactics. During Howe's, preliminary manoeuvres to
drive Washington out of the city he was fortunately occupied
in collecting his men, whom he drew from all the towns in
lower .Connect ' cut
,
Long island, and alon • the ivlew YorV shore
of the s Dund . His method of enlistment was that time-honored
and serviceable one by which ho offered a commission to a chosen
fev -who engaged to bring in a certain quota of soldiers; a
method \which , while it rapidly filled his ran' s , at the same
time gave him a corps of officers notable chiefly for their
inefficiency, His alloVment of four hundred men made up,
'however, he was duly rent to occupy a place in' the front,
where it was expected he would prove of especial service. On
August 22 uowe had thrown 15000 troops across the narrows,
and five days later, in the battle of Long Island* he drove
the American advance lines back into confusion, capturing
• Generals Sullivan and Stirling, with more than *>ne thousand men.
iSefore the end of the month Washington had been forced to retreat
from Brooklyn Heights to Wew £ork, crossing .act Rivefc- by
night in a heavy fog.

To dislodge In from t'ois new pes i lion the British army at once
p ashed its infantry across the Sast River , and in an attempt to
cut off Washington's retreatfought a sharp , sV Ornish along
Larlem Heights, near tho tfest front oi tne present .ui u.lv
wh'ereuoon " the old fox in ConmJLlle's tern:, withdr w toward
rthite Plain.:, half-way to the Connecticut 1.1 no.
i v.; ^ aA4nl\Bw t 'i itftfflAf hi m h^re that the
it was in the attempt during octobei to ae* )ax. nwn n ,i . unu u.io
OOmnander of the Queen's itang ers t saw his first active fighting
of tho war.
On the twelfth of October i.o-.ve landed a large force of men
ten miles up the Bast Stiver, urging them as . eon as possible
pasWorts Lee and Washington, and simultaneously disembarked
nthorq nn thp chor" of the Sound . hoping to cut offitOgers an.< otnerii o une snux« ui on o -- 1 » -~>
the connections of the Continental amy, with Connecticut. . ith
.this latter win - he at once began to feel forward, to sound the
:
~««„4K? n«« "'IT. rr«n^r".\i Advance . liis movement was one suddenly
detcrminod upon, with the breaking off of hie conciliatory
negotiations vith Congress, and had interrupted and prevejifred a
plan which Rogers had laid for a bold raid into Connecticut;
for the major, stationed with his b^tlullion at .'. mt ngdon on
Long island during the last fortnight, had modiated a d scent
upon the Continental stores collected at Greenwich, Stamford h
~nd Norrwalk, with the inlets an:' avenues to which places hie? men
were perfectly familiar.But the battle for which the ex-Ranger
was thirsting vis not long denied him. as his outpost ->arty '*is
'noved forward toward .Vhite Plains, he too
1
' post at Mairtaroneck
only ten miles distant. Here, on the night of October 31 , a
command of nearly double his numbers, under Colonel .iarlett,
attached hiii, and inflicted upon his men a defeat so total '.hat

no
only the darkness, and the defection of so:ne of the American
Jiiards, pr vented their annhiliation . n.s it was they took
ili^u qw prisoners , a nair of colors, and any arms and
provisions. Strilln^; was so pleased with Hoslett's success that
he thanked him and his men publicly on parade. The new .hatred
d
- nptrlnt", i a f p] t In every Letter reportingana cunutiii^o buo ^cu* xv^uu *• * j v-*
the. aTI".. ' r . " Uhe late worthless major skulked off in the dark ",
says one; another speaks of hira as characteristically
M very careful
oh i ern h ft en leaves his men in th
lurch. The whole affair was but a skirmish, however, an., with
ia'shington's defeat at «hitc Plains a week later the tide of
ir „ r wen+ rolling avast southwest toward Philadelphia.
This briefly, and in^lorioualy was ivo^ers ' revolutionary
career, to all practical purposes, ended, a few weeks later
the 'leadershin of his C^rps was given to Colonel French, and
then to major .icr-iyssf; until j- many, on uci-ulh i j. , j. ,
it passed to i;ajor j. i. oimcoe, who dismissed the wore
incompetent officers, substituted southerners for then, and
br'.ujht th command to a hi ^h state of efficiency. Henceforth
t/he now more anddmoro discredited, major, apparently kept in
Qprv tf. a r»M<*flv b •• the memorv of his oast achievements, was
A
employed only as' a recruiting officer, in October, 1773, he still
preserved some connection with his corns, for at Quebec he
Petitioned lialdiwand, Governor of Canada, to be permitted to
rejoin it 't i»ev« ior ;- .>y ».sy oi »nj.iana , uiw UI1Ai " uwrt
open.; and actually si-n-d himself as Its ranking off ic r.
.it the same time he was seeking employment at the north « for
haldimand refused as impractioauie nxs peiiii,iu i uu ut, o ityiYu,u
to raise two battalliohs from the neighboring colonies.
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ras brief although 'e learn fro::i a letter
of his to th: governor, thanfcin,:; him for his leave of
absence,
that through it he " found means to get provided for
"
*
Ort
|
1 i«7n U ^ o v.««v -it New orV . and had secured from
..lay I , l ' - » no au « . - , ^ t.
Clinton authority to attempt the recruiting for ahi
Iiaidiwand had withheld permission, lie immediately Sent
out officers
to beat up men from about the various post;, along
the
» , , 11 mum to be commanded, bv a maior,Canadian borler. ^aci Dactaiuuti ,/« w «» j
with nine captains under him, nd was to roster 600 men.
indeejd at this >eriod of the war Rogers ws the most
prominent and
^, • , + , nv,n *r>t*m lovailat volunteers into
active of the various agendo mo m x^j
British army, and for his pertinacity in northern New
Hampshire
he was prescribed in November, 177 8, by the house
of that colony.
J . . jbV -. « Q v,a.j rfT>ni it St John's. New I runswick,
Lis headquarters he es&auii^!. a ino^ ^ »
and later at LanoraasVa, Quebec, and it was for a time with
genuine success that ho prosecuted his enlisting for the »3 in.3s
1 f.nnn v —* Lo b<~> eal ' ed alon- " the eastern
^angers , as the new ^rovp ..-0 u ^ •»
frontiers of ,-ew inland and Penobscot One of the recruiting
a -ents for whom he found employment was his brother,- Major
. ^ . , L. a- t ,.4 fl ii., mirt'&d bv the confiscation
Ja.ne^ ^.o^ei'S, wno ricci Dc?-n * i*'^** ^
of his estate of 2ti f 000 acres In Vermont; and driven bjs
the
hirs from his wife and six children into Canada; he appointed
, j * - n ~\ « rtmm«nripw rtf onfl of the battallions , and in fact,him provisional command'^ 01 e x rie m»w *
in hay, 1780, petitioned that Ualdwand create him lieutenant-
colonel also.
i ue.n'vhiio in the autumn of 177 P Rogers was
> at Penobscot harbor for a time, and witnessed there a small
naval • v irmish
.
Despite the energy with which he entered upon his new tasT,
however, his old evil courses rapidly laid hold upon him
r %
1^
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again; and by the middle of 17 30 he was once. more upon ths highway
to ruin and dis -race . lie reported in ^September, 177 9 , that he
had raised seven hundred ien, for whose expenses, with his own,
he later sent in a requisition for nearly* 500; and when in the
early spring it became necessary to move tht;se troops foe /aid,
it appeared that he had not yet mustered forty. Ehe flints*
1 months,
moreover, he spent in ueboc, .vhere he drew money on the account:;,
of his subordinate officers, and spent it in drunken and riotous
revellings. One officer, named Longstreet, whom he thus cheated
offi£25, was especially bitter against hiuj, and complain, d
loudly to Haldimand. The governor, again found difficulty in
Jarch in getting him to go to the foont again, and reprimanded
hipi\. severely when, ten days -j.fter rtogers had announced
his departure , and secured money and other necessaries fST his
journey, he found him still sulking about the streets of the
town, rihen, finally,he set out for i- amour--: ho " contracted debts
and drew bills the whole way ", as Ualdinknd • a secretary tells
us,"-, and thoroughly disgraced and injured the cause M . On t arch
20 he was at the LaV;e of th:; ..rand ?orta^e, .'/hence he wrote to
Quebec to hope ' f whatever I have offended your excellency in
will be overlooked, as i have nothing more at heart than his
majesty's service ". On April "-> he was, at Halifax , and a few
days later sailed for England, writing his brother James before
his departure that he intended a"ending an agent shortly to
Janada to straighten out all his financial affairs, xn Jjuiy the
last Df his bills from Kamouraska ca ;e down, thoroughly angering
iialdimand , and leaving his brother financially prostrate, iie still
retained his com land, however, for his commission had been
- \
i*"
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issued by Clinton, and it was not in lialdimand ' s power to revoke it;
and even James Rogers, sensitive under the stigma of his brother's
disgrace, and embroiled, moreover, in disagreable quarrels with
rival enlisting officers for other branches of the service, was unable
to resign his post in the " King's Hangers ". But Robert Rogers
was never to touch American soil again. The last full reference to
him which we possess, written ipon American soil, is in a
letter of his brother's, bearing a date practically coincident
with his departure: " ihe conduct of my brother of late has
almost unmanned me. «<hen 1 was last in Quebec I often wrote to,
and told him my mind in regard to it, and as often he promised
to reform. I am sorry his good talents should so unguarded fall
a prey to intemperance ". James Rogers continued to enlist for
the Rangers, but by the time four companies were completed
the war was over.
In 1784, upon the conclusion of peace with America,
we find certain evidence of the presence of Rogers in London,
from the fact that his name had been transferred to the
Half-Pay Registers, on which he was credited with a daily
pay^ment of 8 s . 5 d . - a sum ample for the maintenance of
life in comfort. The last brief chapter in his history is soon
told. The tradition of his family speaks to this day of his
dissolute and improvident life in the city although nothing more
definite is known concerning it. On May 13, 1795,
he died at the parish of .\ewington, or Newington Butts ( so-called
from an old archery ground hich once stood there ) . in what is
now a very crowded part of south London, lie buried in the yard '
of the old church of St. Mary Newington five days after, in a
spot whose location is now unknown ; the church having been
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pulled down in the last century, the churchyard paved ov r, and
a new church erected not far :<ff . Administration of his estate,v
which amounted to butrflOO, was -ranted in the next autumn to John
tfalkor a creditor. Ho one, so far as we Vnow, mourned his going
9
tils wife had been divorced from him, by decree 01 the Mew
Hampshire legislature, seventeen years before, and - sho havin- I
•remarried - his only sen had grown up under an alien rootf. .,e died
in total obscurity, and no newspaper or newsletter 1 in either
ghgland or America, placed his nare in even its curtest list of
obituaries .
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